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Preface •
This thesis is the outcome of research conducted into the 
quantization of observables defined over a Riemannian configuration 
manifold, and is naturally divided into three chapters:
The first chapter is essentially concerned with the development, 
from physical bases, of the concepts of classical and quantum "global 
measurability", which, when combined with the requirement that all 
quantizable momenta shall be either classically or quantum mechanically 
globally measurable, result in the exclusion from the class of quantiz­
able momenta of all those observables which are not quantizable in 
accordance with G.W. Mackey’s natural procedure. The refinement of 
exact global measurability is then introduced, and the physically 
important class of "Killing" momenta are found to be exactly classically 
and quantum mechanically globally measurable and moreover quantizable by 
means of Mackey’s scheme.
The second chapter seeks to analyse the algebraic structure of the 
Mackey-quantizable momenta, so as to compare and contrast his geometric 
scheme with the various algebraic schemes which have frequently been 
proposed. As an extension of this work, a natural geometric quantiz­
ation is proposed for the more general class of observables "linear in 
momentum", the set of quantizable such entities determined, and its 
algebraic properties discussed. It is concluded that, if Mackey’s 
procedure is, as we argue, correct and exhaustive of the quantizable 
momenta, then algebraic rules of quantization do not, in general, obtain 
among the momenta defined over a Riemannian space, ’though in the case 
of momenta, such as the Killing momenta, reflecting the symmetry of the 
configuration manifold, such laws not only exist but are moreover of 
great practical importance.
The third chapter is concerned with the quantization of the 
observables "multilinear in momentum", and in particular with the
delimitation of the possible operators of formal quantization as 
circumscribed by the requirement of (operator) symmetry, and the 
question of the essential self-adjointness of local observables 
associated with the multilinear momenta-. Finally some possible 
means of determining an exact quantization are discussed and 
contrasted, and a tentative selection made of a particular scheme 
which is then illustrated by concrete example on the real line with 
the usual metric.
We conclude this preface with a brief indication of the layout 
of the thesis: Each chapter or associated group of appendices has
been treated, for the purpose of all textual numbering and 
referencing systems, as a separate unit, and is prefixed by a
detailed list of contents, and concluded by the appropriate group of
references; so that all pointers of a chapter or group of appendices 
refer, unless otherwise indicated, to the text of that chapter or 
group of appendices. Finally note that a bibliography has been
included which will serve as a collected list of references to papers
and books employed.
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§1: Introduction.
The problem of the rigorous quantization of momentum observables 
(momenta) is of central importance to the understanding of quantum 
mechanics; for not only do momenta form the simplest class of obser­
vables, other than those functions without momentum dependence, but 
also their typical representatives, the linear and angular momenta, 
form the basis of the conservation laws of dynamics. It is clearly 
desirable that any proposed theory of their quantization should be 
formulated at a high level of abstraction, since only then can 
generality of application be anticipated. Viewed in this light, a 
Riemannian manifold M  seems to be the natural medium of expression; 
for in the corresponding manifold-theoretic formalism the basic 
geometric entities constructed upon the manifold, as well as the mani­
fold itself, have direct physical significance.
The basic work on the problem of the quantization of momenta is 
that of G.W, Mackey, in which it is demonstrated that to each complete 
momentum P (corresponding to a complete vector field over M ) , there 
exists a uniquely defined essentially self-adjoint operator Q^(P) over 
the natural Hilbert space (M) of M, whose closure may be identified 
with the (unique) quantum observable Q(P) analogous to P. This is an 
important and general result, which is nevertheless far from encom­
passing the quantization problem for the momenta. Such a total 
analysis requires the presence of each one of the following elements;
[1] the explicit determination of the existing unique quantum 
observable corresponding to a complete momentum,
[2] the discussion of the quantization of momenta which do not 
generate complete vector fields,
[3] an analysis of the dequantization of quantum momenta, and
[4] the construction of a theory of measurement of the 
quantizable momenta, both in the classical and the 
quantum cases,
this last being necessary if the theoretical construction is to be 
comparable with experiment.
This chapter is the outcome of an attempt to construct such a 
self-contained general scheme of quantization by seeking to answer as 
far as possible the foregoing questions, and to explore the inter­
relationships which obtain among them. Our analysis leads to a most 
pleasing conclusion, that the abstract and formal quantization 
condition of completeness prerequisite in Mackey’s scheme does indeed 
have a direct physical foundation; for the quantizability condition on 
P may be traced to the concept of global measurability, introduced and 
discussed in the latter part of this chapter.
§2; The Quantization of Complete Momenta.
We adopt as our model of a quantum system that,of M a c k e y ^ ^  
in which the configuration space of the dynamical system is represented 
by a Riemannian manifold M of metric tensor G and corresponding density 
p, the phase space by the corresponding cotangent bundle T*M, and the 
quantum mechanical Hilbert space by the set (M) of functions which 
are Lebesgue square-integrable with respect to the density p. . This 
mathematical substructure provides a basis upon which both classical 
and quantum mechanics may be constructed. As to the representation of 
classical mechanics we need only note that' to each classical 
momentum P, defined as a map^ P : T*M (R, there is associated a uniquely
* E x p l i c i t l y P ( p , q )  = p.X(q) results from the action of a one-form ^
p on a vector field X of M, and in terms of a local chart of
T*M we have p = p^dq^, X = and P = p.X(q) = pudq^.(C^3j) = E^p^.
defined vector field X on M. The explicit scheme of quantization 
proposed by Mackey comprises three elements:
[5] The free Hamiltonian H has a quantum analogue Q(H) which 
is postulated to be the Laplacian operator
Q(H) = - I ;  , (1)
on a domain of definition such that Q(H) is self-adjoint.
\
[6] The scalar functions f:M"^<R are quantized in accordance 
with the rule
Q(f) = f , (2)
on the domain.
DQ(f) = ef^p(M) lQ(f)i|; e«Cp(M)} . (3)
[7] A prescription is provided for the quantization of a sub­
class of the classical momenta P, which are associated 
with complete vector fields X, and which we shall here­
after refer to as complete momenta.- The identification 
of the quantum analogue Q(P) of a complete momentum 
proceeds by several steps;
(i) identification of the one-parameter-group of trans­
formations of M, 11 e (R} , provided by the flow 
associated with the corresponding vector field X on 
M,
(ii) construction of the one-parameter-group of unitary 
transformations {U^11 e <R} of JC^CM) naturally 
induced by { 0 ^  11 e <#} ,
(iii) identification of the unique self-adjoint operator 
such that V t e <R = exp (:^  ^t) with the quantum
counterpart Q(P) of P, and finally
(iv) prescription of an essentially self-adjoint operator
Qq (P) whose closure may be identified with the quantum 
observable Q(P).
We may state this last result explicitly in the following theorem 
which will serve as the starting point of our analysis.
Theorem 1: On the Quantization of Complete Momenta.
If P is a complete momentum observable over T*M generating a C 
vector field X on M, then the symmetric operator Q^(P) defined by
Qg(P) = -ih(X + idivX) , (4)
with domain,
DQ^(P) = {i|ie£^(M)|i|;€ c“(M), Q^(P)ij, cf^(M)} , (5)
where div X denotes the divergence^ of the vector field X, and 
where C^(M) denotes the set of infinitely differentiable functions 
of compact support, is essentially self-adjoint, and hence 
possesses a unique self-adjoint extension which is identified with 
the quantum observable Q(P).
Proof: see appendix 1, M a c k e y , Varadarajan^^\ Hermann^^^^,
Abraham and Marsden^^^^.
The divergence has the implicit manifold-theoretical definition,
d i v < X , p >  = div X.p
0* P-P
where d i v <  X,p >  = lim ^
f^o ^
the notation being that of Loomis' and Sternberg
It has, moreover, proved possible to give the explicit expression
of the operator Q(P), a generalization of the work on one-dimensional
(12)manifolds of Wan and Viazminsky
Theorem 2: The Explicit Representation of a Complete Quantum Momentum.
The quantum analogue Q(P) of a complete momentum P as introduced in 
the previous theorem is given explicitly by
Q(P) = -ih(D^ + I div X) , (6)
with domain.
DQ(P) = {if, E^^(M) € C^(X,M), Q(P)%p ef^(M)} , (7)
where is the Lie derivative operation (with respect to X), and 
where C^(X,M) is the set of functions on M whose Lie derivative 
with respect to X exists.
Proof: see appendix 2.
The nature of the action of (6) and of the domain (7) may be in some 
detail illustrated by means of a coordinate-based interpretation. 
Letting {x^|ie[l,n]} denote^ a coordinate system in some local chart 
U of M in terms of which
X = 5^ — A-> G = g. p = /g = (Idet g--l)“ , (8)
ax’-
we note:
Q(P)ip. = -ih(X + I div X)ij, , (9)
[8] If ^ € C^(M) is a once-differentiable function on M, then 1
yl6 C^ (X,M) and = X^, so that (6) becomes simply i
The set [l,n'J is a shorthand for {1,2,3,...,n) c /i/.
and, in the local chart U, has the representation,
Q(P)^ = -ih(C^ — p + — --- ^  ( C ^ / g ) . (10)
^  Ix3x^ 2/i 3: ^
However, since ip e C^(X,M) does not imply that i|jeC^(M), 
it is misleading in our present context to write,
D = X = ç’- ; (11)
* ax’-
for the right-hand expressions imply, albeit implicitly, 
a domain of operation consisting of functions which are 
once-differentiable with respect to every coordinate x^, 
ie[l,n].
[9] In a coordinate chart V of coordinatization {x lie[l,n]}
in which X assumes the canonical form we have that
3x‘
e DQ(P) implies that ij> is once differentiable with 
respect to x^  and, therefore, that
Q(P)\Ji = -ih(— ^  (/^)) , (12)
35' 2/g 35'
in an obvious notation. Such a chprt, which we may term
canonical, may be constructed to contain any point of M at 
which X f
[10] At critical points where by definition X = 0 we have that
D^ = 0, div X f 0,'* and Q(P) = -gi h d i v X  , (13)
4 Note that, whereas X(x) = 0 =/>(div X)(x) = 0, it is nevertheless true 
that; if the set K = { x e M | X  = o) is of non-zero measure, then the ^
symmetry of Qq (P) implies (cf appendix 2) that div X = 0 almost every- |
where in K; so that, regarding div X as a Hilbert space function in 4
cC^ (M) , we may equivalently take div X - 0 whenever X = 0, when (13) #
P . "«1assumes the simpler form Q(P) = 0. |
which simply states that at isolated critical points, or 
over extended critical sets, the functions ip e DQ(P) need 
not be differentiable at all.
We may exemplify in their turn these remarks by considering the 
case of the Euclidean plane, ^  with the usual metric, upon which is 
defined the classical angular momentum observable . In terms of 
global Cartesian coordinates (x,y) of and the corresponding chart 
(x,y,p^,p^) of has the familiar representation
= xPy - yp% , (14)
is associated with a C complete vector field X on A given by
and has as quantum counterpart the self-adjoint operator over (<R^ ),
Q(L^) = -ih , (16)
in which acts upon its maximal domain as prescribed in (7).
3 8If now Ip € C^ (<R^  ) then clearly Q(L^)ip = -ih(x ^  - y ^)%p, so that,
provided the later operator is assumed to have its conventional domain
of C ^ (A^), we have
Q(L^) = -it.(x - y |j) . (17)
It is nevertheless, as is tempting and is widely used in practice, 
incorrect to assert that the component expressions of (17) are equal, 
since the domain DQ(L^) contains functions which are differentiable 
with respect neither to x nor to y . In fact the true equality of
which the commonly used device is a specialization is simply
Q(L^) = -i1i(x ly - y . (18)
where the bar denotes the operation of closure, as may readily be seen
by noting that Q^CL^) c -ih(x | y  “ 7 |^) ^ QCh^) and that Q^(Lg) is 
essentially self-adjoint. The most general coordinate-based repres­
entation of Q(L^) may be obtained at every point, else the origin, of 
in terms of a local canonical chart in which the azimuthal angle 0 
about the origin relative to some fixed radius as base line plays the 
role of X* of [9] above. At all points of such a local canonical 
chart, which may be extended to cover <51^ almost everywhere, and for all 
states ij in the domain of Q(L^), we have that
Q(L^ )4. = -ifi II . (19)
At the origin, at which the vector field X has a critical point, no 
state function in DQ(L^) need be differentiable with respect to any 
coordinate variable.
Theorems 1 and 2 provide us with a (partial) scheme of quantiz­
ation, applicable to complete momenta, which we shall argue is 
exhaustive in that all "quantizable" momenta are complete. We first 
establish the following result which is of central importance.
Theorem 3: On the Dequantization of a Quantum Momentum.
Let ^ be a self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space ^^(M) 
possessing an essentially self-adjoint restriction defined
by
with domain.
= -ih(X + 2 div X) , (20)
DO^ = € Z^(M) lip e C^(M) , ^ JC ^ (M) } ; (21)
then the C vector field X generated by 2^^ , and the corres­
ponding classical momentum P are complete, (except perhaps on 
a set of measure zero®’ *).
Proof: see appendix 3, Abraham and Marsden^^^^.
iIt is now immediate that, discounting the qualification* on complete­
ness in theorem 3, we may introduce a bijective mapping between |
the set of all complete C classical momenta over M, and the set %
of all self-adjoint operators as defined in theorem 3, given by the 
operations of quantization Q: and of dequantization
Q"^ : so that the operation of quantization can give rise to
difficulty only for incomplete momenta, (momenta associated with 
incomplete vector fields). It is this case which we now proceed to 
discuss,
§3: The Quantization of Incomplete Momenta.
The question now arises: what are the quantum analogues of the
incomplete momenta? Clearly for an incomplete momentum P, Q^(P) 
cannot be essentially self-adjoint; hence either
[11] Q^(P) has no self-adjoint extensions, which we interpret
as meaning that no quantum observable Q(P) associated with 
P exists, or else
® This phrase is to be taken as meaning that all the maximal integral j
curves of X, except possibly those originating from a set of measure j
zero, are complete; or symbolically that, • |
y (A) = /^p = 0, where A = {xcM|{teiR|0^ (x) e M) f 61} . ‘j
*This qualification, which-does not seem to have relevance in the Î
physical arguments of the sequel, may be regarded as arising from |
"irregularity" in the manifold rather than in the momentum; for ]
example the C vector field X = is complete on , but complete |
. except on a set of measure zero on -{O ) . In addition observe that i
(i) the distinction between completeness and completeness except on *
a set of zero measure does not appear in one-dimensional mani- }
folds; and that i
(ii) the word "complete" may alternatively be taken to mean complete ^
except on a set of measure zero, when the statements above j
regarding the operation of quantization are strictly correct.
__
10
We may shed light on the discussion of subclass [12] above by 
considering an example, which we take to be the linear momentum 
observable on a modified infinite square-well, and which we model on 
the manifold M = (-1,1) with the metric tensor G = g = (1-x^)“  ^ and 
corresponding density p = /g = (1-x^)"^ . The choice of the metric g 
is motivated by the following consideration; that, unless the well- 
width /g dx is infinite, then neither-1
[13] will the symmetric operator Q^(H) generated by the free 
classical Hamiltonian H and given by
on the domain,
DQ^(H) ={i(. eJ:V(-l,l)|i|<€ c“(-l,l), , (23)
be essentially self-adjoint, so that there will exist^ no 
unique self-adjoint Laplacian which may be identified with 
the free quantum Hamiltonian Q(H), nor
[12] Qq (P) has many self-adjoint extensions, when the problem 
reduces to whether any, and if so which, extension is the 
quantum analogue Q(P) of P. |
I
[14] will the Riemannian space (M,G) be geodetically complete, 
so that a classical particle cannot execute free motion 
along the geodesics of M without at some time suffering J
abrupt discontinuities in its momentum upon "reflection 
from the walls of the well". |:
^This remark is demonstrated in theorem 4.
11
Our chosen model system, avoiding both of the difficulties [13] and
[14], possesses a unique well-defined free quantum Hamiltonian Q(H).
The linear momentum P, corresponding to the incomplete vector 
field “  on (-1,1), has as quantum analogue a self-adjoint extension 
of Qq (P) given by
Q (P) = -ih(-^ + — ) , (24)
 ^ l-x%
with domain.
DQg(P) = { i l i e iV C - l .D l i f - e  (P)<. £ £ " ^ ( -1 ,1 )  ,
lim (1-x^ ) = lim (1-x^ ) i^|f ,
x^-1 xr^+1
(25)
where 3 e [0,2n) is any fixed number.
The spectrum of Qg(P) is discrete and the "levels" non-degenerate of 
eigenfunctions,
i|)^ (x) = [ ^ (1-x^ ) ]^exp(-i —  x) , n € Z, (26)
and eigenvalues,
p^ = p^ + nirh , p^ = ^3h , n e Z, (27)
This completes the specification of the system.
Consider now the performance of the following sequence of measure­
ments;
[15] perform a measurement of Qg(P) on the system and thus
prepare the system in some eigenstate i|j^ ;
[16] measure Q^(P), y f 3, on the system.
Then, since i DQ^(P), it follows that <  | (P) 1 i s  undefined,
so that physically the result of the above sequence of measurements is 
an infinite average value of Q^(P), and the assumption underlying the
12
procedure, that Qg(P) and Q^(P) are both observables corresponding to 
attributes of the system, gives rise to an inconsistency. Hence at 
most one of the Q^(P) can be a system observable, which lends support 
to the thesis, embodied in subclassification [12] above, that the 
operation of quantization is a bijective mapping whose inverse is the 
dequantization operation.
The situation is still serious, however, even if we admit that a
particular Qg(P) is the true quantum analogue of P (which assumption
is very difficult to justify) since there would seem to be no a priori
valid criterion to decide among the various 3 e [0,2m). In this
. (15)context it has been suggested by Capri that, in the case of the
usual (unmodified) infinite square-well, auxilliary conditions upon the 
admissible states, such as ^(1) = ±i|)(-l), may be imposed on physical 
grounds as being part of the specification of the problem. These 
constraints cannot, however, be absorbed into a formalism which employs 
only the concepts of configuration manifold and density, (M = (-1,1),
/g = 1, say), since the corresponding Hilbert space necessarily contains 
vectors which violate any such boundary constraint. In particular it 
is clear that, independent of the knowledge of any such boundary 
condition which appertains to a particular physical system, no unique 
Q^(P) can be chosen a priori, since each possible boundary condition of 
the form ^(1) = e^^^(-l) results in a distinct operator Q^(P), and in a 
different physical interpretation of the model system.
Nor, moreover, is it possible to determine Qg(P) by recourse to
experiment, since if an apparatus may be constructed to measure
Q(P) = Qo (P), then the resultant discrete spectrum of values can be 
o
arbitrarily well approximated by some Q^(P), 3 f 3^, and hence the 
(inexact) experimental spectrum cannot be used to determine Q(P) a 
posteriori.
As a final observation we note that, if the condition that Q^(H) 
be essentially self-adjoint is relaxed, thus regaining the symmetry
13
between the two forms H and P, then, since in general if)^ (P) i DQ(H)
V3 e C0,2tt), where Q(H) denotes the usually p r e f e r r e d f r e e  quantum 
Hamiltonian of the (unmodified) infinite square-well, the inconsistency 
is again apparent, and the model untenable.
Thus the analysis of this section will be seen to have identified 
some of the difficulties which arise from an attempt to quantize 
incomplete momenta; in the sequel we shall examine this problem from a 
radically different standpoint by developing a theory of the measure­
ment of both classical and quantum mechanical observables, an analysis 
which will lead to striking insight into the physical origins of the 
problem. Before proceeding to so do, however, we pause in our 
development to discuss in some detail the theory of the Hamiltonian 
and the momenta in a one-dimensional manifold.
§4: A detailed study of the Complete Momenta and Hamiltonians on the 
infinite Square-Well.
We now proceed to examine in detail the complete momenta and |
Hamiltonians on the manifold M = (a,b), a,b e <R, with a view to giving 
a comprehensive analysis of the infinite square-well model, since in !
this case it is possible to specify in considerable detail the nature '|
I
of the actual quantum operators.
We begin with the classical free Hamiltonian, H = g"*p^ , of
the system and give a criterion that Q(H) shall be uniquely determined, \
or equivalently that Q^(H) shall be essentially self-adjoint. This is 
embodied in the following theorem.
Theorem 4: A criterion for the "completeness" of the Hamiltonian.
Let /g be the C density on a Riemannian manifold (a,b) c 61, 
and let Q^(H), the symmetric operator prescribed® by the 
classical free Hamiltonian be
14
.2 *.2
Qo (H) (28).
on the domain,
DQ^(H) ={%|,€i;Wa,b)|,f,eC^(a,b), Q^(H)^el:Wa,b)} . (29)
Then Q^(H) is essentially self-adjoint if and only if the 
Riemannian space (M,/g) has complete .geodesics, or equivalently 
is geodetically complete.
Proof: see appendix 4.
We may, moreover, give Q(H) arising from an essentially self-adjoint 
Q^(H) explicitly, and specify the spectral operator and corresponding 
spectrum, which results comprise the following theorem.
Theorem 5: On the free quantum Hamiltonians.
The quantum analogue Q(H) of the classical free Hamiltonian 
H = g“*p^, on the geodetically complete Riemannian space
{(a,b), /g), is given by
with domain,
DQ(H) = {i|j e X ^ ( a , b )  !t|) e (a,b) , Q(H)i|i e f ^ ( a , b )  } , (31)
and may be written as
Q(H) = Q* (P) , (32)
where P is the complete momentum — p.
/i
Proof: see appendix 4.
8 The choice of the Laplacian operator in the differential expression 
of Q (H) is axiomatic in Mackey’s scheme, but can be justified by 
requiring that Q (H) coiramte with all the "motions", or rather their 
unique quantum analogues, of a space of constant curvature, of which 
f nr,....___________ Ron Wan nnrl ,y.La;iminskv ^ ^  ^ ^ f oC details. .
15
These theorems* exhaust the description of the free quantum Hamiltonians, 
which we observe by theorem 4 exist only in spaces which are (metrically) 
unbounded, so that any x^e (a,b) is infinitely remote in real distance 
from the "boundaries" x = a, and x = b, of the manifold. In consequence 
a classical free particle, following a geodetic path, never encounters 
the system boundary and hence experiences neither "reflection" nor any 
other discontinuous disturbances of its motion which must otherwise 
occur. This clearly shows that difficulties arise even for the classi­
cal motion in spaces in which Q^(H) is not essentially self-adjoint.
The exposition for the complete momenta is parallel to that for the 
Hamiltonians. We first give a criterion that Q^(P) be essentially 
self-adjoint, or equivalently that the momentum P be complete.
Theorem 6 : A criterion for the completeness of a momentum.
Let vg be the C density on the Riemannian manifold (a,b), 
and let P = C(x)p be a momentum corresponding to a vector
d COfield X = Ç(x) —  , where Ç(x) is C on the closed interval 
[a,b]. Then P is complete if and only if Ç(a) = 5(b) =0.
Proof: see appendix 5.
We note that this result is, as anticipated, independent of the metric 
/g, and, being so simple, is of great convenience and utility.
There remains only the specification of the unique Q(P) generated by a 
complete momentum P and to give explicitly the corresponding spectral 
operator and spectrum. Again we state the result as a theorem.
Theorem 7: On the complete quantum momenta.
The quantum analogue Q(P) of a complete momentum P = 5(x)p
CO  ^ y--defined over 'a manifold M = (a,b) of C density vg, and
* The above theorem 6 and subsequent text justify and amplify upon the 
remarks Cl3]-[.14] made concerning 0(H) in the proceeding §3.
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generating a C vector field X = €(x) -g-, is given^° by
Q(P) («■''i)) . (33)
with domain,
DQ(P) = {(j, e f ^ ( a , b )  e C^(X,M), Q(P)%p c JC^(a,b)} . (34)
Further there exists a partition, {K^jne i7u{o)), of M,
(furnished by K^, the set of critical points of X, and
{K In e #} , the partition of M - K  into maximal connected n o
subsets), in terms of which the spectral function E(A) of 
Q(P) may be constructed.
The spectrum of Q(P) is and E(A) is explicitly
E(A) = 2 x(K )E(K ,A) , (35)
new
in which X(K^) is the characteristic function of K^,
E(K^,A) = H(A) , (36)
is the Heavyside unit-step function^^^\
E(K^,A)(|) = i{)(K^,X) (f)ip*(K^,A)/^ dx dA , (37)
n
and ^(K^,A) is the "localized eigenfunction" in K^,
i|)(Kn,A) = (2TF?/g) %exp(iA/h C^dx) , x^, x e . (38)
o
Proof: see appendix 5.
*°The differential expression (33) is correct everywhere on M provided
d_ 
dxthat the symbol Ç • is regarded as being by definition zero when­
ever C(x) = O'.
-:S
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For the special case of a complete momentum "without critical points" 
the spectral function E(A) is greatly simplified, and is given by the 
following theorem.
Theorem 8 : On the spectral operator of a complete momentum without
critical points.
Let Q(P) be the quantum analogue of a momentum P = Ç(x)p
• OD  ^ d •generating a complete C vector field X = ?(x) ^  without 
critical points on {(a,b), /g}. Then Q(P) has a spectral 
function E(A) given by
E(A)(j) = ^^A,x) 4^*(A,x)/g dx dA , (39)
in which i|>(x,A) is the generalized eigenfunction,
ij>(x,A) = (2-îrÇ/g) %exp(iA/h Ç~^dx) , x^, x e  (a,b) . (40)
o
Proof; corollary to theorem 7.
This completes our discussion of the infinite square-well,
§5: The Classical Measurement of Momenta.
The goal of this section is to construct the concept of classical 
global measurability and to relate it to the completeness of a 
momentum. The analysis is structured as follows; having first moti­
vated the discussion of the proposed model of classical measurement 
based upon an impulsive collision between test and reference particle 
by a discussion of the measurement of Cartesian momenta on a Euclidean 
space, we proceed first to develop the theory of the collisional 
process in a general Riemannian space-, and then to discuss its local 
application in the determination of the momentum P associated with a 
given test particle. Finally the ideas developed in the analysis of
;
1 8 ■ifJï
local measurements are combined to afford the concept of global |
Imeasurability and the link with completeness is established.
§5.1: Classical momentum measurement in Euclidean space. |
Consider initially the simplest case of the measurement of the
linear momentum of a free particle moving in one-dimension, which we 13
model on the configuration manifold M = A  with the usual metric by the 
momentum p conjugate to the global Cartesian coordinate y . A measure­
ment of p necessarily involves a non-zero, though perhaps very small, 
displacement of the measured particle, as is sufficiently clear from
the very definition of p, namely p = lim (y(t+e) - y (t))/e, where y(t)
6-^ 0
is the particle trajectory as a function of time; for if the particle 
is allowed no recoil during measurement-, then for all sufficiently 
small e we have that y(t+e) = y(t), and thus that p = 0 , which is 
clearly absurd. This recoil property is embodied in the impulsive 
measurement model of Aharanov and Safko^^^\ of which the following is 
an example^ ‘ .
We elect to measure the momentum of the above test particle by 
measuring the recoil displacement of a second particle of momentum p, 
conjugate to the position coordinate y , with which it interacts in 
accordance with the Hamiltonian,
H = p^ /2m + p^  /2m + w(t)pp , (41)
in which w(t) is the function prescribing the interaction and is given
by
C w t e  (o ,t (
"(t) = 1 0 t ^ (o,T) . (42)
The equations of motion of the test and measuring particles are there­
fore
Whereas Aharanov and Safko consider quantum measurements, we modify 
the model to discuss classical ones.
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y ( o ) + A y  = a p + y ( o ) e M ,  y ( o ) + A y  = a p + y ( o ) e M  . (45)
These equations serve to define a subregion of the manifold, determined 
by the momentum p and the collisional parameter a within which a
y(t) - y (o) = pt/m ■+ wt p ,
- . - _ (43)y(t) - y(o) = pt/m + wt p .
Taking the impulsive limit, t 0, of an instantaneous contact inter­
action, such that to T = a remains finite (for otherwise the interactiono g
has no perceptible effect) we deduce I
Ay = y(x) - y (o) = op ,
- -, . - (44)Ay = y(x)-y(o) = Op .
Thus we see that, if the value of o characteristic of the interaction 
is known, then p is measurable in terms of the displacement (recoil)
Ay of the reference particle. We note particularly that only the M
- . . . . irecoil Ay is required, so that the exact absolute position of the 
particle under test need not be known, provided only that the recoil is 
measurable. This analysis shows that, at least in this particular 
example, the momentum p may be measured by this procedure, wherever the 
particle lies in the configuration manifold, in a manner independent of, 
and without knowledge of, position.
The situation is radically different if we choose as configuration 
manifold a proper subset of , so that the momentum p, and the 
geodesics of the Riemannian space, are incomplete; for the above 
analysis cannot fully be carried out. The p.roblem first arises with 
the equations of motion (43), which are valid only if y(t), and y(t) 
lie in M, conditions not generally satisfied for times t > 0, and which 
therefore give rise to position dependent constraints. Consequently 
the procedure of taking the impulsive limit can be carried out only if 
y(x), y(x) eM, or equivalently
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momentum determination, using such a collision as a measuring device, 
is possible. It is clear, moreover, that for any fixed a a value of 
p may be chosen such that ÎAy| exceeds any preassignable limit; so that 
not only is for a fixed momentum value p the range of points at which p 
is measurable a proper subset of the manifold, but also no point of M 
will admit a measurement of an arbitrarily large p-value for a fixed 
value of o. Thus a momentum may not, in general, be measured by an 
impulsive collision of fixed characteristic parameter a, wherever the 
corresponding particle lies in the manifold.
A similar situation obtains between and its proper subsets, 
where the components of the linear (Cartesian) momentum p^ are conjugate 
to global Cartesian coordinates {y^ | i £ [l,n]}. The interaction 
Hamiltonian is simply
H = ^  G^^p^pj +  ^G^^P^Pj + w(t)a^jp^pj , (46)
where is Kronecker delta, and the recoil displacements of the 
colliding particles are related to their momentum values by
Ay^ = op. , y^(o) + Ay^ e M ,
-i ' -i -i ' (47)Ay = op^ , y (o) + Ay e M .
Hence we have demonstrated that, even in the simplest possible 
case of the linear momentum defined upon a set of (R with the usual 
metric, there arises, with regard to their measurability by a pre­
elected collisional process, a fundamental distinction between complete 
momenta on spaces with complete geodesics, and incomplete momenta on 
spaces with incomplete geodesics. We shall proceed, therefore, to 
investigate this distinction in the more general context of a momentum 
defined upon a Riemannian manifold, our first task being to develop an 
equation analogous to (44) describing in the general case the relation­
ship between the measured recoil and the corresponding momentum value.
1 2 We defer the discussion of the critical points until §7.
^^The transformation  is achievable at all points (x^) of
i -k (20)M for which Ç (x ) ?^ 0, as is demonstrated in Eisenhart
^21)The parallel propagator is as defined in Synge , though it should 
be noted that where many geodesics connect two points, the propagator 
is here defined in terms of one of least length. Note that, for
sufficiently close, as here, points (y^), (y^) of the local Cartesian 
chart, the connecting minimal geodesic lying within that chart is unique
i
.......
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§5.2; Classical momentum measurement in Riemannian space.
The problem herein lies in the measurement of a momentum P,
generating a corresponding vector field X without critical points^^ ,
on a Riemannian manifold M of metric G. At every point x e M there
exists a local chart^^ of coordinatization {x^|ic[l,n]} in which X
assumes the canonical form — —  . In this chart the momentum P has
8x^
coordinate representation p^, conjugate to x^  , and the metric G assumes 
ii kthe tensor form g (x ). The model measuring system is a collision 
between two particles; one the test particle described by unbarred 
coordinates; the other the reference (measuring) particle described by 
barred coordinates; the measured parameter is the reference particle 
recoil. As the Hamiltonian describing the collision we elect the 
natural extension of (41) and (46), namely
H = ^  ™  g^^P.P; + w(t)g^^p.p. , (48)/m 1 I 2m  ^  ^
in which g^^(x^,x^) is the parallel propagator''* generated by the 
ii kmetric g (x ), and w(t) is the interaction function (42).
The solution of Hamilton’s equations of motion generated by (48) 
would, in general, prove a formidable task. Fortunately, however, it 
is sufficient for our purposes to determine the local motion in the 
neighbourhood of the collision, which is most simply given in terms of 
the local Cartesian coordinates, {y^|ie [1,n]}, about some neighbouring
fixed point x ^ e M .  The equations of transformation connecting the
(2 2) ) coordinate systems are (Synge and Schild ) '
,1
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y ^ ’= bj(x^ - ) , (49)
where b^ is a matrix of constants, and the point x has coordinateJ o
representation (x^) = (a^). It is, moreover, possible, as is 
demonstrated in appendix 6 , to elect bt such that
1 5 Subject to the constraints imposed in footnote 13, we have that 
tends to since g^ *^  approaches in the limit of coincidence
of the two points (y^), (y^).
J -q
y' = b'^(x' - a' ) ; (50)
so that, in terms of these coordinates the Hamiltonian (48) becomes'^ 
simply
H = G^^p % ?  + —  G^^P°P? + w(t)6^jp?p? , (51)
1 J 2m J ^
in which p? is the (local) momentum conjugate to the coordinate y ^ .
The equations of transformation (50) yield (appendix 6) that Pi"b^p°, 
and Hamilton’s equations of motion yield by (51), that op° = Ay^, 
op° = Ay^, whence we may deduce the equation connecting p^, the test 
particle's momentum, and Ay , the measured (physical) displacement 
along y' , as simply
p^ = a"' (b!^ )^  Ax^  = a"'b'^'(x^) Ay^  , (52)
all the other coordinate displacements being determined in terms of the 
test particle’s (linear) momentum components by ap° = Ay^; so that the 
reference particle recoils by an amount and in a direction determined 
by the test particle’s momentum. Finally we note that it is always
possible to arrange the orientation of the reference particle prior to
the interaction such that p? = 0, i f 1, resulting in the recoil Ay' of 
the test particle lying along the principal (y'-) axis, as is portrayed 
in figure 1. We shall always adopt this option when employing the 
measuring procedure in the sequel.
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§5.3; On local Classical-measurement.
We examine in this section the conditions that are necessary if 
the above defined procedure of measurement is to be applicable to a 
momentum P, using at every point of the configuration manifold a "local" 
apparatus. To this end it will be necessary to introduce the concept 
of local measurement; the intuitive motivation for which arises from 
the following consideration, that, whereas the configuration space 
(considered here as a physical space) is large, and indeed typically 
infinite, the "sensitive volume" of any local apparatus will not only 
be finite but also typically small. That is that global measurements 
can be obtained only by the combination of many (usually infinitely 
many) purely local measurements each conducted within a characteristic 
local set A.
Consider now the process of a local momentum measurement conducted 
within the finite local set A. We may abstract two features of the 
measuring procedure.
[17] No account is taken of position-or momentum values out- 
with A; so that if a (Cartesian or other) momentum is to 
be determined within A by means of the above impulsive 
collision then neither the test particle incident, nor 
the reference particle employed in the measurement, can 
so recoil as to leave the set A. Clearly this is simply 
a statement of the idea present in the term "sensitive vlIvolume".
[18] The set A must possess a least physical size; that is it
must contain an open sphere S of some locally fixed radius 
d^ f 0 "centred"'^ upon some x £ A; so that, for a locally
1 6 By "centred" on x £ A we mean precisely that the set S = { y £ M|d(x,y) = d^) 
is topologically equivalent to some S^.
1
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fixed range of particle energies E <  E^, such a local 
apparatus will be capable of recording the momentum P.
This requirement is necessary if, independent of a knowledge of the 
measured particle’s direction of approach, the apparatus is to be 
capable of recording the Cartesian momenta p? of the incident particle 
and therefore of recording, via (52), any momentum P; for otherwise it 
is possible to so allign an incident test particle of arbitrarily small 
kinetic energy E f 0, that the recoil a/2mE of the reference particle 
from its initial position at x e A will be of a sufficient magnitude 
as to cause the reference particle to leave A, so that by [17] the 
corresponding momentum value cannot be assigned.
In addition it is necessary that the local set A satisfy two 
further constraints, so that the analysis and in particular formula 
(52) of the previous section may be used to describe the impulsive 
measuring process within A. These conditions are
[19] that the set A is coverable by a local canonical chart 
{x^Ii £ [l,n]} in terms of which the momentum P assumes 
the coordinatization p^ conjugate to x' ,
and
[20] that the set A is sufficiently small that the departure 
within A of the manifold M from a Euclidean space is 
negligible.
Under these conditions the local Cartesian chart [y^|i£[l,n]} of 
equations (49) and (50) is well defined within A, and the value of the 
momentum P is given, in a more elegant notation, by
P = , (53)
i
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where e A is the origin, in the neighbourhood of the collision 
between test and measuring particles, of the local Cartesian system 
{y^1i € [l,n]}, and where = p°, conjugate to y' , is the local 
(alligned) Cartesian momentum.
-1P^ is itself determined in terms of the (metrical) recoil Ay of the 
reference particle by
P = a~ ' Ay , (54)o
in which a is the parameter marking the collision process and is 
assumed known.
There are, contained in the above measuring process, essentially 
only two distinct sources of possible error, that in the measurement 
of the reference particle recoil and therefore in the evaluation of the 
alligned local Cartesian momentum P^, and that in the identification of 
the point £ A from which may be calculated P by (53). We shall 
assume that the former source of error may be made vanishingly small, 
or consequently that an arbitrarily accurate measurement may be made of 
P^, provided only that the recoil displacements Ay^ lie within the 
local set A. The latter source of error, however, has an intrinsic 
physical significance arising from the impulsive nature of the collision 
between test and reference particles, which cannot be eliminated by 
perfection of the apparatus. This may be seen by a closer examination 
of the nature of the impulsive collision, the exact situation being as 
depicted in figure 1 overleaf. The test particle of momentum P recoils 
within the (one-dimensional) set B whose extent is determined solely by 
parameters intrinsic to the apparatus, the reference particle momentum 
p°, and the collisional parameter a; and the reference particle recoils 
within a second (one-dimensional) set B whose length and orientation are 
determined by the incident test particle. It is the finite (non-zero) 
extent of the set B intrinsic to the apparatus, and indeed to all
26
Figure 1 ; The geometry of the test/reference particle collision within 
the local set A.
h
The trajectory of the test particle of Cartesian momenta p^ is the arc 
abed, the local recoil set B demarking the extent of the uncertainty 
in position of the test particle during the collision; and the 
trajectory of the reference particle, alligned with the local flow 
direction efc and bearing Cartesian momentum p?, is similarly efgh, the 
local set B marking the recoil displacement of the reference particle 
during the collision.
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classical measuring procedures, which gives rise to an irreducible 
error in the measurement of the momentum P; for it is impossible to 
say at which point x of B the momentum P of the test particle was 
determined.
We are faced, therefore, with the problem of defining, (at least 
to some extent arbitrarily), the "value" attributed by an apparatus of 
sensitive volume A  and recoil region B to the momentum P, and of 
quantifying the error which arises from the variability of b^(x) within 
B. To this end we propose the following description of a local 
measurement of P within A: In addition to the constraints [17]~[20]
above, we impose upon the measuring procedure the following require­
ments ;
[21] that the value of P^ be determined exactly in the measure­
ment.
[22] that the value attributed to the momentum P be calculated 
from the prescription.
P = b^^B)P^ , (55)
in which b'^(B) = /g b^(y' )dy' //g dy' is the "mean" value 
of b'^(y' ) within B, and
[23] that the error attributed to the measurement be given by
AgP = iP^l (/g(b'^(y ) - b'^(B))^ dy' //g dy') ^ , (56)
(23)or, equivalently, by the "standard deviation" of
b^(y') about its "mean" value in B.
The precise forms of (55) and (56) are based, upon the following 
consideration, that the definitions of P and A^p are compatible with 
a subjective probabilistic interpretation based upon the ignorance of
i
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which particular x e B is the "correct" choice; for, if we assume that
all points x e B are equally likely to be the choice from which to
calculate P by (53) for a fixed value of P ^ , then we may identify
h \ (B)P with the least-squares estimator to P, and A p as the corres- 1 o
ponding residual sum of s q u a r e s W i t h  this interpretation the 
terms "mean" and "standard deviation" above assume precise technical 
significance.
In summary we may observe that the two central features of a local 
measurement, the ability to record the momentum P of a particle to 
within a characteristic tolerance A^p, and the ability to do so for a 
given range of incident particle energies E ^  E^, determine and are 
determined by the parameters which describe the dynamical process of 
the measurement, the reference particle momentum p^, and the collisional 
parameter a.
§5.4: Measurability and completeness.
It is now natural to enquire whether, and under what conditions, 
an apparatus of fixed sensitive volume may be employed at every point 
of the manifold M  to measure a given momentum P to within a pre-assigned 
universally applicable tolerance A^. Such an apparatus, which we may
term a standard apparatus, will be characterized by pre-assigned (non-
 ^ —1 zero) values of the dynamical parameters a and p^.
Consider firstly the conditions under which we may employ, 
universally within the configuration space M, such a standard apparatus 
to determine the local Cartesian momenta p? and hence the kinetic 
energies E of a class of incident test particles having a (globally) 
pre-assigned maximum energy E^. The ability to use such a standard 
apparatus centred on any particular x e M is, by [18] conditional upon 
there existing within the local sensitive volume A 3 x an open ball of 
radius d >  a/2raE^; so that the universal applicability of a standard
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apparatus to measure a given range of energies is conditional upon the- 
requirement that, around every x e M, there exists, within the local 
set A 3 X ,  an open ball of (globally) fixed radius d^ = a/2mE^. This 
analysis results immediately in the following theorem.
Theorem 9: Standard measurability and geodetic completeness.
It is possible to centre a standard apparatus of characteristic 
dimension d^ f 0 at every point of the configuration manifold M 
only if'^ M  is geodetically complete.
Proof: see appendix 7.
This result is intuitively clear; for suppose that M is not geodeti­
cally complete, then it possesses a "boundary" and points may be chosen 
sufficiently close to this "boundary" that a region of radius d^ cannot 
be constructed around them. It is important to observe that, if the 
space is not geodetically complete, then it is impossible, solely in 
terms of Hamilton’s equations of motion derived from the Hamiltonian 
(51), to describe correctly the motions of test and reference particles 
during collisions sufficiently close to the spatial "boundaries" of the 
manifold, due to the presence of position-dependent constraints 
analogous to those discussed in §5.1. The measuring procedure is 
therefore intrinsically suspect when employed to measure any momentum P 
within a region sufficiently close to the "boundary" of M. Henceforth, 
therefore, we shall confine our attention exclusively to manifolds which 
are geodetically complete.
'^Observe that [20], which here assures [19], requires that within each
local set A the departure from Euclidean space must be negligible.
It may, in general, be impossible to assure this for the class of all
sets of characteristic dimension d ' f 0 , regardless of how small d , o ois chosen.
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We next consider, abstracting from our analysis of local measure­
ment only the recoil sets B, the global behaviour of the characteristic 
errors A^p which arise from an impulsive measurement of a momentum P, 
so as to introduce a concept of classical global measurability. The 
essential idea underlying this concept is that, for a suitably chosen s
reference class of local recoil sets B, the corresponding class of 
intrinsic uncertainties A^p in the locally assigned values of the 
momentum P must be bounded above by some finite global tolerance or 
standard of accuracy A^. For, unless such a global standard A^ >  A^p 
exists, the accuracy of the local values of P decreases without limit 
as B is varied within its reference class; so that a fixedly reliable 
momentum value is not everywhere assignable, or, as we may say, P is 
not (classically) globally measurable. Turning our attention to more 
detailed considerations, we note that to be directly comparable with 
completeness the concept of classical global measurability must 
necessarily depend only upon properties of the momentum P or equivalently 
of the associated vector field X, so that the various local errors A^p 
within an elected reference class must 'first be standardized to eliminate 
dependence upon the properties of the particles under test. This is 
readily achieved by requiring
[24] that the alligned Cartesian momentum be taken in the 
calculation of A^p to be some pre-assigned universally 
applicable value P^ ^ 0 .
The exact character of the reference class of the local sets B is again 
inspired by comparability with completeness. We elect
[25] that the reference class of local recoil sets is, for 
each maximal integral curve ^ of the vector field X 
associated with the momentum P, the set of all intervals
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of ^ of fixed'^ length d(^). . j';
The following precise formulation of classical global measurability can 
now be given.
[26] A momentum P is classically globally measurable if and 
only if, for all maximal integral curves of the 
associated vector field X, it is possible to elect a 
finite upper bound to the set of characteristic 
uncertainties A^p, standardized as in [24], and 
generated by the reference class [25] of local recoil 
sets B.
This is as illustrated in figure 2 overleaf. It will be noted that 
this final statement of classical global measurability is removed by 
a considerable margin from its original intuitive motivation in the 
idea of standard measurement, the reasons for this abstraction being 
largely connected with the need to admit as globally measurable as 
many momenta "having critical points" as possible. We shall defer the 
discussion of the link between local measurement and classical global 
measurability until §7, when we shall have in our possession the 
parallel concept of quantum global measurability.
Let us, for the present therefore, confine our attention to 
momenta P without critical points on M, and derive in this case the 
connection between completeness and global measurability. To this ]
end we find it convenient to group together several properties of a |
maximal but incomplete integral curve of an incomplete vector field j
into the following theorem, the notation and results of which will be î
central in the subsequent discussion.
'G Note especially that the length d(0) can vary between integral 
curves and in particular need not exceed on every curve any fixed 
non-zero value. This variability is necessary to admit as globally 
measurable a large class of momenta whose vector fields possess 
critical points, and whose maximal integral curves can be of 
arbitrarily short length.
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Figure 2: To illustrate the local recoil sets B within the reference— 2-----  a
class defined on the integral curves of a vector field.
S.O-.'ï
The underlying graph is a family of maximal integral curves of the
vector field X = x(-^ + y 3y), which has a set of critical points x = 0
which separates the flow into two distinct regions x ^  0. We show 
along typical flow-lines of the vector field a representative group of 
local recoil sets together with the local Cartesian coordinate 
directions (y^  ,y^).
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Theorem 10: On the properties of an incomplete maximal integral curve
on a geodetically complete manifold.
Let (M,G,p) be a geodetically complete Riemannian manifold of 
metric tensor G and corresponding density p, and let the 
incomplete momentum P generate a C vector field on M, X, 
without critical points.
Let s(^,x,y), x,y e M, denote the signed** metrical distance 
along an arc ^ connecting x and y, and let d(x,y), x,y e M, 
denote the "true" distance between x and y, the unique 
distance along a minimal geodesic connecting them.
Let e M be a point on an incomplete maximal integral curve
^(Xg), and define the covers, {^^^(x^), ^ (x^)} of fi(x^) by
0^\x ) = { x e M i x  = $ (x ), x'* > t > t  , where t : x = (x )} , (57)in. t o* Ii n Ii XI
0 (x^) = {X € M|X = $^(Xg), T < t < t ^ ,  where t^: x^ = (x^)} , (58)
where M M is the flow associated with the vector field X
—  4-so defined that $^(Xg) = x^, and where (t ,t ) f M  is the 
range of the t-parameter on ^(x^).
Let A c M denote a local set within M, and define the t-range 
of P through X  € A by
R(x,A,P) = |{ t e (x) 6 a) 1 , (59)
so that the t-range through x e A is simply the length |b-a|
of the interval (a,b) of t required to parameterize the seg­
ment of the integral curve ^(x) contained within A.
Then we have the following properties.
If ^ = fi(x^), then s(fi,x,y) ^  0 if and only if t(y) ^  t(x), where
?
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[27] #(x ) neither is a closed curve nor has end
points.
[28] The set ^(x^) is metrically infinite, and the sets 
0*(x^), ^ (x^) semi-infinite, or symbolically |
V { t ^ > 0) T^, { s(J^ "*^ (x^ ) ,x^,^^ (x^)} +~ , and
n
n
i
[29] If the sequence {x |n e ^ (x )} „ is such that 4n o ne/v >
{s (îî^(x^) ,x^,x^)} and the associated sequence of
t-values {t IX e<^^(x))} „ is such thatn n t o ne/V
+ ^{t } T < then the sequence of t-ranges
{R(x ,0*(x ),P)} „ tends to zero. |n n neYV gI
Proof: see appendix 7.
Consider now the reference class of local recoil sets (B^ine-ZV) 
defined as follows. Let ^(x^) be the incomplete maximal integral 
curve through x^ e M of the incomplete vector field X associated with 
a momentum P without critical points. Select the subset, either 
J2^ (x^) or 0 (x^) , S^^(x^) say^°, which has a finite t-range, therefore 
[o,t), t £ (R, and define a sequence of points {x^|n £ #} c 0 (x^) by 
s (f2^(x^) ,x^,x^) = nd^; d^ f 0. This sequence is infinite, since by 
[28] is semi-infinite in extent, and is "equally spaced" along
(x^) of separation d^ = s (^2 (x^),x^_^,x^). We may now define the
local recoil set B "centred" on x , in accordance with the require- n n
ment,
B = {x £ R^(x ) I -d <  s(^*(x ) ,x ,x) <  d } . (60)
If the t-range of ^ (x^) is finite, replace P by -P and X by -X in \
the following argument.
..........
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Clearly these sets constitute a sub-class of the reference class of
local recoil sets of ^(x^) defined in [253. The crucial observation
is that the sequence of characteristic (standardized) uncertainties
{A p} associated with this sequence is, as is demonstrated in e
n ne#
appendix 8, unbounded, that is that
{A p) CO  ^ (61)
n ne# ‘ ’
so that we may immediately deduce the following theorem.
Theorem 11: On completeness and classical global measurability,
Proof: from (61) in contrapositive form.
§6 : The Quantum Measurement of Momenta.
We address in this section the problem of the global measurement 
of a quantum momentum Q(P). There naturally arise at least two 
essentially distinct procedures whereby some concept of localization 
within a finite region and therefore of local measurement may be 
introduced: we may seek either to introduce the idea of a local
observable defined on (M) , or else to restrict in some way the class 
of wave-functions so that the concept of localization lies in them.
We elect to discuss these two approaches in turn.
§6.1: On the existence of local momenta.
The simplest means of introducing a "local" quantum attribute of
a system employs the concept of a "local" observable. Such an 
observable may be characterized by the following properties.
-i:
'9'A momentum P, generating a vector field X without critical
points on the manifold M, is classically globally measur- g
able only if it is complete.
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[30] It is, without a certain locality, identically zero, 
so that no apparatus external to that region is 
required to determine its value.
[31] It agrees within that certain region with a global 
observable from which it is derived.
Let A c M be a proper subset of M, which may be visualized as a small 
region of space around a point of M  upon which an apparatus of sensi­
tive volume A is constructed, and let ir be the projector onto A by 
fnjj = x(A)i|j; then define the operator Q^Cp ) by,
Q°(P) = TrQ(P)7r , (62)
in which Q(P) is the, unique, quantum momentum generated by the complete 
momentum P. Clearly Q^CP) is symmetric, since tt and Q(P) are self- 
adjoint of dense common domain, and moreover it obeys desideratum [30] 
trivially. However property [31] gives rise to difficulties since, in 
general, DQ(P) ^ DQ^(P), where Q^(P) is any self-adjoint extension of 
Q°(P), and hence a state possessing the global property Q(P) may have no 
local attribute Q^(P) at alll Nevertheless when ij e DQ^(P) n DQ(P), 
Q(P) = Q^(P), so that [31] is at least proximately satisfied. There is 
a further difficulty with (62) however; for Q^(P) i s , in general, 
neither self-adjoint nor essentially self-adjoint, and is thus a most
uncertain candidate for an observable. All these points may be illus­
trated by a familiar example.
Q ( P ) - - i h - ~ ,  DQ(P) ={%|, (A)  e C ^ A ) ,  Q(P)i(, eJG^  ( (R)},  A = (R’^ ,
Q^(P)=■"■•■■ i'b IT, Dq2(P) = ((R) tinj/£ C^(<R) , TTQ(P)7n|j e ((R) }
An argument based on the standard analysis^* of -ih on <R shows 
that Q^(P) is a maximal symmetric operator, but is neither self- 
adjoint nor essentially self-adjoint.
^*see Akhizer and Glasman^^^^ where this is discussed in detail.
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Resuming our discussion we consider the source of the violation of the 
condition DQ(P) Ç DQ^(P). Clearly if Q(P)^ e f^ (M) then, if defined,
TrQ(P)Tn|; e (M) ; hence the problem arises from the violation of the 
domain constraints,
ijj € C^(X,M), 7n|; € C^(X,M) , (62)
where X is the vector field associated with the momentum P.
In general, ^ € C^(X,M) does not imply e C^(X,M), unless when ü> or 
Xi|j 0 as X 9A, the boundary of A. Now the condition Xij) 0 as
i
X 3A can be satisfied without constraint of ifj only if X ^ 0 as x ^  9A, 
so that the X-flow "stagnates" as x BA, and thus A is invariant under 
the flow of X. This statement is equivalent to the completeness of the 
restriction X|A of X to A, so that we anticipate that only those sets A 
which are invariant under the flow of X will possess the desiderata [30] 
and [31] above. That this is indeed the case is contained in the 
following theorem.
Theorem 12: On the existence of local momenta.
Let X be a complete C vector field on M, generated by a 
momentum P, and let Q(P) be the quantum observable associated
with P; then the operator Q?(P) = nQ(P)n, formed from the 1projector tt of M onto A, is essentially self-adjoint if and
4
only if A is invariant under the flow of X. The unique sel-f- |
oadjoint extension of such a. Q.(P), Q (P) , the local quantum ifA A
momentum in A, can be given explicitly as, |
Qa (p ) = [q%(p)] . (64) y
where Q.(P) has differential expression :|A I1Q^(P) = -ih(D^ +  ^div X) x(A) , (65) Ji
and domain of definition
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DQ^(P) = e |Q^ (P)(|; e . (66)
Proof: see appendix 9.
The principal difficulty lies in the restricted sense in which 
the Q^(P) of theorem 12 may be considered "local". It is, in general, 
not possible to define a Q^(P) oa an arbitrarily pre-elected region A 
of M, so that an apparatus whose sensitive volume is A cannot be 
associated with a suitable local operator; equally a "local" observable 
of non-zero domain A cannot, in general, be measured by an apparatus 
since the extent of the region A may be metrically very large or even 
infinite. It follows, therefore, that an alternative method of 
describing the local behaviour of observables must be sought in the 
general case, but, before proceeding to do so, we establish explicitly 
the link between the well-formed "local" observables and the global 
observable from which they are derived.
Theorem 13: On the reconstruction of a global momentum.
Let { (P)} be a family of well-defined local observables 
a
generated from the global observable Q(P) by Q (P) =
t ^[tt Q(P)ir ] , such that {A } forms a partition of M; then wea a ,
have the identity.
Q(P) = Z Q. (P) . (67)a a
Proof: see appendix 9.
§6.2: Uncertainty and measurability.
Having ascertained that local momentum observables cannot, with 
any degree of generality, be defined in accordance with the desiderata
[30] and [31] above, without restriction of the class of wave functions 
upon which local measurements may be performed, we consider in this
I
I
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section some consequences of an attempt to admit local measurement by 
such a restriction. The elected set of admissable wave functions must 
both be sufficiently narrow as to admit of localizability and yet 
sufficiently broad to allow the accurate measurement of momentum. But 
it is at the heart of quantum mechanics that these two concepts, know­
ledge of position and knowledge of momentum, are, in a sense, mutually 
exclusive, as is embodied in the Principle of Uncertainty. It is 
clear, therefore, that this fundamental uncertainty will be central to 
the discussion of quantum measurability. It is this relationship 
which will lead us again to the concept of completeness as a necessary 
condition for global measurability.
We first address the problem of defining the form of the 
Uncertainty Principle appropriate to a metrically finite, non-zero, 
region A of M, within which we seek to determine the momentum P. We 
shall assume that
[32] there exists a local chart {x^|ie[l,n]} covering A on 
which P has the canonical coordinatization p^;
then, since the pair (x‘ ,p^) is canonically conjugate, it is clear that 
the desired Uncertainty Principle will be constructed upon the quantum 
analogues, Q(x^), Q(p^). However neither Q(x*) nor Q(p^) can be 
simply defined as a self-adjoint operator over M, so that their 
definitions, conditions for existence, and meaning need be separately 
discussed.
The chart {x^|ie[l,n]} is, in general^^ , non-global, so that x^  
is not well defined outwith a subregion of M. However we may define 
a global observable in accordance with the desideratum [30] of §6.1 by 
the expression,
2 2Where [x^|i e [l,n]} is global, we may also define Q(x^)=x', DQ(x* ) = 
{i|j c (M) I Q(x^ )t|j e cC^  (M)} . It is clear that Q(x*) as defined in (68),
(69), is the local observable generated by the global operator Q(x^) 
within the region A.
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Q x^  ) = x^  x(A) s (68)
(which is to be interpreted as a function on whose expression
[33] Qq (P) may have no self-adjoint extensions, when Q(P) 
clearly does not exist. However we may nevertheless 
define an Uncertainty Principle by restricting the 
class of admissable wave-functions to a suitable sub­
set of C^(M), when we may interpret Q(P) as being 
simply the symmetric operator Q^(P).
within A coincides with the coordinate function x^  (x), and outwith A, f
X(A) being the characteristic function of A, is zero identically), and 
by the domain of definition,
DQ(x ‘) = {i|; eX^(M) |Q(x  ^)?];■ €X^^(M)} . (69)
Q(x^), being self-adjoint, global, and reducing to x' on A, is clearly 
the natural quantum analogue of x*.
If x^  is not global, then p^ is not defined everywhere on M; how- ;!
ever, since p^ is the local representation of the global momentum P, -J
the natural quantum analogue Q(p,) of p, is formed by Q(P)^^ whenever1 1 ‘
this latter exists. As was discussed in §3, the operator Q(P) is a 
self-adjoint extension of a uniquely determined operator Q^(P). Three 
possible situations may arisej
1
[34] Qq (P) may have many self-adjoint extensions of which *1 
at most one may be Q(P); (we assume that such a unique 
Q(P) does indeed correspond to the quantum momentum, 
although its exact domain of definition is unknown.)
[35] Q^(P) has a unique self-adjoint extension equal to 
Q(P) and defined by (5) and (6).
for in general no local observable Q . (?) will exist defined on A.
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In every case, we construct the commutator of Q(x^) and Q(P) to deduce,
[Q(x' ), Q(P)] c -in x(A) . (70)
Hence we deduce, following the standard manipulation^* , the derived 5
form of the Uncertainty Principle,
AQ(x ’)AQ(P) > 1  p(A) , (71)
in which p(A) = <  ij; I X(A) | >  is the probability that a particle endowed 
with the momentum Q(P) will be found in A. The domain of functions ip 
to which (71) applies is as yet unknown, since the domain of Q(P) is, 
in general, unknown; however whatever the exact form of DQ(P), we may 
define an explicitly known subset of the commutator domain by,
y^(A,P) = € C~(M) I x(A)i|^  € c“(A)} . (72)
The set P^(A,P) consists of, in a sense, "ideal" wave functions; for 
not only do they obey the Uncertainty Principle above, but also an 
apparatus may be constructed where sensitive volume A encloses a maxi­
mally connected subregion of their support, and may certainly, there­
fore, be used to measure the local momentum values within A.
Consider now the progress of a momentum measurement conducted j
wholely within the set A. Two aspects of the local measurement may j
3be noted;
[36] no account is taken of position or momentum values 
outwith A, and
[37] the measuring device of sensitive volume A will 
record the momenta only of these particles perceived 
immediately before the measurement as lying within A.
see, say, Roman^^^\ and note that all that is required in that Q(P) 
be symmetric.
«
These features imply that the local apparatus records a spectrum of 
values from the state
^(A) = p *(A)x(A)^ , p(A) f 0 , (73)
which results from the projection^® into the set A of the original 
wave function ijj e p^(A,P) describing an ensemble of particles in M.
It is clear, therefore, that, whatever the means of the actual momentum 
determination, the standard deviations of the local position and 
momentum measurements within A are subject to the fundamental inequality, 
obtained from (71) and (73),
A^Q(P)AaQ(x’ ) > I , p(A) f 0 . (74)
the condition p(A) f 0 requiring simply that particles bearing the 
momentum P do in fact manifest themselves within A. IObserve that this last equation, which is the kernel of our ||I
analysis of local quantum measurement, does not depend for its validity
upon the considerations of [36] and [37], and in particular upon the ]
projection postulate embodied in (73); but may be alternatively derived ^
iby means of an a priori restriction of the class of admissable state j
00 [functions to the set C^(A). The above analysis is, therefore, to be 'Iregarded as an attempt to avoid so drastic a restriction of the class |
of admissable states, so as to admit the measurement by a local ^
apparatus of as large a class of states as is possible. , j'1
It is possible, moreover, to determine an upper bound to the {
standard deviation A^Q(p) associated with a state ip of the system, and 
hence a lower bound to the greatest available locally repeatable 
accuracy A^Q(p) of a momentum measurement. For, through every x e A 
there is a uniquely defined t-range of P given as in (59) by R(x,A,P),
f 9 7 ')^®We assume here for definiteness that Ladder's “ projection postu-
late is valid. ,|
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which, since the flow-parameter t along every integral curve of P 
within A is, to within an additive constant, simply’® the coordinate 
variable x* of the local canonical chart, can be identified with the 
maximum range R(A,P) of the coordinate x* within A, so that we have
R(A,P) = sup R(x,A,P) . (75)
xeA
Further, since for any state ij) e p (A,P) the standard deviation A Q(q* )o
is bounded above by R(A,P), we have in complete generality,
A^ Q(P) > Y ^ i
on the domain
DQ^(H) = {ijj ei)’p(M) |i|j e C^(M), (H)i|; e (M) > , (78)
’®In terms of the canonical chart {x ^ 1ie [1 ,n]}>$ ^(x‘ ,x’ ,...,x^) 
(x* + t, x’ ,.. . ,x^) .
3
AQ(q- ) 4
Having completed our discussion of local observation, we now 
consider the problem of the global measurement of a momentum P. We 
shall, in the foregoing, assume that the,Riemannian manifold (M,G) over 
which the momentum is defined is geodetically complete. This choice, 
parallel to the corresponding classical analysis, assures by virtue of 
the following theorem, the well-definedness of the free quantum 
Hamiltonian Q(H).
Theorem 14: On the existence of the quantum free Hamiltonian.
The symmetric operator Q^(H) defined by
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is essentially self-adjoint if the manifold (M,G) is 
geodetically complete.
(28) (29)Proof : see Abraham and Marsden , Chernoff
We next introduce the concept of quantum global measurability, 
the intuitive motivation of which is analogous to that of classical 
global measurability, the concept being based upon a comparison within 
a given reference class of appropriately standardized characteristic 
uncertainties A^Q(p).
Firstly we eliminate from the A^q(p) any state-dependence by so 
standardizing that
[38] we compare only the least standard deviations,
inf A Q(p).
y^(A,P)
It is readily seen that the corresponding maximal uncertainty in the 
values of x^  is given by
sup A.Q(q^) = R(A,P) , (79)
which result clearly reflects the importance of equation (76).
Secondly we elect for each maximal integral curve ^ of the vector field 
X associated with P the set of all local sets A in accord with the 
following requirements as the reference class of local sets constructed 
over
[39] The set A needs to contain a point x € 0 such that
A n ^ 2 = {yeO|-d(M) <  s(^,x,y) <  d(^)} , (80)
where d(P) may vary between different integral 
curves, and
. 33
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[40] The maximum t-range within A must equal the t-range 
within ^ n A, or symbolically
R(A,P) = R(x,A,P) = R(An 0,P) . (81)
A precise formulation of the concept of quantum global measurability 
can now be given.
[41] A momentum P is quantum globally measurable if and 
only if, for all maximal integral curves ^ of the 
associated vector field X, it is possible to elect
a finite upper bound to the set of least character­
istic uncertainties A^Q(p), generated from the refer­
ence class of local sets A constructed over ^ in 
accord with [39] and [40].
The construct described above is illustrated in figure 3 overleaf.
We now proceed to discuss in the case of a momentum P without
critical points the link between quantum global measurability and
completeness. We elect, parallel to the corresponding discussion of
classical global measurability, a sequence of sets {A^lneiV) as
follows. Let O(x^) be the incomplete maximal integral curve of X
associated with P through some suitably chosen x^ e M, of which we
select the subset, fi^(x^) say, which has a finite t-range [o,x^), x e A.
Define the (infinite) sequence of points {x^lnei'/} c ^^(x^) by
s(^^\x ),x ,x ) = nd , d f 0. By identifying each x with the o '  o n o o J O  n
particular x e A ^  of condition [39], and by imposing upon each set A^
the demand [40], we ensure that the class of sets {A^ine/7) is contained 
in the reference class of local sets over ^(x^). The crucial obser­
vation is that, as is immediate from the result [29] of theorem 10,
{R(A^,P)>^^^^ ^ 0  as n , (82)
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Figure 3: To illustrate the choice of the local sets A within the— s-----  ot
reference classes defined in the concept of quantum global
measurability.
Y / tt
The underlying graph is the family of maximal integral curves of the
vector field given in polar coordinates by X = sin r + 2 whichdr d 0
has a critical point at (0,0). The flow is confined to annular regions 
by the circular integral curves r = nir, n e N . Some representative local 
sets have been drawn on two typical integral curves.
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SO that the sequence of least characteristic uncertainties generated by
inf A Q(P) = | r-‘ (A ,P) , (83)
we have
[42] The angular momentum observable on the Euclidean plane.
the sets A^ is unbounded. That is, since (76) yields the equality -f
II
{ inf A Q(P)} “ as n . (84)
(A^,P) n neN
The above analysis embodies the proof of the final theorem of this 
section.
Theorem 15: On completeness and quantum global measurability.
A momentum P, generating a vector field X without critical 
points on M, is quantum globally measurable only if it is 
complete.
Proof: this follows from (84) in contrapositive form.
§7: On Classical and Quantum Global Measurability.
Our aim in this section will be to outline some of the character- 
istics of quantum and classical global measurability. We first .■4
illustrate by explicit calculation upon two representative momenta the 
procedure involved in the determination of whether a given momentum is 
classically or quantum globally measurable, then discuss briefly some 
features of the definition of global measurability, and finally obtain 
some general results which will illuminate the character of globally 
measurable momenta.
§7.1: Two illustrative examples on the global measurability of momenta.
J
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In terras of global Cartesian coordinates x,y) defined on the 
Euclidean plane df with the usual metric, and the corresponding chart 
(x,y,p^,Py) of assumes the familiar form
Lg = xPy “ yp^ » (85)
and is associated with the C complete vector field
whose maximal integral curves are given parametrically in terms of the 
flow-maps (R^ by
$^(x,y) = (x cos t - y sin t, x sin t + y cos t) , (87)
the integral curves of X forming a concentric family of circles of 
centre (o,o). The canonical coordinates associated with , in terms 
of which X assumes the canonical form “ g- and the metrical line element 
ds^ = dx^ + dy^ the form dr^ + r^d 8^  , are simply the (almost global) 
plane polar coordinates (r,0) defined on the cut-plane in the usual 
manner.
The maximal integral curves of X, and a representative grid of 
the polar coordinate system are displayed in figure 4.
We now determine whether or not is classically globally measur­
able. Let us first introduce, for a representative integral curve 
defined by
0 = { (x,y) edf I r = a > O) , (88)
an associated reference class {g |ae [0,2m)} of local recoil sets Ba a
defined in accordance with the requirement [25] by
= {(x,y)e^| -d^/2 <  s (^, (a cos a , as in a), (x,y)) <  8^/2) , (89)
in which 0 <  d^ 2ma is the (metrical) length of a typical local recoil
set B . a
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Figure 4: To illustrate the maximal integral curves of L^, and a
representative grid of the polar coordinate system (r,9)
We also illustrate on the figure some typical local recoil sets as
defined in equation (89), and some local sets of equation (93).
The branch cut in the coordinate system is the radius {(x,y)ly = 0, x>0}.
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Next we observe that we may introduce along each arc 0 an alligned 
Cartesian coordinate s(6) defined by s =.a0, in terms of which the 
vector field X assumes the form X = a9/8s. It is now immediate that 
the function b^(x) on ^ is simply
b^(x,y) = a , (90)
and that, in accordance with the definitions of formulae (53) and (54),
the measured value of L within the recoil set B isz a
P = , (91)
with an associated characteristic error
Ag P = 0 . (92)
a
It will now be apparent that is indeed classically globally measur­
able. It is remarkable, moreover, that it is possible to measure
without error p within every recoil set B^, a result which clearly 
a
reflects the rather special character of the angular momentum 
observable.
Let us finally consider the question of whether is quantum 
globally measurable. To answer this question let us introduce, for 
a typical integral curve ^ as above, the corresponding reference class 
{ I a € CO,27r)} of local sets A^ defined in accordance with the require­
ments [39] and [40] by the prescription,
= { (x,y) E 1(x,y) = ^a^^o’^ o^» ^^o’^ o^  ^^o^ ’ 03)
A ^ = { ( x , y ) e ( f P t Q < a - d ^ / 2 < r ^ a  + d^/2, 8 g (0, d^/a <  2m)} .
Each set A^, obtained by a rotation of the set A^ through an angle a
about the origin of coordinates is "cuniforra" of 0-span d /a and r-span
a
d^ as illustrated. It is now immediate that R(A^,P) = d^/a, and |
therefore that the least uncertainty A Q(P) in the A -local momentum |A  Ot rj:a ,s
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measurement is simply
\  = 1 - ’ ' (94)a o
so that is also quantum globally measurable.
Note that, while the characteristic least uncertainty ha/2d^ in an #
A^-local measurement of Q(L^) is independent of the exact location of
A on it is nevertheless, in contradistinction to the classical a
Consider the momentum defined in terms of global Cartesian 
coordinates of , and the corresponding chart of by the pre­
scription
Pf = (x-y)p^ + (x+y)p . (95)
00 ^This momentum is associated with a C complete vector field
X = (x-y) ~  + (x+y) l y  , (96)
whose maximal integral curves are given parametrically in terms of the
maps 0 ^  by
“ e^(x cos t - y sin t, x sin t + y cos t) , (97)
and are represented geometrically as spirals radiating from the critical 
point of X at the origin of coordinates. A set of canonical coordinates 
associated with P^, in terms of which X assumes the form 9/9(j> and the 
metrical line-eieraent ds^ the form exp(^+^)(d^^+d^), may be defined in 
terms of the almost global plane polar coordinate (r,0) by the equations,
ierror P , never zero, and indeed increases without limit as d^ isa
reduced to zero. This is as would be anticipated from a naive appli­
cation of the uncertainty principle.
[43] The observable P^ = (x+y)p^ - (x-y)p^ on the Euclidean
plane. f
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(j) = I (An r + 0), ij = : (An r - 8) , ' (98)
in which we take for definiteness 0 e [0 ,2ît).
Some maximal integral curves of X, and a representative grid of the 
coordinates (^,^) are displayed in figure 5.
Introduce on each maximal integral curve
{ (x,y) e 1 i|j = , (99)
a coordinate s(4>) defined by
s(*) = /t exp = 2 exp(|(^+^^)) , (100)
which measures the (metrical) distance from the critical point of X to 
the point (^,^^) of 2^, and in terms of which the function b^(x) on 0 
assumes the form
b l ( s )  '  I f  =  • ( 1 0 1 )  i
This completes the discussion of technical preliminaries.
Turning now to the question of the classical global measurability
of P^, we introduce, for a representative integral curve an
associated reference class {B |u >  d /2) of local recoil sets Ba o a
defined in accordance with [25] by
= { (x,y) g 0 I 0 -d^/2 + a ^  s(^) < a + d^/2} , (102)
where the auxiliary condition a ^  d^/2 simply ensures that a set of
length d^ can be centred on (s,i|;) = (a,^^). 4
It is now elementary to confirm that.the local value of P^ in B^ is 
simply
P = = iaP^ , (103)
and that the associated characteristic error is
A P = —  d , (104)
®o 4/3 °
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Figure 5 ; To illustrate the maximal integral curves of the momentum P^, 
of corresponding vector field X = (x-y) + (x+y)
8.0-1 Y
= constant
0 8:0
- 8.0
The maximal integral curves of X are the marked counterclockwise spirals 
emmanating from the origin of coordinates, the second family being a 
representative set of coordinate surfaces perpendicular to the integral 
curves of X. The equations of the arcs are
(j) =  ^(An r + 0) ,  ^= g (An r - 0) , 0 e [0,2ir) .
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so that is indeed classically measurable.
We may note that the characteristic errors in this case, while non­
zero, are nevertheless independent of the sets and even of the
integral curves 0, so that, if d^ is given, 1/48 d^^ marks a universally 
applicable characteristic error in the local measurement of P^.
Finally, addressing the problem of the quantum global measurability 
of P^, we introduce, for a typical 0 as above, a corresponding
(exhaustive) reference class {A |a >  d /2l of local sets A defined ina o a
accordance with the requirement [40] and the prescription
A n ^ = B . (105)a a
It follows from (100) that the range of <j) within A^ is given by
2a+d'
R(A^,P) = 2 ^n['2- ™ ]  , (106)
o
and hence that the least characteristic uncertainty Q(P) is given
a
by
• 2a+d
\  Q(P) = f  [g-2%  ~ as a . (107)a o
It is now clear that P^ is not quantum globally measurable, and that the
converse of theorem 15 is, in general, false.
We close this section by considering briefly the definitions of
classical and quantum global measurability in the light of the example
[42] developed above, and isolate for justification the following two
features of the definitions;
[44] the demand, embodied in [26] and [41] above, that
upper bounds A^(il) should exist only for each integral 
curve R of the vector field X associated with momentum 
P, rather than the demand that a global upper bound A^ 
should exist for all integral curves of the vector
field, A = sup A (fi), and
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[453 the admitted variability of the characteristic length
d(i^ ) of [25] and [39] between different integral curves 
of the vector field X associated with P.
Consider firstly the demand [44]. For a quantum measurement of 
within a local set over the integral curve ^ = { (x,y) | +y^ = a^-/o) > 
the characteristic uncertainty in the momentum value is simply
Q(P) = ha/2d^, so that, to obtain a global upper bound A^ = sup{?a,
a
tia/2d^};>it would be necessary to specify the relationship to be assumed
between d^ and a, clearly a task which admits, for a general momentum,
of no obvious solution. This difficulty is most readily solved simply
by restricting our attention to each integral curve ^ of X, when no
conditions need be imposed on d(^), else these analogous to the
constraint d <  2ira of L .o z
Similarly the justification of [45] is also inherent in the above 
analysis; for we must have d^ <  2ira so that if a global characteristic 
length d^ = inf d(^) is to be chosen, we must have d^^inf{Va, 2na} = 0 , 
which contradicts the requirement that d^ f 0 .
§7.2: On exact classical global measurability.
Having observed that neither all complete, nor all classically 
globally measurable, momenta are quantum globally measurable, we now 
enquire: Is it possible to identify a physically important subclass of
the complete momenta which are both classically and quantum mechanically 
globally measurable?
To this end we introduce a refinement of the idea of classical 
global measurability as follows.
[46] A momentum P is exactly classically globally measurable 
if and only if, for every local recoil set which is a 
subinterval of a maximal integral curve ^ of the vector 
field associated with P, the characteristic local error
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A P satisfies 
a
A^ P = 0 . (108)
a
This concept is motivated partly by the observation that satisfies 
(108), but principally by the recognition of the uniquely privileged 
character of these momenta in being globally measurable "without error".
The link with quantum global measurability is now immediate.
Theorem 16: On exact classical and quantum global measurability.
If a momentum P is exactly classically globally measurable 
then it is quantum globally measurable^^ .
Proof: see appendix 10.
Thus we see that the exactly classically globally measurable momenta do 
indeed define a subclass of the complete momenta furnishing an answer 
to the above posed question provided only that we can show that some 
physically important momenta are, as a class, exactly classically 
globally measurable, a result comprising the following theorem.
Theorem 17: On Killing momenta and exact classical global measurability.
Every complete Killing momentum P, defined by the require­
ment that its associated vector field X is Killing^^^^, is 
exactly classically globally measurable, and is moreover 
quantum globally measurable.
Proof: see appendix 10.
^^In fact every exactly classically globally measurable momentum P is
"optimally" quantum globally measurable; that is that the character- |
istic least error A Q(P) associated with a quantum measurement of P |
^ Iin A , depends only upon the length d(0) of A and upon the particular |
integral curve 0 over which A is defined, but does not depend upon |
^ • 3the exact location on ^ of A . (cf (94) above.) ;.iot .'a
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This result is surely a most powerful affirmation of the importance of- 
the concepts of classical and quantum global measurability. Before 
proceeding to the conclusion of this chapter, we introduce in the form 
of a theorem J a postscript upon exact classical global measurability.
Theorem 18: Alternative formulations of exact classical global
measurability. ^
Let P be a complete momentum over the Riemannian manifold 
(M-,G), and let {x^|ieCl,n]} be a local canonical coordinate 
system in terms of which the vector field X associated with 
P becomes 9/9x^ .
Then P is exactly classically globally measurable if and 
only if either
[47] for every maximal integral curve ^(s) of X,parameter- 
ised by an ; 
along R(s),
arc-length parameter s, b^(s) is constant
or
[48] for every local canonical chart {x^Iie [l,n]), the 
metric tensor g^^(x^) satisfies
^§11— —  = 0 . (109)
9x*
Proof: see appendix 10.
§8 : Conclusion and Prospect.
The analysis of the foregoing sections have identified two severe 
difficulties associated with the retention of the incomplete momenta 
as quantizable objects,
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[49] the absence of any-uniquely and explicitly known 
procedure for their quantization, and
[50] their global immeasurability, either classically 
or quantum mechanically,
these two features being associated with complementary aspects of the 
process of subjecting the theory to experimental test. Neither of 
these problems is encountered in the case of complete, classically, 
and quantum globally measurable momenta.
We wish to stress that the objections we have raised against the 
incomplete momenta are based upon their global properties : in
particular we do not claim, contrary to established practice, that the 
incomplete momenta have no local meaning, and indeed it may be that 
they are very useful in discussing local physical effects^®.
However, notwithstanding these remarks concerning the local 
significance of an incomplete momentum, it remains true that any fully 
acceptable observable must be globally well defined.
We, therefore, tentatively propose the following axiom of 
quantizability:
^®This observation affords an area of possible extension of the work 
of this chapter, based upon the following consideration. Let A c M,
a metrically finite subset of M of compact closure A, denote a local
set within the manifold M, and let ij £ {ip e (M) | ij) £ (A) ) denote a
state localized within A. Then, for each incomplete momentum P on 
T*M, there exist (infinitely) many complete momenta P^ such that the
action of the globally well-definéd operator Q(P ) on a localized 
state rjj is given by
Q(Pa)* = Qo(P)* ,
so that every Q(P^) may be interpreted as a globally defined 
observable locally equivalent to P.
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[51] A momentum P defined over a complete Riemannian mani­
fold (M,G) is quantizable if and only if P is globally 
measurable, both classically and quantum mechanically.
While it is clear that this axiom implies the completeness of a momentum 
necessary- for the application of Mackey's scheme of quantization, the 
proposed quantizability axiom is nevertheless more restrictive in that 
at least some complete momenta are not, in the present formulation, 
quantum globally measurable. However we consider that, in view of the 
manifest physical origin of the concepts of global measurability, this 
new axiom is greatly preferable to the purely formal and mathematically 
engendered constraint of completeness which appears in Mackey's original 
s cheme.
Turning now to the prospect of further work arising from the 
content of this chapter, and discounting some purely technical questions 
as yet outstanding in connection with the assimilation into the scheme 
of momenta "with critical points", we present here a summary programme 
of the medium term goals of such research which affords a prospect of 
the potential inherent in the ideas of classical and quantum global 
measurability. The programme comprises;
[52] the explicit determination of the class of classically 
globally measurable momenta, and of the class of quantum 
globally measurable momenta, so as in particular to 
determine whether (as we at present conjecture) a 
momentum is classically globally measurable if and only 
if it is complete,
[53] the explicit determination of the class of exactly 
classically globally measurable momenta, so as to 
discover whether and of what character are any such non- 
Killing momenta, and
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[54] an exploration of possible alternative formulations of 
the physical idea of quantum (and if necessary classi­
cal) global measurability, so as to enlarge the class 
of. so measurable momenta, and in particular to discover 
whether the class of quantum globally measurable 
momenta can be so chosen as to coincide both with the 
set of classically globally measurable momenta and with 
the class of complete momentum observables.
The kernel idea of this proposed research consists in the physical §
content of the axiom of quantizability [51], and its attempted 
reconciliation with the scheme of M a ekey .
In conclusion we may observe that the universality of the 4
measuring process demand for a full comparison of theory with experi­
ment has resulted in the selection of certain global and geometrical 
properties of the momentum and the space. It is striking that these 
properties are so strongly related to the conditions required of a 
momentum and the free Hamiltonian in the purely abstract problem of 
their quantization.
I
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Appendix 1; On Mackey’s Scheme of Quantization.
We give in this section an indication of the constructional steps 
involved in the quantization scheme for the complete momenta proposed 
firstly by G.W. Mackey. We shall in the foregoing sections follow 
closely the notational conventions and terminology of Loomis and 
S t e r n b e r g .
[1] The identification of the one-parameter group of trans­
formations of M, 11 € (R) .
For a complete momentum P the associated C vector field X over M has 
a flow 0; (R ^  M  satisfying the following conditions;
Vx e M, Vt,se(R , ^(x,o) = x, $(#(x,s),t) = ^(x,s+t) , (Al.l)
from which it is immediate that the maps : M M defined by $^(x) =
<j)(x,t) constitute a one-parameter group of transformations of M.
[2] Construction of a one-parameter group of unitary trans- ^
formations {U^|te<R} of (M) naturally induced by |
11 e (R) , piI
We simply demonstrate that the maps U^: £ (M) £ (M) defined by ^
Ut* = ($*p/p):$^^ , (A1.2) I
form such a one-parameter group. The proof proceeds by several steps, ";|
* 1 . dLemma 1.1: The symbolic form ($_p/p)^ defines a function on M, 4t -.a1proof: Let (U ,a) and (Up,3), U n U. f ^ denote two charts of some 4a p a p I* 00 atlas of M; then, since # p and p are both C densities on M, r|
we have that by definition,
(^*p)ç^(a(x)) = ($*p)p(6(x)) Idet 1 , (A1.3)
(p)^(a(x)) = (p)g(3(x))|det I , (A1.4)
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where is the Jacobian matrix characterising the trans-*
formation between the coordinates a and 3, and is given in 
terms of the component coordinate maps a^,3  ^ by (93^/8#^). 
Hence defining the quotient $^p/p within each chart (U^,a) by 
the prescription,
(*^f/p)a(o(x)) = ($*p)^(a(x))/(p)^(a(x)) , (A1.5)
we immediately perceive that the structure $^p/p transforms as
a function on (M) . Moreover, since p > 0, and since by P
definition and for a suitably chosen chart (U^,3) »
(^*p)^(ot(x)) = Idet 1 (p)g(3o$^oa“  ^(a(x))) , (A1.6)
* *#^p > 0 , we perceive that the quotient (^^p)^(a(x))/(p)^(a(x))
is both differentiable and strictly positive, and hence that
the square root (0 ^p/p)^ is globally well-defined.
Lemma 1.2; has unitary action on (M).
proof; We have that e (M)
ÎI%
I
(u U <j)) = /(u U ({) p = ; (A1.7)
^ ^ M ^ ^ M ^
hence, observing that is a diffeomorphism on M, we deduce
/$*(if(l)p) = / iîî<j)p = (^,40 , (Al.8) ■;
M M  ^
which completes the proof.
Theorem 1.3; The set of maps {U^|te<R} forms a one-parameter group of 
transformations of T^ (M) .
proof; It suffices to show that Vt,se (R » U^oU^ = We have
'65 I
Ü o U  = (G*p/p)2G*[(&_p/p)2#*] ' (A1.9)C S L w s s
= ((t* o t * ) p / p ) 4 * * o i * )  = (*t+sp/p)'l'*+s = »t+s ’
* * * * / / * \ since it is readily demonstrated that ^^(^gp/p) “ (#^^3$gP)/($^p),
• Aby appeal to the coordinate-based definition of $^p/p.
[3] Identification of the unique self-adjoint operator 
such that
Vt € (R = exp(-i^^t/h) . (Al.lO)
We remark simply that the existence of such a ^ is an immediate conse­
quence of Stone’s theorem^^^^ ; the exact form of will be discussed 4
■ftin appendix 2.
[4] Prescription of an essentially self-adjoint operator 
whose closure may be identified with Q(P) =
We first demonstrate that when restricted to the dense subset (M) 
of (M) > assumes the form,
Q^(P) = -ih(X + I div X) , (Al.ll)
it being immediate that Q^(P) on Cg(M) is symmetric. We need only
prove that
U ^  “ ’I'
Vij) 6 C (M) Q (P)^ = lim ----    . (A1.12)
° , ° t+O ' Ï
We argue as follows;
lim[($ p/p)2$ ^ - ip]t“  ^ (A1.13)
t^o
= lim[($ p/p)2 $ ^ - ($'p/p)2^^t"^ + lim [ (4> p/p) ^ 
t^o t-^ o
= Xijj + lim [$.p-p]t"^ == Xi{; + I div X ip , J
f^o
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where we have observed that all the limits exist and hence justify the 
above decomposition a posteriori. Finally we demonstrate that the 
above defined operator Q^CP) is essentially self-adjoint, to which end 
we state the following lemma.
Lemma 1.4: Let be an (unbounded) self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert
space El let D^, a subset of the domain of be a dense
linear subspace of E, and suppose that = exp i^b, the
unitary one-parameter group associated with leaves
invariant. Then the restriction 0 of ^ to D iso o
essentially self-adjoint.
Proof: see Abraham and Marsden^^^^.
We may now state and prove this last result.
Theorem 1.5: On the essential self-adjointness of Q^(P).
The operator Q^(P) as defined above on C^(M) is essentially self-
adjoint.
Proof: We demonstrate in accordance with lemma 1.4 that
Vte(R U^C^(M) = Cg(M) . (A1.14)
00 * 1 * 00 For let ^ € Cg(M), then = (<^^p/p) ^ e (M) , and if |
00 00 e C^(M), then = U_^(U^^) e C^(M), and the result follows.
4
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Appendix 2: The Explicit Representation of a Complete Quantum Momentum.
Since Q^(P) is, by hypothesis of theorem 2 of chapter 1, essentially
i"self-adjoint, to determine the self-adjoint extension Q(P) = Q^(P) of 
Q^(P) we need only obtain the adjoint of any symmetric extension of 
Qg(P). We therefore state and prove the following theorem.
*f*Theorem 2.1: The Adjoint Q^(P) of Q^(P).
The operator Q^(P) defined over the Hilbert space (M) of a Riemannian 
manifold M by the differential expression
Q^(P) = -ih(D^ + 5 div X) , (A2.1)
on the domain
DQ^(P) = eT^(M) Ilf, e C^(X,M), Q^ (P)ij, (M)} , (A2.2)
in which C^(X,M) denotes the class of C^(X,M) functions of compact |o I
support, has the adjoint Q^(P) given explicitly by |
d
g h p )  = -iti(D + JdivX) . (A2.3) Ii
“ I
on the domain ^
"Vlj
D Q & P )  ={i^6f''(M)|,f,€Cl(X,M), Q&P)i|,ef^(M)} . (A2.4) Ii p  i p  I
Proof: Define the operator 0 by the differential expression .j
^ = -ih(D + I div X) , (A2.5) ;A  ..;1
and domain
= {if; eX^(M) £ C^(X,M) , eJC^(M)} . (A2.6) j
*We demonstrate that Q^(P) = ^ by showing first that S^çQ^(P), ^
tand then that Q (P) c 1
!
t ^[1] 0 is a restriction of Q.(P).
' '
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We show explicitly that 
Vif, € DO, V4) € DQ^(P) (*,Qi(P)4) = (0^,4) . (A2.7)
For we have that
(i|j,Q. (P)(f)) = -ih lim [ ]t“‘ (T|;,div X<j))
 ^ f^o
= -ih lim [/ # ( # )  ) - ]t"^ (if;,div X(f)) . (A2.8)
t^o M
(if;,Q^  (P)(j)) = -ih lim [/ (^p) - (i|;,<f)) ]t“^--iJ (if; div X,<j))
t-^ o M
= ih / ^ D (ijjp) - (div Xif;,<f)) = * (A2.9)
M ^ ^
i*It is now immediate that 52 c Q^(P) and that, since D52 o DQ^(P)
that Q^(P) is indeed symmetric.
+[2] Q^(P) is a restriction of 52.
The proof of this result lies in the observation that if a 
family {A^} of finite* and simply connected sets A^ exists in
* —Now, observing that the density <j>^ _^ (if^ p) is of compact support j
we have I
4
M such that U A  includes almost every point of M, and if the 4
a “
system of equations
1
t ^V(j) £ U C^(X,A^) (4,Qi(P)4) = (if, ,<f)) (A2.10)
I
f 'S'i'define, for all if, in the domain DS, a function if, almost
everywhere in M; then the operator 2 defined by the prescription
i* . . . T  ,Vif; £ D2, S\jj - \jj is an extension of the adjoint Q^(P), since
DQ^(P).3 U Cl(X.A^). I
a
* Here finite is taken to mean having non-zero but finite measure.
D^ (if,p) = 0 (A2.12)
almost' everywhere in A^.
proof: if: Suppose D^ (ij)p) = 0 almost everywhere on A, then
we have
   ' ' 1
It will be sufficient therefore to demonstrate that Q = 2 
with a suitable choice of the family of sets {A^}.
Lemma 2.2: The sets A^ may be indexed by the points x e M  as 
follows: J
(i) If x e M :  X(x) f 0 then there exists a finite and simply
connected region A^s x around x upon which there exists
a local canonical coordinate system {x^[ie [l,n]} in 
which X = 9/9x*.
(ii) If x e M :  X(x) = 0 then either
(a) X is an interior point of the set K = {xeM|X(x) = o)
of critical points, when we elect a finite and 
simply connected set A^ c K, or else
(b) X is on the boundary 9K of K, when no convenient 
set A^ can be constructed. However in this latter 
case the set 9K is of measure zero.
1
note: that the set 9K contains all the isolated critical points
of X.
proof: (i) Brickell and Clark^^^^, (ii) clear.
Lemma 2.3: The system of integral equations,
V*e cl(X,Ap if*pDj^ (j> = 0 , (A2.11) j
• i
is satisfied if and only if ^
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/ D (if,*(|)p) = / ijj*(j)€ p = 0  , (A2.13)^ BA ^ ^X
by the divergence theorem, and moreover
D^ (i|,*<j)p) = D^ (i{,*p)(j) + i|,*pD^ 4) = 0 , (A2.14)
whence immediately the result.
only if: If A^: X(x) = 0 then the result is trivial.
Otherwise A ^ : X(x) f 0 and the equation (A2.11)
expressed in terms of the local canonical coordinates 
i I .{x lie[l,n]} becomes
Vc{) e C^(X,A ) /* if;* /g dx* .. .dx^ = 0 . (A2.15)
° ^ X 9x*
This equation may now be regarded as an equation in
the Hilbert space (A ) , when plainly if, must lie inP X gthe domain of the adjoint of --- . A simple extension
9x*
of the result of Wan & V i a z m i n s k y t h e n  shows that 
if, € C^(X,A^). Hence from the identity
4  ^ ^  > (A2.16)
we deduce that D^(ifj*p) = 0 and therefore that 
Dv(^p) = 0 as required.
ÎLemma 2.4: For every set A of the above defined family 
{a  IX £ M  - 9K} we have that the system of equations I
V(f) € C^(X,A^) (*,Qi(P)4) = ,4)) (A2.17) I
requires that if, € C^(X,A ) and thatX .%{
^^(y) = -ih(D^ + I div X)if,(y) Vy e A^ (A2.18) 0
3proof: Suppose initially that X(x) f 0, and introduce the
locally defined functions Ç and n by #1
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div(ÇX) = D^(Sp)/p = div(nX) = D^(pp)/p = giîiifj div X .
, (A2.19)
These functions are C^(X,A^) and have the coordinate 
representations, in terms of the local canonical chart,
Ç(x^) = g if,^ /g dx* + ^^(x^ ...x^)g  ^ , (A2.20)
Ti(x^) = gihg if, div X /g dx* + (x^  . .. x^)g  ^ ,
(A2.21)
in which the functions n^, are arbitrary functions, 
and give rise, together with the divergence theorem, to 
the identities
/ D^((f)*Çp) = (4,div(SX)) + (D_4,S) = 0, and (A2.22) M ^ X
/  D (<f)*Tip) = ((j),div(r|X)) + (Dy#,n) =  0 . (A2.23)
M ^ X
Substituting the expressions (A2.22), (A2.23) into the 
system (A2.17) we deduce that
V(f) £.c 3(X,A^) /. (ihif, + Ç-n)(ÜY<f))*P = 0 . (A2.24)O X A
But now this result implies, by lemma 2.3 above, that
p (itiif, + C - n) = Pg , where = 0 (A2.25)
so that we have immediately that if, e (X,A^). 
Applying the operator p"*D^ to (A2.25), and substi­
tuting from (A2.19), we deduce
if,^ = -ih(D^ +  ^div X)if, Vy £ A^ . (A2.26)
Suppose finally that X(x) = 0 x«^8K, then div X = 0 
almost everywhere in A^ so that (A2.11) becomes
V(f, £ cj(X,A^) = 0 , (A2.27)
i" .which implies directly that if, = div X if, = 0 and this being
72 4^
true Vif,€T^(A^) = C^(X,A^).
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Theorem 2.4: The operator defined by the equations
V4) e U  cj(X,A^) Vif/eDS (^,Q^(P)4) = (A2.28)
X
is equal to 52, 4I
proof: We have by lemma 2.4 that for every A^
Vi{, c C^(X,A^) Vy E A^ (Zif,) (y) = (52i|,) (y) , (A2.29)
and hence, combining this result for all the sets A^ 
we deduce
cl(X,A )=C1(X,M) V y e M - 3 K  (2*)(y) = (Q*)(y).
X ^
I
1 /V \ P 1 vy c. J.! u i-N. / \ J / ~~ \
(A2.30)
Thus finally, noting that the functions 2if, must be 
square-integrable on M, we obtain
2if, = -ih(D^ + jdivX)' (A2.31)
D2 = {if; eT^(M) Ilf, € C^(X,M), 2if, g (M)} , (A2.32)
which is the desired result. i
This completes the demonstration of the grand Theorem 2.1. j
1
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Appendix 3: On the Dequantization of a Quantum Momentum.
Cl] The inverse of Mackey’s theorem for a one-dimensional 
manifold.
It will be sufficient to consider an "interval" manifold 
M  = (a,b), a,b € ; for if M  were homeomorphic to a circle S* , then,
since S* is compact, all the vector fields of M  would be complete 
We will, restricting our attention to these momenta where associated 
vector fields X have no critical points, simply state and prove the 
required result.
Theorem 3.1: Let P be a momentum generating a C vector field
X = Ç(x) Ç(x) f 0, on the Riemannian manifold (M,G) =
((a,b), g^^(x)), a,be<R, and let the self-adjoint operator 52 on 
T ^ ( a , b )  possess a symmetric restriction 52^  of the form
fio = - i f t ( Ç ( x ) | j ^ ^ b ( ç / ï ) )  . (A3.1)
on a domain
D52^  = {if; e <£^(a,b) 1 e C^(a,b) , 52^i|; e £ ^ ( a , b ) ) . (A3.2)
Then the momentum P and the vector field X are complete only if 52^  is
essentially self-adjoint. 4
Proof: The proof is based upon an application of the following lemma. |
Lemma 3.2: A symmetric operator 52^  is essentially self-adjoint if and ,j
 ^  ^  ^  ^ -.-s!only if its adjoint 52^  has no eigenfunctions corresponding to ± i .
0
proof: Suppose first that 52^  is essentially self-adjoint, that is -i
that the sets (52 ± iE)D52 , where E denotes the identity :ào o
operator, are dense^^^^ in the Hilbert space H, We then J
have that i!
*61 denotes the extended real numbers (R u •
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Vi|;eDR^, V(f)€D52^ ,- (52^  ± iE)i{; = 0 => <ii; 152^  ± iE)(j)> = 0 , (A3.3)
and hence, since (G^±iE)# is dense in E, that # = 0.
TNext assume that (52^  ± iE)i|, = 0 => ij, = 0, and consider 
the set [ (52^  ± iE)D52^]'^, the perpendicular complement of 
(S2^  ± iE)D52^; then we have that
Vi|; e C (52^  ± iE)D52^]-^, V<j) e D52^  <(52^ ± iE)cj) 11(;> = 0 , (A3.4)
i*so that É £ D52 and that therefore, because D52 is dense o o
in E,
<<f) 1 (52^  ± iE) li|;> = 0 => (52^  ± iE)^ = 0 . (A3.5)
But this last equation requires, by hypothesis, that i|, = 0,
so that we have sho\m that (52 ± iE)D52 is dense in E,o o
* . i*The adjoint 52^  of the operator 52^  above, required for the utilisation 
of lemma 3.2, is given explicitly by
fLemma 3.3: The adjoint 52^  is defined explicitly by
52^  = -ih(5(x) ~  (Ç>^)) , (A3.6)
2/g
on the domain
D52^  = {ij, £ T^(a , b )  1 if; £ (a,b) , 52^i|; c T ^ ( a , b ) } . (A3. 7)
proof: see Wan and V i a z m i n s k y f o r  a complete proof: otherwise
observe that 52^  = Q^(P) c Q^(P) as defined in appendix 2,
1* I" i* .so that 52 => Q. (P) , and that therefore 52 contains the0 - 1  o
domain (A3.7) upon which it acts with the differential 
expression (A3,6).
fWe next determine the formal "eigenfunctions" of the operator 52^  which 
correspond to ± i , and obtain the expressions
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= ct^(Ç/g) 2 exp(^ r*dx) , (A3.8)
in which x, x e (a,b), and y £ {-1,1}.
Introducing now the parametrisation of (a,b) defined by the mapping
t(x) = %"*dx, we deduce that the normalisation integrals for
o
become simply
^ t
^^iyl^iy^ (ç/i)"* e x p ( ~ t ( x ) ) / i d x  = |a^t^ dt .
( A 3 . 9 )
We observe that ^u^(x) e C4(a,b), so that £ D52^ if and only if 
^u^(x) £ T^(a,b); but now the range of the coordinate t(x) is that of 
the t-parameter defined on the maximal integral curve of X through 
x^ £ (a,b), so that the requirement that X is incomplete (for we prove 
the theorem in contrapositive form) assumes that one of the following 
sets of inequalities is satisfied
-“ < t (a) < t(b) < +“ , -“ = t(a) < t(b) < +°°, ~'»< t(a) < t(b) = +“ . (A3.10)
Whichever of these conditions is satisfied, we now observe that at 
least one of the normalisation integrals converges, and hence
we deduce by lemma 3.2, that 52^  is not essentially self-adjoint.
[2] The inverse "Mackey"-problem for an n-dimensional manifold.
In this section we undertake a proof of the result in an n- 
dimensional manifold. For simplicity we shall retain the assumption 
that the momentum P has no associated critical points on M. Before 
stating and proving the principal result we first present some technical 
considerations in the form of two lemmata.^
Lemma 3.4: Let X be an incomplete C vector field without critical
points on a Riemannian manifold (M,G). Then there exists an 
incomplete maximal integral curve a(t) of X starting from some x ^ € M, 
which satisfies the following.
^The following lemmata and their proofs are intended as illustrations 
. nnlv .flrid ifnav. fail in certain^ cases. This does not, however, affect
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(i) a(t) contains its limit points and is a closed curve.
(ii) There is an open covering U of o(t) upon which coordinates 
{x^li€[l,n]} exist in which X assumes the form 9/Bx* .
CO(iii) There exists a C function f(x) on M such that supp f c
and f(x) = f(y) Vx,y£o(t).
proof: (i) Let x^ be a limit point of o(t), and let be
an open neighbourhood of x^  ^in which a canonical 
coordinate system {x^|i £ [l,n]) exists. Then
in terms of this coordinate system x^ becomes 
(x^) and X becomes 9/9x* , so that the integral 
curve from x^ is represented by the coordinate 
curve,
o(t) = (x^+ t, ...,x^) . (A3.11)
Consider now a point x £ a(t) n U^, which exists 
since x^ is a limit point of a(t). The 
representation within of the integral curve 
from X = (x^) is simply
w(t) = (x* + t , x^  ,. . . ,x^) ; (A3.12)
whence we observe that the representative curves 
o(t) and w(t) in (R^  are parallel curves, and hence 
either coincide or are disjoint, so that, since x^ 
is a limit point of o(t), it must lie on w(t) and 
hence we have shown that x^ lies on o(t). The 
existence of such a curve, and the fact that it is 
not closed follow from the observation that every 
closed integral curve is complete.
(ii) Introduce a local canonical coordinate chart of
coordinates Cx^|i£[l,n]} around the point x ^ £ 0 (t),
the validity of theorem 3 of chapter 1 which may be demonstrated by means of the proof sequence of Theorem 2.7 (p.135) upon setting f = 0
V x e U X = (%(%)) » (A3.15)
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such a existing by theorem^^^\ Observing 
that the vector field X becomes simply 3/9x* on 
U^, and that the corresponding flow maps $ ^  become
$^(x*,...,x^) = (x* + t , x^  ,... ,x^) , (A3.13)
we may identify the flow parameter t as a function 
t(x* ,,..,x^) defined on U as follows
t(x*,...,x*) such that $^(o,x^ ,..,x^) = (x* ,...,x^) .
(A3.14). IWe may moreover extend this definition to cover an ,41
open neighbourhood U of the curve a(t), provided 
that no flow lines through are homeomorphic to 
a circle, by the following device: Define t(x)
implicitly by I
where a(x) e has the coordinate representation
(a^(x)) = (o,a^ (x),...,a^(x)) . (A3.16) |
IObserving that the above also defines the set of g
functions o4(x), j e[2,n], in U, we have only to
show that the set of functions (t,of,...,a^) form g
a canonical chart in U covering a. Along every 
integral curve of X within U we have da^/dt(x) =0, 
and dt(x)/dt = 1, so that indeed X = 3/9x* .
Moreover the coordinates are C since both the 
original coordinate maps x^ in and the maps
are C , and thus the proof is complete.
(iii) Clearly it is possible to elect within U a C
function f, and moreover, we may elect supp f c u
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has as a restriction the operator
52j = -ih(D + J div X) , (A3.19)1 A
with the domain
■ D52^  = (M) !i|; e C^X,M) , 52^1/; (M)} . (A3.20)
proof: This is corollary to the result of appendix 2, where we
T Tobserve only that 52^  = Q^(P) and that Q^(P) => 52^ .
We may now state the principal result of this appendix.
Theorem 3.6: If X is a C incomplete vector field over a Riemannian
manifold (M,G), then 52^  as defined above is not essentially self- 
adjoint.
Proof: Let o(t) be an incomplete maximal integral curve, and
let U be a suitably defined (lemma 3.4) open cover of 
o(t) within which the canonical coordinate system
so as to contain a(t)^^^^\ Finally observe that 
f(x) = f(y) Vx,yea(t) is assured by electing 
f(x) = f(a^,...,a^) which suffices to define a 
class of such functions f within U, the global 
definition of f on M being completed by setting 
f (x) = 0 X U.
Lemma 3.5: The adjoint 52^  of the operator 52^  defined by the differ­
ential expression
52^  = -ih(X + 2 div X) , (A3.17)
wi th domain
D52 = {i|, (M) e c“ (M) , 52 ij; eJC^  (M)} , (A3.18) |O P O o p  'q
products
(x)g  ^exp(-“  t)gMtda^ . . .da’^ , (A3.23)
so that by Fubini's theorem
^^ly^^iy^ = / (a^  ,.. . ,a^)da^ .. .da^ / e x p ( ~ t ) d t  . (A3.24)
Finally, electing f(a*,...,o^) such that the "sectional" 
integral / f^da^...da^ f 0, we observe that 
exists if and only if / exp(-^ t) dt exists, but now, since 
o(t) is by hypothesis incomplete, we must have at least 
one such normalisation integral convergent, and hence by 
lemma 3.2 we deduce, as required, that 52^  is not 
essentially self-adjoint.
S'
3
(t,a^,...,a^) exists.
fWe seek to construct formal eigenfunctions of 52^  corres­
ponding to the eigenvalues ± i  as follows: Introduce
00(lemma 3.4) a C function f(x): supp f c u  as the 
arbitrary function determining the eigenfunctions ’f'£y(x), 
so that the operator equation defining the i|j. (x) has Ithe form 1
^u^(x) = 0 , x / U  (A3.21)
4^p(x) : "-iÜ(^ + “ “  " ih > X e U, ye {-1,1> ,2/g
and results immediately in the formal eigenfunction 
solutions
’i'iy(x) = f(x)g exp (^ t (x) ) . (A3.22)
00 1 ■-!Observe that, since f(x) e C and supp f<=U, ^u^(x) e C  (X,M), »|
t t . iand hence that \p. (x) will lie in D52 o dS2 if and only 1xU o i 4
Âif ^u^(x) e (M). We consider therefore the scalar j
,.rs
sforms to (<R,1) and the operator Q^(H) reduces to the 
familiar form
extension
ds
DQ^(H) = {if, eJC^ ((R)|4, e (f (A), Q^ (H)i{, e («) > . (A4. 4)
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Appendix 4; On the "Complete" Hamiltonians of the Infinite Square-Well.
[1] Theorem 4: A criterion for the "completeness" of the Hamiltonians.
Proof: if: Assume that (M,G) = ((a,b),/g) is geodetically
complete, and introduce the arc-length parametrisation vi
of (a,b) by s = /^ /g dx , so that the manifold trans- ^
Q o W  = ' (A4.1)ds
DQg(H) = {if, ((R) Ilf, e c“ ((R) , (H)if, e ((R) } , (A4.2)
which is immediately recognised as essentially self-
adjoint in that it has the k n o w n s e l f - a d j o i n t
Ionly if: Assume that Q^(H) is essentially self-adjoint,
then by lemma 3.2 it has no eigenfunctions corresponding
to ± i . Perform as above the transformation to the
arc-length parametrisation given by s = /g dx , so
*o
that the manifold transforms to (M,G) = ((s(a),s(b)),1), 
s(a),s(b) e<R, and consider in this representation the 
eigenfunction equations
” I m  ’^ iy ’ yG{-l,l> . (A4.5)ds
It is immediate that unless (s(a),s(b)) = (R at least one
t(non-zero) such solution ^^^(s) e DQ^(H).
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[2] Theorem 5; On the free quantum Hamiltonians.
Proof: The mode of proof is simply to transform the manifold
into (<R,1) and to observe that in the transformed space
Q(H) = Q^(H) and Q(H) = Q^(P), where Q(P) is the
momentum of differential expression
Q(P) = -ih “  , (A4.6)
and domain
DQ(P) = {ipeJC" (A)I4,G C^((R), Q(P)4,Ef" (A)} . (A4.7)
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Appendix 5: On the Complete Momenta of the Infinite Square-Well.
Cl] Theorem 6; A criterion for the completeness of a momentum.
We first establish the result of theorem 6 for the case of a 
momentum without critical points on (a,b) as a lemma which will have 
application in the subsequent proof of the general result.
Lemma 5.1; The statement of theorem 6 is true for the special case 
of a momentum P without critical points.
proof: Suppose initially that Ç(x) is complete on (a,b),
and assume, without essential loss of generality, that 
Ç(x) > 0, x €  (a,b); then we may define a coordinate 
t(x) on (a,b), which may be identified with the 
flow-parameter of the vector field, by the equation
In terms of this coordinate the completeness of the 
vector field finds expression in the limits
(A5.1)
lim t(x) = , lim t(x) = ,xba xr^ b
so that it is now immediate that
(A5.2)
lim Ç(x) = lim Ç(x) = 0 , xr^ a xr^ b
and that therefore, since Ç(x) e C [a,b]
(A5.3)
5(a) = 5(b) = 0 .
Conversely suppose that 5(a) = 5(b) = 0 and that 
5(x) £ C [a,b]. To demonstrate that 5(x)d/dx is 
complete on (a,b) we need only demonstrate that 
equations (A5.2) are satisfied. Introduce the
(A5.4)
To form the general result for a momentum with critical points we 
introduce the partition of (a,b) naturally induced by the critical 
points of the vector field 5(x) d/dx and given by
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Taylor series about the regular point x = b 
00 ^
Ç(x) = Z ((K) (b) (b-x)K . (AS.5)
K=0
Observing that 5(x) 0 x e  (a,b), we perceive that not
. (K)all the quantities 5 (b) are zero, and that in
particular there exists a first such non-zero 
coefficient, 5^^^(b) f 0, say. The generalised mean 
value theorem then yields
5(x) = C^^'^nCx)) (b-x)"" , (A5.6)
where q(x) g (a,b). Now 5^^^(x) £ C Ca,b] is a j
continuous function, and (-1)^ 5^^^(b) may be taken, j
without essential loss of generality, to be positive, |
so that there exists a range of values x £ A about b 4
in which 5^^^(x) has the same sign as 5^^^(b). Thus, 4
defining the set A = {x g  [a,b] j signC?^’^  ^(x)) = .
( ] 'jsign(5 (b))}, or rather the connected fragment about •.']
X = b, and the upper bound • ]
= sup [((")(x)(-l)"] . (AS.7)
° X e A  -j
• «we deduce the inequalities _
(AS.8) ;
° , '4IThus we have shown that lim t(x) = an exactly parallel
xr^ b I
calculation shows that lim t(x) = and completes the ]
x4"a 4
demonstration, 1
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= {kg (a,b) 15(x) = 0} , ■ (A5.9)
and the partition of (a,b)-K^ into maximally connected sub-intervals
K = (a^,b ) , (A5.10)n n n
In the set the flow map : (a,b) (a,b) become simply Vxe
. . 'IVt e (ft $^(x) = X, so that the restriction of 5d/dx to is complete.
00 jMoreover in each set we may, since 5(x) e C [a^,b^] and 5(a^) = 1
5(b ) = 0 ,  apply lemma 5.1 to deduce that 5d/dx is complete whenn ' j
restricted to each K^, so that by combining these results we obtain J
the general result.
note: that provided 5(x) e C (a,b) the conditions lim 5 (x) = lim 5 (K) = 0 j
x4a x^b ■ --I
are necessary (a,b e (R), but not in general sufficient, to assure ji
the completeness of the momentum 5(x)p, as is demonstrated by g
the counter-example M
5(x) = /x(l-x) on (M,G) = ((0,1),1) . (A5.11) ^
We need require that 5 (x) be differentiable on the closed interval 
[a,b]. # I
3
[2] Theorem 7: On the complete quantum momenta. i
The exact form of the differential expression and domain of 4
definition of the complete momentum Q(5(x)p) having been given by '
I
application of theorem 2 of chapter 1, it remains only to demonstrate j
that the corresponding spectral function E(X) has the prescribed form. |
To this end we shall first demonstrate the result in the special case j
IJof a momentum without critical points. , ,
Lemma 5.2: The linear momentum on ((R) defined by the differential I
expression I
Q(P) = -ifi ’ (A5.12)
1
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on the domain
DQ(P) = {ij> («) Ilf, € C^((R), Q(P)if, € (A)} , (A5.13)
has a spectral function E(A), AeiR, given by
E(A)cf) = if,(y,x) <j)if,*(y,x)dxdy , (A5.14)
in which if,(y,x) is the generalised eigenfunction
if;(y,x) = 1//27T exp x . (A5.15)
proof; see Byron & Puller
Lemma 5.3; The spectral function of the operator 0; T ^ ( a , b )  "^T^(a,b)
by Oif, = 0, is simply E(A) = H(A), where H(A) is the Heavyside unit-step
. (al3)function
proof: H(-“) = 0, H(+~) = 1, H(A^)H(A2) = H(max(A^,A^)), |
4
4 “ dH(X)=/;|;" 6(A)dX = l, 4 ” XdH(X) = 4 ” X6(X)dX = 0 .
note: the use of Dirac’s delta function is inessential, the result
following from a rigorous application of the Stieltjes
. - (al4 )integral
Lemma 5.4: The statement of theorem 8 of chapter 1 concerning the
spectral function. E(A) is correct.
proof: Define the global coordinate t(x) on (a,b) by
t(x) = 5T* (x)dx, x,x e (a,b), in terms of which the
^o °
proposed spectral function becomes V(f> e <£^(a,b) ,
Æ!
E(A)(f) = ^(y,t)(/^^, #*(y,t)/g 5 dt)dy , (A5.16) gj
:j
in which I
-1 ■ 1  ifCu.t) = (2¥Ç/g)  ^ exp . (AS.17) -J
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Next introduce the auxiliary functions T(^) defined by
T(4) = (/g , (A5.18)
so that T(^) € (A) if and only if tjt t f^(a,b). In
terms of these modified functions the function E(A)^ 
becomes
E(A)<j) = (ç/g) ^T(Tp(y,t)) T((f))T(^(y,t))*dt)dy , (A5.19)
so that immediately
T(E(A)4) = T(*(w.t))(/*% T(*)T*(*(w,t))dt)dW . (AS.20)
We may therefore define a function on (<R) by
T(E(A))T((j)) = T(E(A)(j)) , (A5.21) :#I
and hence recognise T(E(A)) = T(A )  as the known spectral S
function of lemma 5.2. The spectral properties of E(A)
~> dE(A)^ = (f). (A3.25)
I
on ^ e <C^(a,b) are now immediate.
(i) T(E(-“))T((j)) = T(E(-“)(f>) = 0 I
=> E(-*)4 = 0. (A3.22) 3
(ii) T(+=)T(*) = T(*) => E(+“)(j) - c{). (A3.23)
(iii) T(A)T(y)T(4) = T(max(A,y))T(*) |
=0 E(A)E(y)^ = E(max(A,y))#. (A3.24) |
+ 00 . + 00 . + 00(iv) dT(A)T(4) = d(T(E(A)*) = T/_^dE(A)(j) = T(*) f
+  00 +00 . +00 *:(v) AdT(A).T(4) = Ad(T(E(A)4)) = T A d E  (A) . <j)
= “ih ^  (T*)
=> AdE(A)4 = -ih(C ^  (ç/g))(|). (A3.26)ax 2/g
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Theorem 5.5: The statement of theorem 7 of chapter 1 concerning the
spectral function EX) is true.
proof: Introduce the partition { |n e ^ u{o)} of the interval
(a,b) naturally induced by the critical points of the 
vector field Ç(x)d/dx and given by
= {xe (a,b)]Ç(x) = O) , (A5.27)
and the partition of (a,b) - into maximally connected 
subsets by
Kn == (a^^b^) ; (A5.28)
and observe that, provided is of non-zero measure, 
we have that
V ^ e T ^ ( a , b )  X(K^)<{) e n  e #u{o) , (A5.29)
and that if is of measure zero then it may be 
discounted in the following analysis provided only that 
the proposed spectral operator E(A) when acting on a 
vector ^ is assigned a value for every x in K^.
We have by lemmata 5.2 and 5.3 that E(K^,A) obeys the 
spectral properties (A5.22) - (A5.26) Vn e #u{ o) , V<j) e <C^(K^) ,
E(A)<j) = S X(K )E(K ,A)4 , (A5.31)
neNuio} “ "
satisfies the desired spectral properties.
and hence defining the symbolic entity X(K^)E(K^,A) by
fE(K ,A)4,(x), x e K  , I
V* eZ}-(a,b) X(K )E(K ,X)<j.(x) =/ (A5.30)
® I 0 . x,!K^ .
we deduce by a short calculation that the operator E(A) ,
given by i
■3
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Appendix 6: Classical Momentum Measurement in Riemannian Space.
We demonstrate in this appendix the two technical results of 
§5.2 of chapter 1.
[1] Given an arbitrary local coordinate system {x^[ie[l,n]} 
we may introduce a n o r m a l c o o r d i n a t e  system 
{x^jie[l,n]} such that
x^  = x^  , g^jdx^dx^=g^^dx*dx* + g^^dx^dx^, y,ve[2,n] , (A6.1)
and hence we may immediately deduce that
p^ = (Bx^/9x )p^ = p^ . (A6.2)
[23 For a local Cartesian system {y^[ie[l,n]} we may elect
. — 1to have y parallel to x , so that
y^  = b^(x -a) = b^(x^ - a) , (A6.3)
1
from which it follows that |
_ iZ |5 _ I 2 fKe:. ‘= (9y /Sx )p^ = b^p^, b^ = \ëii\^ = • (A6.4)
6;^89 %%
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Appendix 7: Measurability and Completeness.
[1] Theorem 9: Standard measurability and completeness.
I
We state and prove the following result from which theorem 9 is 
an immediate corollary. $
I
Theorem 7.1: A sphere S^ (x) = {ye M|d(x,y) = d } which is topologi- |
o ° ^
cally closed may be constructed around every point of a manifold (M,G)
if and only if M is geodetically complete.
proof: if: clear.
only if; Let x e M  be any point of M, and construct the 
local geodesic r(x,a) through x in a direction a; then
by hypothesis there exists at distance d^ from x a point 1
o
y on r(x,a). Moreover, since y is clearly an interior ?
%
point of M, we may construct the geodesic f(y,S) such |
that the fragments f(x,a), r(y,&) join smoothly at y, and 
hence we may recursively construct a geodesic r(x,a) of 
arbitrary length nd^. g
j
[2] Theorem 10: On the properties of an incomplete maximal integral J
curve on a geodetically complete manifold.
I
(i) If were a closed curve then 3x e V t e  (-T,x) $^(x) = |
so that the range of t may be extended to (R, thus *
1contradicting our assumption that R(x^) was incomplete.Equally O(x^) cannot have end-points, since otherwise it 
would contradict the known r e s u l t t h a t ,  at every point «
of the curve, ^Kx^) may be regarded as a coordinate curve. f
(ii) We will demonstrate only that
T*. (s(n+(%o). .
■ 1
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the analogous result for sequences {t^^o) t being 
similarly obtained. Suppose by way of a contradiction 
that
{s(R (x^), x^, 0^ (x^)} ->• s^eiR ; 
n
(A7.2)
it then follows that
{s (R^(x ) , X , X )} t  0 as n,m o m  n^ n>m ->■ 00 (A7.3)
and hence that
°  as m.n-^ » , (A7.4)
since d(x ,x ) <  s(^ (x ), x , x ), so that the sequence m  n o m  n
of points {x } nr is Cauchy. But since the manifold  ^ n n e &
(M,G) is proper and geodetically complete the
Hopf-Rinow^^^^^ theorem requires that the sequence
{x } „r converge to a limit x . . Now by lemma 3.4, of n n e /V x
appendix 3, R(x ) contains its limit-points, and x . must o X
be an end-point of ^(x^) which contradicts the statement 
proved in (i) above. Thus the hypothesis that s^ e <R is 
false and the result required has been demonstrated.
(iii) Simply observe that R(x (x ) ,P) = x - t "^0 as t x . ^ n n n n
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Appendix 8; On Classical- Global Measurability.
Theorem 8.1: Let O(x^) be an incomplete maximal integral curve of a
vector field X without critical points generated by the momentum P, 
itself defined over a geodetically complete Riemannian manifold (M,G), 
and let ^(x^) be such that the range of the t-parametrisation of R(x^) 
defined in terms of the flow-maps : M M, = x^ at t = 0, by
t(x): = X , (A8.1)
is (t with € <R. Introduce the arc-length parametrisation of
and let (B^jneil/) denote a sequence of local recoil sets B^ along 
R(x^) defined by
B = { x e ^ ( x ) i  (n~l) As <  s <  (n+l)As) , As f 0 . (A8.3)n o
Then the sequence of characteristic local errors {A^ p}^ ^  » satisfies
lim A p = +«> , (A8.4)
n'^ '° n
where lim denotes the limit superior
note: If <R the result is valid setting P ^  -P and X -X.
Proof : We have by definition that
V  = k  ^[n-î)As (b'l(s) - , (A8.5)
and that
' (AS. 6)
where clearly b^(s) 0, so that we may assume without
loss of generality that b^(s) > 0. It is now clear that
R(Xq ) by I
Js(x) = s(R(Xg);Xg,x), s(x) ^ 0  if and only if t(x) ^  0 , (A8.2) J
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the problem is intrinsically one-dimensional in character, 
and we demonstrate the theorem by means of a sequence of 
technical lemmata, the final result following immediately 
from lemma 8.7 upon setting *^n+l^ ~ ((n-l)Ag, (n+l)As),
y = s. Ay = As, and C(y) = b^(s), and upon noting that 
/“ (b'^(s))"'ds = (b^(s))-'ds dt = T+ <
Lemma 8.2: A collection of known results.
(i) Every limit point of a sequence {u^} may be regarded as a limit 
.point of a suitably chosen subsequence {u^ } of {u^}.
The convergence of the sum 2 u^ implies that
(ii) lim u^ = 0;
(iii) if u > 0  and u , ^ <  u , then lim n u  = 0 ,  andn n+1 n' n t
___
(iv) if u^ > 0 and lim u^/u^^^ = 1, then lim n(u^/u^^^-l) >  1. [
proof: (i) Knopp^^^^^; (ii) Widder^^^^^; (iii) B r o m w i c h ; 1
(iv) B r o m w i c h . |
Lemma 8.3: Let f^, the local mean over [y^^y^+^l of F(y) > 0, be ,
defined by !I
Yn+i 1
= ^n^^n+l“ ^n^ “ ^y F(y)dy ; (A8.7)
I
then !
. i
/ F(y)dy < => lim n f  = 0 . (A8.8) i
1proof: Noting the results of lemma 8.2, construct a subsequence ^
of {f } for which part (iii) holds. I
"4
Lemma 8.4: Let f^, the local reciprocal mean, be defined by i
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£ ^ - ‘ = ( A y ) - '  / r '  (y)dy ; ' ( A S . 9)
then
F(y)dy < “ => lim n f^ = 0 . (A8.10)
proof: Employ the Schwarz i n e q u a l i t y t o  demonstrate that
f^ <  f^, when this proposition is an immediate corollary 
to lemma 8.3.
Lemma 8.5: Let 6^ = Ay/(f^^^-f^'), where f^ is as above; then
/q f(y)dy < implies that has 0 as a limit point. This propos­
ition remains true if f^ is replaced by f^ in the statement.
proof: We have
Ay n f
= — -— '— ---  , and lim n f^ = 0 . (A8.11)
n(-^---1)n+1
We may distinguish three possible cases:
(i) lim = G ^ 1) when clearly lim = 0;
(ii) lim f^/f^^^ = 1, when we consider a subsequence
{f } of {f } as selected in the proof of lemman
8.3 and apply lemma 8.2 (iv);
(iii) oscillates indefinitely, when we may
construct a suitable subsequence to demonstrate 
the result.
We now introduce the local standard deviation AÇ of a function 5(y) 
on (R over the interval [a,b] defined by
(AS): ■= ÿz; (S-i)'dy , 5 = -gij /^ € dy . (A8.12)
We then
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Lemma 8.6: We have the inequality
where C_ = ? dy, I ÿZ^ Ç dy, and c = | (b+a)
(A8.13)
(A8.14)
proof: Introduce g'(y) ="
y e [a,c] 
y e [c,b] ;
then deduce by direct calculation (AÇ'(y))^ = i ,
and from the Schwartz inequality (AÇ)^ >  (AÇ')^.
Lemma 8.7: Let C(y) > 0 be a continuous function on (R, and let
(AS)'* = ( S - %  )"dy .
n-1 n
where
then
/ T 7 ^  < 00 => lim AÇ = +~ ,o 5(y) n
proof: We first make the following identifications;
1 /n+1si =-%- / S(y) dy, Ç S(y) dy ,'n Ay y
1
n
n+1
n Ay yn-1
/ 1/F(y)dy, f^^i = Â 7  , 1/Fdy ,
(A8.15)
(A8.16)
(A8.17)
(A8.18)
n Ay y^ n-1 Ay y^_^
F(y) = 1/C(y).
It then follows that the sequence where
V i  = A y / ( r ‘ - r i p  = ^ y / C e - ' Q  . (a8.i9)
has 0 as limit point if F(y)dy < ™ b y  lemma 8.5.
It is immediate, therefore, that the sequence {
has ^ as a limit point. Finally lemma 8.6 ensures that
dy/Ç(y) < “ => lim AÇ^ = +“ . (A8.20)
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Appendix 9: On the Existence of Local Momenta.
[1] Theorem 12: On the existence of local momenta.
The proof of this theorem is contained in the sequence of 
theorems below.
Theorem 9.1: The operator (P) = mQ(P)n, generated by the complete
C momentum P and the projector tt onto the set A, is essentially self-
adjoint only if A  is invariant under the flow of P.
proof: First define the set C^(X,A) by the prescription
C^(X,A) = (M) 1D ijj(x) exists Vx e A) . (A9.1)P X
We may then demonstrate that
V(f)eDQ°(P) VüeCl(X,A) <*|Q°(P)*> = , (A9.2)
where explicitly
. Ç -ih(Dy + |divX)ij)(x) , x e A  ,
ij) (x) = j (A9.3)
L 0 , X A .
■ .. . IFor by explicit calculation we obtain the identities; |I
(-ih)-'<*|Q°(P)*> = / Ï(Dy + I divX)4»p (A9.4) I
A A ^I= f Ï(D <f))p + k f ^ div X (|)p 1
A A  • ■ I
* '1= lim [/ ((j)$ .(#) - / # p ]t"^ + 5 / ii'div X (j>p
t^ o  A " A A
= lim [ f (i/ip) ” / (j)i{)p]t"* + lim [ / (j)i|ip - / ^ijbplt”  ^ f
tr+o $^(A) $^(A) t*^ o $^(A) A |
+ I / if div X (|)p J
 ^ ‘ I
= / (}) D (ifp) + i / (f) divXjp + / D ((jjifp) . 1
A A A ^
Hence, applying the divergence theorem, and substituting the '3^
t riknown expression for t|) (x) , we deduce gI
line of (A9.4),
*^(A) = A . (A9.8)
o 1" .Finally, therefore, we observe that unless CQ^(P)] is 
symmetric Q^fP) cannot be essentially self-adjoint.
Theorem 9.2: If $^(A) = A, then Q °(P)is essentially self-adjoint,
with the self-adjoint extension Q^(P) = (Q^^P))^ given explicitly by
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<^|Q°(P)^> = -ih / <j>i» €yp . (A9.5)
9A
It remains only to show that the above surface integral 
vanishes.
Recalling that <p e DQ°(P) , we must have that (^j) e (X,M), 
so that we consider the points lying on the boundary 9A.
Let X e 9A be any point of 9A and consider the maximal
integral curve R(x) through x. Either R(x) is tangent 
to 9A when e^p_(x) = 0, or else R (x) = {x} when x is a l|
critical point of X and e„p„(x) = 0, or else finally #(x) 3A A
"cuts" the surface 9A. Consideration of the definition 
of (D^ tt4>) at X  shows that ïïcf) e C^ (X,M) requires that 
4t(x) = 0, and therefore that the surface integral of 
(A9.5) vanishes.
Thus we have shown that D[Q°(P)]^ contains the set 
C^(X,A). Further, parallel to the above analysis we 
have that
£ C1(X,A) <ij)l (Q°(P))’^(j)> =<(Q°(P))%|(|)> -ih f #  e%p% ,
9 A (A9.6)
oand hence the operator [Q^(P)3 can be symmetric only if
/ #  £ p = 0 , (A9.7) 'j
9A * * '3
Jor equivalently, as is most readily seen from the fourth -'-j
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( -ih(D + |divX)i|i(x) , x e A  ,
Q.(P)i|'(x) = j (A9.9)
L  0 , Xf^A ,
and defined on the domain
DQ^(P) = £f:(M)|^cCl(X,A), q^ (P)i(, . (A9.10)
proof: The proof is analogous to that in appendix 2; that the |
operator Q^(P) defined by (A9.9) and (A9.10) is a 
restriction of [Q°(P)]^ follows parallel to the analysis 
of (A9.4), and that the operator [Q°(P)]^ is a 
restriction of Q^(P) can be shown analogously to section 
[23 of appendix 2.
[23 Theorem 13: On the reconstruction of a global momentum.
We need only observe that
i|)€D(S Q (P)) = n DQ (P) => *eCl(X,M) , (A9.11)
a a a
and
(Va (P)if, (M)) => Q(P)if, (M) , (A9.12)
a ^
so that Q(P) Ç Z Q (P).
a a
Similarly we may show that A
1
Q(P) ^ 2 Q (P) ; ' (A9.13)
a a
whence immediately the result.
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Appendix 10; On Exact Classical Global Measurability.
[1] Theorem 16; On exact classical global measurability.
If a momentum P is exactly classically globally measurable then, 
by part [2] below, the function b^(s) = s^, a constant on every integral 
curve R(Xg) of the associated vector field. Moreover the t-range 
R(A,P) of any local set over R(x^) is given by
s+d
R(A,P) = R(A n 0(x ),P) = / °(b*(s))"^ds = d /s , (AlO.l)O S JL O O
as follows from ds/dt = b^(s), and hence it is immediate that P is 
quantum globally measurable, since d^ and s^ are fixed and finite for 
each integral curve of the vector field.
[2] Theorem 17: On Killing momenta and exact classical global 
measurability.
If a momentum P is Killing, then in a local chart (x^li e [l,n]}
the associated vector field X = Ç ---   obeys the differential equations,
3x^
^ ®ik,j«^ = ° • (A10.2)
Introduce in the neighbourhood of any point x in a (non-trivial) maxi­
mal integral curve R(x^) of X the canonical chart {t,a^ ,...,a^} in I
terms of which X = 9/3t, The Killing equations become simply.
ik — 0 , (A10.3)
b^(s) = g^^(a^ ,. .. = s^ , (A10.4)
is constant on every integral curve of X. It is now immediate that 
P is exactly classically globally measurable.
note: At least some non-Killing exactly classically globally
Iand hence in particular we have, by (A6.4) that 1
Î
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measurable momenta must exist since we require only that 
9g^^/9t = 0 rather than 3g^j/9t = 0.
[3] Theorem 18: Alternative formulations of exact classical global
measurability.
Clearly if b^(s) is constant along every O(x^) then for every 
local recoil set B on ^(x^) of whatever length
A P  = 0 , (A10.5)
and hence P is exactly classically globally measurable.
Equally if A^p = o for all local recoil sets B of any length d^ of
every integral curve R(x^) then
 ^ s+d
A^P = 0 = /g °[b'(s) -b^(B)]*ds VsVd^ (A10.6)
requires that on every integral curve b^(s) = s^, a constant.
The second result that 9g^^/9x^ = 0, where {x^iie[l,n]} denotes a 
local canonical coordinate system, follows from the observation j
(A6.4) that b^(s) = g5^(s,x^,...,x^). i
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operator Qq (A) defined on the domain of C^(M) functions.
and
essentially self-adjoint, and, in the event that it is, 
the calculation of the explicit form of the corres-
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§1: Introduction.
We develop in this chapter a critique of the algebraic relation­
ships which are c o m m o n l y r e g a r d e d  as obtaining between the ’
quantum counterparts Q(A) and Q(B) of the classical observables A and 
B which stand in a known algebraic relationship one to the other; 
specifically we shall address the problem of whether and under what 
circumstances an algebra k of classical observables A defined over a 
Riemannian configuration manifold (M,G) generates a corresponding -"g
algebra Q(A) whose elements are the quantum observables 0(A) counter­
part to the elements A of A, and are defined explicitly as self-
adjoint operators over the natural Hilbert space of M, (M). |
'3To this end it is first necessary to generalise the concept of -3
quantizability as defined for a momentum by statement [51] of chapter 
1. We elect as our definition of quantizability of a general 
classical observable A  the following axiom;
[1] An observable A is quantizable if and only if it may be 
uniquely associated with an essentially self-adjoint
The corresponding procedure of quantization of an observable A has 
therefore essentially two elements; 3
[2] the identification of a symmetric differential operator 
Qg(A) generated by À and defined on the dense domain
DQ^(A) = {il) 6lp(M) iif» e c“(M), (A)if; e JC^  (M)> , (1)
[3] the determination of whether the operator Q^(A) is '
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ponding quantum observable Q(A) from the formula
Q(A) = Q^(A) . (2)
Thus, given the form of the observables Q^(A) generated by an algebra 
A of classical observables, we may by direct calculation explicitly 
construct the corresponding operators Q(A), and hence determine 
whether a corresponding algebra Q(A) of quantum observables Q(A) exists 
and, in the event that it does, determine its structure.
By contrast the basis of the method of algebraic quantization is 
to postulate an isomorphism as obtaining between a given algebra A of 
classical observables and a corresponding algebra Q(A) of quantum 
observables, and to employ the "rules of quantization" thus defined to 
determine the form, differential expression and domain of the operators 
of Zp(M) comprising the algebra Q(A). Such a scheme, given symboli­
cally by A Q(A) induces a second algebra isomorphism between A and 
an algebra Q^(A) of symmetric operators whose elements Q^(A) are the
OOrestrictions to the domain C^(M) of the operators Q(A), and whose 
operations coincide with the operations of Q(A). We may therefore 
represent an algebraic quantization scheme by the sequence
A 0^(4) q (A) , (3)
so that any proposed algebraic scheme of quantization must first define 
a consistent isomorphism A Q^(A).
Proceeding to discuss the problems which are encountered in any 
attempted realisation of such a quantization scheme we make two obser­
vations :
[4] The existence of an isomorphism A (A) serves (at
least partially) to determine the operators Q^(A) so 
that an algebraic scheme of quantization may be used 
to identify a class of symmetric differential operators
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to which the second stage, [3] of "geometric" quantiz­
ation may be applied.
[5] The process of geometric quantization can now be applied 
to generate the class of quantizable observables B ^ A 
and the set Q(S) of their quantum analogues. The scheme 
of geometric quantization will then be compatible with 
the generating algebraic scheme only if Q(S) comprises an 
. algebra isomorphic to A.
We thus perceive that a critique of the algebraic method of quantiz­
ation can be obtained by comparison of the structure of the sets Q(S) 
and Q(i4), that is by combining the algebraic structure of the
symmetric operators Qq (A) with the axiom of quantizability [1] and the :
1mode of quantization C2], [3] above. It is to the development for |
the observables linear in momenta of such a critique that we address \
ourselves in the remainder of this chapter. I
I§2: On the Algebraic Quantization of the Observables Linear in Momentum. |
■?i
q§2.1: On the algebraic quantization of the momenta. |
We may introduce an algebra of momenta P on T*M, the tangent bundle 1
of a geodetically complete Riemannian manifold (M,G), in accordance with
1the following theorem. ‘
.Theorem 1: On the Lie algebra of momenta. t
Let P denote the set of momenta P whose associated vector [
00 - fields are C , and define an algebra (P, + ,* ,{ , /) by the ^
operations of addition, scalar multiplication, and by the '
Poisson bracket operation defined by the prescription* ;
J{P(X),P(Y)> = P([X,Y]) , (4) I
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in which P(X) is the momentum associated with the 
vector field X, and where [X,Y] denotes the Lie or 
commutator bracket of the vector fields X and Y .
Then the algebra P  = (P,+,*,{ ,}) is an infinite­
dimensional Lie algebra.
Proof: see appendix 1.
Let us enquire whether it is possible to introduce an algebraic scheme 
of quantization of the form P Q^(P) Q(P). To this end we first
attempt the construction of a Lie algebra of "formal" quantum momenta 
Q^(P) isomorphic to P, a step realised concretely as follows:
Theorem 2: On the Lie algebra of formal quantum momenta.
Let P  denote the Lie algebra of momenta, and let the 
map Q^:P Q^(P) be defined by P Q^(P), where Q^(P) 
is the symmetric differential operator on given
by
Qq(P) = -ih(X + 2 div X) , (5)
on the domain
DQ^(P) = {if, lip £ Q^(P)t|) eX^(M)} . (6)
Endow the set Q^(P) with the operations of operator 
addition and scalar multiplication, and with the 
(modified) bracket { defined^ by
^It is readily verified (Abraham and Marsden ) that this definition 
is equivalent to the usual coordinate based definition of the Poisson 
bracket
in which P^ = f = ^2 ^ ^ = ^2^k*
^We shall quite generally define, for any operation A and B
{A,B}q = (-ih)“*[A,B] , 
as will be required in the sequel.
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P^ , ++ QoCP^) ++ QCPf) ' (8)
The subset of the Lie algebra P of momenta is not 
a Lie subalgebra of P; specifically the set is 
closed neither under addition, nor under the action 
of the Poisson bracket. Hence, since the quantiz­
ation map Q is bijective, it is immediate that the 
set Q(P^) cannot constitute a Lie algebra.
Proof: see appendix 1.
^Here strictly we must have complete except on a set of measure zero, 
so that we may interpret "complete" in this broader sense.
“ ( - W C Q ^ C P p ,  , (7)
in which [ , ] denotes the commutator bracket of j;
operators. Then Q^:P -+ Q^(P) is a Lie algebra 
isomorphism, and Q^(P) = (Q^(P),+,* ,{ , )^) is an i
infinite-dimensional Lie algebra isomorphic to P.
Proof: see appendix 1.
Turning now to the quantizability in accordance with axiom Cl] of the 
formal quantum momenta Q^(P), we observe, by theorem 3 of chapter 1, 
that an operator Q^(P) is quantizable if and only if it is complete^ , 
so that only the subset P_ of complete momenta is quantizable, and we 
are provided with the geometric quantization
It is now clear that a Lie algebra isomorphism Q:P Q(P) cannot, in 'f
general, be found; nor can a Lie algebra isomorphism between and 
Q(P ), as is immediate from theorem 3, so that the algebraic scheme of6 3
quantization has no general applicability for the momenta.
Theorem 3: On the algebraic properties of P^ and Q(P^).
i
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This result clearly places severe restrictions upon the utility 
of any algebraic scheme of quantization for the momenta; for the non­
closure of under the basic operations of classical mechanics, 
addition and Lie (Poisson) derivation, renders an algebra preserving 
isomorphism P^ Q(P^) incompatible with the geometrical quantization 
procedure of Mackey. We may, nevertheless, discover some useful "laws 
of quantization" which obtain when the result of an algebraic operation 
on the elements of P^ is itself within P^, among which are the 
following:
For all elements ^ ^ 3 ^ 2  ^ ^^ve the following
propositions :
Pl+Pg  ^ Q(?1+P2) " (Q(Pi)+Q(P2))^ ; (9)
{PiyPg} € P^ => Q({P^,P2>) = {Q(P^), QCPg)}^ * (lO)
Proof; see appendix 1.
Thus we may introduce the operations of addition and Lie derivation on 
Q(P^) related to those already defined by the prescriptions
QCPi+Pg) = Q(Pi) ® QCPg) = (Q(P^)+Q(P2>)^ . (11)
Q({Pj,,P2}) = {Q(P]^, QOPg)) = fQ(Pj^), CKPg)}^ . (12)
These operators then define, for a suitable class of the complete 
momenta P^, an algebraic structure on the corresponding quantum 
observables Q(P^), so that it is natural to enquire whether and under 
what conditions there exist Lie subalgebras of P  contained within P^; 
for such subalgebras have corresponding isomorphic quantum Lie algebras 
induced by the quantization operation. There are in fact several 
identifiable such subalgebras all of which we shall collect into 
theorem.
•iiTheorem 4: The basic laws of quantization of the complete momenta. .;3
■Î
A
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Theorem 5: Some particular Lie subalgebras of P within P^.
The following sets of complete momenta define Lie sub­
algebras of the Lie algebra P of momenta of a geodeti- 
cally complete Riemannian manifold (M,G).
[63 Any set of mutually commuting complete momenta, 
symbolically
{P^ePp|{P^,Py} = 0 Vli.v) . (13)
[7] The set of all Killing momenta P^ defined by
P% = { P e P i P  = P(X), D^G = O) . (14)
[8] The set of all "compact" momenta P^ defined as
P^ = {P eP|P = P (X) , supp X is compact in M) . (15)
Proof: see appendix 1.
Moreover, for the special case of a compact manifold (M,G) we 
have the result:
Theorem 6: On the momenta of a compact manifold.
Every P c P defined over a compact manifold (M,G) is 
complete,
Proof: Brickell and Clarke^^\
Whence it follows that P = P^ is, in this case, a Lie algebra of
quantizable momenta isomorphic to the induced quantum algebra Q(P) and
the algebraic quantization scheme is fully realisable.
Let us parenthetically remark that, as is demonstrated by Wan and 
( 7 8)Viazminsky ’ , the algebraic properties of the Killing momenta on a
space of constant curvature are sufficient to determine by means of the
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following device the freq quantum Hamiltonian. Let P^, Pe [1,|n(n+l)] 
denote, a maximal set of linearly independent Killing momenta on a 
space M of constant curvature and of dimension n, and define the
structure constants of the associated Lie algebra P by the equations
and the metric tensor of the algebra by the prescription
= (11)
Then if we require that Q(H), the free quantum Hamiltonian, is a 
second order differential operator satisfying the commutation relations
{Q(H), Q(Pj,)> = 0 , (18)
it follows that
Q(H) = oG^^Q(P )Q(Py) + 3 = + 3  , (19)
where a and 3 are real constants, a result which differs but trivially 
from the Laplacian operator. This example illustrates well the 
utility and strength of an algebraic approach in appropriate special 
cases where a high degree of "symmetry" is present in the underlying 
physical system.
The results and theorems of this section comprise a clear state­
ment of the incompatibility which obtains between the geometrical 
scheme of quantization based upon essential self-adjointness as the 
criterion of quantizability, and an algebraic scheme based upon the 
isomorphism of the classical and quantum algebras. In the case of the 
momenta moreover the ascendency of the geometrical procedure is, 
especially in view of chapter 1, well attested, so that, other than in 
certain particularly convenient spaces, such as those which are compact 
or of constant curvature, the algebraic structure of the momenta is of 
comparatively little constructional value.
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§2.2: The geometric quantization of observables linear in momentum. .
We address in this section the problem of the quantization, in 
accordance with axiom 1, of the observables linear in momentum, which 
we denote symbolically by P + f, and define as follows;
[9] An observable linear in momentum (linear momentum 
observable) is a map P + f:T*M (R given by the 
prescription,
Vx 6 T*M (P+f)(x) = P(x) +f(Tr(x)) , (20)
00 00 in which P is a C momentum, f is a C function on M,
and Tr;T*M M is the natural projection defined by
i. i.the coordinate representation tt.(x  ,pu) = (x ).
It is immediately clear that in a coordinate chart { (x^,p^)1ie [1,n])
of T*M the map P + f has, in accordance with the intuitive force of the
X T  4term "observable linear in momentum", the form Ç (x )p^ . +f(x ). We 
shall assume that the formal quantization of P + f is in accordance with 
the rule of quantization
Q^(P+f) = Q^(P) + Q ^ ( f )  , (21)
or equivalently that the operator Q^(P+f) has the explicit form
Q ( P + f )  = -ih(X + I  d i v X  + iTi"^ f )  , (22)
on the domain
DQ^(P+f) = {if, e JC^(M) Ilf; e C^(M) , Q^(P+f)ij> e f ^  (M)) . (23)
The conditions under which the forms P + f are quantizable, and the 
explicit representation of the corresponding self-adjoint quantum 
analogues Q(P+f), comprise the following key theorem.
Ill
Theorem 7: On the quantization of observables linear in momentum.
Let P + f denote an observable linear in momentum 
defined over a Riemannian manifold (M,G), and let X 
denote the C vector field on M  associated with the 
momentum P ; then
[10] P + f is quantizable if and only if P is 
quantizable, and
[11] Q(P+f) has the explicit representation
Q(P+f) = -ih(D^ + 5 d i v X  + ih"^f) , (24)
on the domain
DQP+f) ef^p(M) lip e c4x,M),Q(P+f)i|; €JC^p(M)} , (25)
and hence obeys the rule of correspondence j
Q(P+f) = Q(P) +Q(f) . (26) I
Proof: see appendix 2. 1
-|In addition it has proved possible to determine the precise form j
of the unitary transformations U generated by an observable Q(P+f) in
Iaccordance with the equation - 4
= exp(-i/h Q(P+f)t) ; (27)
Jspecifically we have the following theorem. ‘
'I
hiTheorem 8: On the unitary transformations induced by a linear |
momentum observable. ^
(I
Let P + f be an observable linear in momentum generated ]
•k viby a complete momentum P, and let denote the pull­
back of the flow mapping 4"^  of the corresponding vector ' '
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field X.
Define the operators t e (R by
U = exp(iw(f,t)/h)(0 p/p)2# ^ , (28)t t t >
* Iin which denotes the pull-back of acting on i
the Riemannian density p or a state ip as appropriate, 
and in which w(f,t) e C^(X,M) is a function on M 
defined formally by the system
w(f,t) = (G^-l)g(f), D^g = f , (29)
Note in particular that when f = 0, w(f,t) = 0, so that the unitary 
transformations generated by Q(P+f) are related to those generated by 
Q(P) by the formula
yQ(P+f) ^ exp(iw(f,t)/%)uQ(P) . (30)
In the special case"* where the solution g(f) :D„g = f defines aX
function g e c4x,M), then we have the following result.
It should be particularly noted that, contrary to first expectation,
oo  ^ ,not every function f e C (M) defines a function g e C (X,M) such that 
D^g = f, as can be seen by considering an example, say, X = y x ,
f = 1, on with the usual metric.
and precisely as in appendix 2.
Then the set {U^lte<R} comprises a one-parameter group Ï
of unitary transformations on M.
*Proof: See appendix 1 of chapter 1 for a definition of $^p/p, 
and appendix 2 for the proof.
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Whenever the function g(f) defined by D^g = f is of
Proof: see appendix 2.
z
eigenvalues
p^ = nh , n € Z. (35)
i
Theorem 9: The case of unitary equivalence of Q(P) and Q(P+f). ■ |
. 0(P+f)class C^(X,M), then the unitary operators are |
related to the corresponding operators by the
unitary transformation
yQ(P+£) , g-ig/A uQ(P)-e+ig/S . (3I) I
Moreover we have by differentiation or by explicit
calculation that j
Q(P+f) =  ^ (32)
so that Q(P+f) being unitarily equivalent to Q(P) has 
the same spectrum, the spectral functions being 
related by the equality
gQ(P+f) ^ ^-ig/Hgq(P)^+ig/1i (33) ^
The results outlined in theorem 9 which relate Q(P) to Q(P+f) by a 
unitary transformation must be regarded as exceptional, however; for 
in general the spectrum and spectral operator of Q(P+f) differ radi- /f
cally from those of Q(P). We may illustrate these remarks by 
recourse to the favoured example of the angular momentum observable L 
on with the usual metric. The spectrum of Q(L^) is wholly discrete 
of eigenfunctions
exp(ip^0/h) , n e Z (34)
where (r,6) denotes the plane polar coordinates of a point of , and
where a^(r) is any function such that is normalisable, and of
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Consider now the eigenfunctions of the quantum observable 0(L^+f),
COf e C (<R ), We have the following formal "eigenfunctions"
ip^(r,6) = ct^(r) e x p ( i / h f  (r,6)d0) . (36)
True eigenfunctions corresponding to points of the discrete spectrum 
exist if and only if the "0-mean" of f(r,0),
<f> = 1/2tt r '  f(r,0)d0 , (37)
is an absolute constant, when the spectrum of eigenvalues is given by
= hh - <f> , ■ n e Z, (38)
and corresponds to the spectrum of Q(L^) "phase-shifted" by -<f>.
Otherwise there are no eigenfunctions of Q(L +f) and the spectrum is J
wholly continuous. Hence it is immediate that in general, else when I
<f> = 0, the spectrum of Q(L +f) is not that of Q(L ), or even, except J2 z 'I
when <f> IS constant, simply related thereto, and hence that the 
observables Q(L^+f) are non-trivially distinct from Q(L^). As a final 
remark we note that when the vector field X induced, by Q(P+f) has no
closed maximal integral curves then g(f) e C^(X,M) and hence the results
of theorem 9 obtain.
When viewed alternatively theorem 9 is seen to contain a statement 
of when a change of quantum mechanical "representation"^ can be effected 
such as will transform the observable Q(P+f) linear in momentum into a 
"pure" momentum Q(P), such a transformation being induced by the unitary 
operator when and only when g is of class C^(X,M). Corres­
pondingly we may enquire whether and under what conditions 
such a transformation of "representation" can be carried out within 
classical mechanics. Here the kernel observation is that, formally at 
least, the observable linear in momentum P + f of coordinate representation
The term "representation" is here used as in Messiah )
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can be transformed to a "pure" momentum P = C^(q^)p^ by the
action of the canonical transformation^^^^ prescribed in terms of the
(11)generating function
F(q ,q ,p^,Pj) = q P i " g ( q  ) , (39)
by the differential equations
Pi ^ • (40)Dq 9p^
We collect the results of our analysis in the following theorem.
Theorem 10: On the transformation of observables linear in momentum
into "pure" momenta.
A transformation taking the usual SchrBdinger . 
"representation" of a quantum system, to a unitarily 
equivalent "representation", and satisfying the 
condition that,for a particular observable linear in 
momentum^Q(P+f) is transformed into a "pure" momentum 
Q(P), exists if and only if a function g(f) exists 
such that g € C^(X,M) and D^g = f . When it exists 
such a transformation of representation is determined 
by the unitary operator = ^ig/h^ the state vector ij
transforming as
ip , (41)
and the operators ^ transforming as
n u _ 0 (42)f f
Moreover if g e C^(M), then there exists a corresponding 
transformation of the classical representation of the 
system induced by the generating function F of (39) above.
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such that the observable P + f linear in momentum is 
transferred to the "pure" momentum P as follows :
P + f = €^(qjyp^ + f(q^) = Ç^(q^)p^ = P • (43)
Proof: corollary to theorem 9 and the equations (39) and (40).
§2.3: On the algebraic quantization of observables linear in momentum.
We address in this section the algebraic properties which obtain 
between the observables linear in momentum and between their corres­
ponding quantum analogues, and begin by defining the product cpP of a 
momentum P and a function (p on M, and the Poisson bracket appropriate 
to observables of the form P + f.
[12] The product cpP^  of the momentum P^ with a function 
(j> on M  is the momentum prescribed by
where generally P^ denotes the momentum associated 
with the vector field X.
[13] The Poisson bracket of two observables linear in
(“I
momentum is given by
{P^+f^, P2*^2^ ^ {P^,P2^ + ^1^2 “ ^2^1 ’
where X. is the vector field associated with the t
 ^ i
momentum P^ and where {P^,P2) is as defined in (4). J
These operations, together with the obvious addition and scalar multi- 
plication enable the construction of an algebra on the set |
P  + F  = {(pP + flPeP; <}),f€c“ (M)} , (46) ;
of the following structure: Î
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Theorem 11: On the Lie algebra of observables linear in momentum.
The set P  + F when endowed with the operations of 
addition and scalar multiplication, and the Lie 
derivative generated by the Poisson bracket (45) 
is an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra.
Proof: see appendix 3.
Similarly the operator of formal quantization defined by the alge­
braic relation
Q^(P+f) = Q^(P) +Q^(f) , (47)
induces an algebraic structure on the corresponding symmetric operators 
Q^(4>P+f) as follows.
Theorem 12; On the Lie algebra of formal quantum observables linear 
in momentum.
in which [ , ] denotes the commutator bracket of 
operators, defines an infinite-dimensional Lie 
algebra isomorphic to P+F. Additionally the map 
has the property
Q ^ W P )  = K Q „ (<!>). Qo(P)]+. (49)
where [ , denotes the anticommutator bracket.
Proof: see appendix 3.
The set Q^(P+F) endowed with operator addition, ^
scalar multiplication, and the (modified) commu­
tator bracket
{Q^(P^+fp, Q^(P2+f2)>o= (-i«)-‘CQo(Pp-f^, Q„(P2>-f2) • <48)
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Turning now to the construction of an algebraic structure on the set of 
quantum observables Q(P^+F) generated from the quantization operator Q, 
in accordance with axiom [1] and result [10], by the set P^+P, we 
immediately perceive that, as with the momenta, the set P^+P is closed 
neither under addition nor under the Poisson bracket, and that there­
fore the algebraic method of quantization has for the observables linear 
in momentum no general applicability. However in those cases where the 
result of an algebraic operation on the elements of P^+P is itself an 
element of P^+P, the following relationships hold:
Theorem 13: The basic laws of quantization for observables linear in
momentum.
COFor all elements ^2*^2 all C functions
(j),f^,f2 of M, we have the following propositions:
P^+P^ cP^ => QfP^+f^+Pg+fz) = (QCP^+f^) +Q(P2+f2))^^ (50)
{P^,P2> e P ^  = >  Q{P^+f-^,P2+f2> =-tQ(P2),Q(P2)^I-^^lV^2^1» ( ^ D
fPePp => Q(*P) =(&[Q(*),Q(P)]%)^; (52)
in which as above P^ = P(X^).
Proof; see appendix 3.
We may now introduce operations of addition. Lie derivation, and anti­
commutation on Q(P^+P) defined by the prescriptions;
Q(P^+f^) œ Q(P2+f2) = (Q(Pi)+Q(P2)) , (53)
{Q(Pj^+f^),Q(P2+f2)> = {Q(P^+f^),Q(P2+f2))o’ (54)
[Q(40.Q(P)]+ = ([Q(*),q(P)]°)^. (55)
These operators then define for a suitable subclass of the observables
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of P^,+P an algebraic structure on the corresponding set of quantum 
analogues, so that, given a Lie subalgebra of P+P contained within 
P^+P, an isomorphic Lie algebra of quantum operators is generated by 
the operation of quantization Q and the definitions (53) - (55).
Finally we present in the context of a theorem some examples of
such Lie subalgebras.
Theorem 14; Some particular Lie subalgebras of P^+P.
The following sets define Lie subalgebras of the 
Lie algebra P+P of observables linear in momentum 
of a geodetically complete Riemannian manifold (M,G).
[14] Any set of mutually commuting linear momentum 
observables,
{P^+f1{P^,P^> = 0, {P^,f} = 0> . (56)
[15] The set P^+P of observables generated by the
Killing momenta, 4
P^+P = {p+f IP eP^, f e c “ (M)} . (57) ']
1[16] The set of all "compact" observables linear /|
in momentum, j
P^+P = {p+f IP eP^, f e c “ (M)} . (58) j
iFinally for the case of a compact manifold we have
that ’
§
[17] the set P+P = P^+P is a quantizable Lie algebra |
of observables.
Proof; see appendix 3.
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§3; Conclusion and Prospect.
The analyses of this chapter have in some detail elucidated under 
what conditions hold, and of what type are, the algebraic relationships 
between the quantum observables linear in momentum* .
The principal conclusions are the following;
[18] that an algebra of quantum momenta isomorphic to a 
classical Lie algebra P of momenta can be constructed 
if and only if the set P  is contained in the set, P^, 
of complete momenta, itself determined as the class 
of geometrically quantizable momenta,
[19] that an observable, P+f, linear in momentum is 
geometrically quantizable if and only if its component 
momentum P is complete, and finally
[20] that an algebra P+P of observables linear in momentum 
generates an isomorphic quantum algebra if and only if
the set P  of component momenta is a subset of P^.
Thus we perceive that neither an algebraic approach to the problem of
the quantization of, nor any general algebraic manipulation of the
momenta can be undertaken in a general Riemannian space (M,G).
Turning now to the prospect of future development based upon the 
content of this chapter, we note that, whereas any further comparative 
study of the algebraic and geometrical methods of quantization needs 
await the development of a geometrical quantization procedure 
encompassing a larger class of observables, there nevertheless remains 
at least one area of research which is accessible in the medium term 
future. This area of research consists of
* It may be of interest to note that some results concerning the alge­
braic approach when applied to the "entire" class of classical
( 1 2 )observables may be found in Abraham and Marsden and also in 
(13)-Van Kc)ve_^  L.______ :______ . ..... ............. .
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[21] the construction of a theory of measurement of the 
observables linear in momentum, in both the classical 
and quantum cases, so as to develop concepts of 
classical and quantum global measurability analogous 
to those of chapter 1, and
[22] the comparison for an observable linear in momentum 
of the conditions for global measurability with those 
already derived for geometrical quantizability, so as 
to determine whether a physically based axiom of 
quantizability, similar to [51] of chapter 1, may be 
introduced.
In conclusion we may say that the geometrical criterion of 
essential self-adjointness has resulted in the partitioning of the 
observables linear in momentum into two distinct subclasses. It is 
to be regretted that the class P^,+P of quantizable momenta is not, in 
general, closed under addition or the action of the Poisson bracket.
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Appendix 1: On the Algebraic Quantization of Observables Linear in
Momentum.
[1] Theorem 1: On the Lie algebra of momenta.
Proof: The map P acting on the C vector fields X and defined
by P(X) = W (X), where W = p.dx^ is the fundamental o o 1
linear form^^^^ of M, constitutes a linear isomorphism 
00between the C vector fields X and the corresponding 
momenta P(X) of M  satisfying
fields on M, when endowed with the usual addition, 
scalar multiplication, and the Lie bracket [ ,], 
comprise an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra.
[2] Theorem 2: On the Lie algebra of formal quantum momenta.
Proof: As above observe that the map Q^: P Q^CP) defined
by the action of the formal quantization operator is 
an isomorphic linear map satisfying
’ (Al-2)
and that P  is, by theorem 1, an infinite-dimensional 
Lie algebra, so that Q^ is a Lie algebra isomorphism, 
and Q^(P) is itself an infinite-dimensional Lie 
algebra isomorphic to P.
P ( [ X , Y ] )  = {P(X),P(Y)> ; (Al.l)
that is P is a Lie algebra isomorphism. Hence it
(a2) Jsuffices to observe that the set of C vector >
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—  O-trexample 2: X = y9/9x, Y = -e 9/9y.
These vector fields are clearly complete and have corresponding flows 
= (x+yt,y), $^(x,y) = (x,y-e ^*t) . (A1.7)
The sum
[3] Theorem 3; On the algebraic properties of and Q(P^).
Proof: We simply demonstrate by counter-example on (<R^ ,1)
that in general neither the sum nor the commutator 
bracket of two C complete vector fields X and Y is 
complete.
example 1: X = y^9/9x, Y = x^9/9y.
These vector fields are clearly C and complete having the flows
$^Xx,y) = (x+y^t,y), $^\x,y) = (x,y+x^t), t e (R . (A1.3)
Their commutator bracket has the explicit form
[X,Y] = 2xy(y ^  - x |^) , (A1.4)
[X Y] . . ■and hence the corresponding flow * is determined by the differ­
ential equations
dx/dt = -2x^y , dy/dt = 2xy^ , (A1.5)
which have the general solutions
x^ = xfyCl + tx^y^) , y^  = y y ( l  + tx^y^) , (A1.6)
where (^q>Yq) is the initial point at t = 0. It is now immediate 
that real-valued solutions exist only when (1 + tx^y^) ^ 0 and thus 
that [X,Y] is incomplete.
X + Y = y9/9x - e ^^9/9y , (A1.8)
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X+Ygenerates the corresponding flow 0^ via the differential equations
dx
dt
dy _ -2x
dt ® (A1.9)
Integration then yields the following solutions,
-2x
X = &n(y -w ) , w 
r
2 =  y2 _  g■'o (Al.lO)
y(t) = w
(w+y^)e^^^- (w-y^) 
(to+y^)e^^^ + (w-y^)
so that w e ® in general. It is now readily perceived that when 
(w+yo)e^^^+ (w-y^) = 0, then t assumes a finite value, the precise 
value being determined by whether w is real or imaginary. Thus the 
vector field X+Y is manifestly incomplete.
[41 Theorem 4: The basic "laws of quantization" of the complete
momenta.
Proof ; QoCPf), ^^(^1*^2)' ^o^^^l’^ 2^^ are by hypothesis
essentially self-adjoint, so that we have the following 
inequalities:
++ ++ ++(Q(Pj^ )+Q(P2)) £ (Q^ (Pp+Q^ (P2)) = (P1+P2) °
Qp(Pj^+P2) 2 +Q(P2))^ ! (Al.ll)
{q(pp,q(P2)>r H =
q^({Pj,P2>) 2 {q(Pi),q(P2)lo • (A1.12)
fi tHence, since for all symmetric operators SÎ, (2 »
we deduce that Q(P^)+Q(P2) and {Q(P^) ,0(P2)^ are 
essentially self-adjoint and that therefore their 
adjoints are well-formed self-adjoint operators 
respectively equal to Q(P^+P2) and Q{Pj^,P2) as required.
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[5] Theorem 5; Some particular Lie sub-algebras of P.
Proof; part 1: Any set of mutually commuting complete momenta
{P^ePpKP^.P^} = 0, vy,v) , (A1.13)
form a Lie algebra.
P
Proof; Let 0^^: M  ^  M  be the flow associated with 
the momentum P^; then
aP P, P + P  P P
^ . (A1.14)
the latter being demonstrated in Abraham 
and Marsden^^^), so that the set (A1.13) is 
closed under addition and scalar multipli­
cation, its closure under the Poisson 
bracket being trivial. Hence we have 
demonstrated that the set above defines a 
Lie sub-algebra of P.
part 2: The set P^ of all Killing momenta on a
geodetically complete Riemannian manifold (M,G) 
forms a Lie algebra.
Proof: Since the Killing vectors associated with
the Killing momenta are closed under the 
Lie bracket, and scalar multiplication, it 
suffices to show that all Killing vectors 
on a geodetically complete manifold (M,G) 
are complete. Let 0^ denote the flow-map 
associated with a Killing vector field X 
on M, and let be a point of M. Then 
there are four possible distinct categoris­
ations of X : o
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(i) is a critical point of X when
0 (x ) = X Vt e'(R. t o  o
(ii) x^ lies on a closed integral curve
^(x^) of X when 0^XXg) ~"^t+T^^o^* 
tT 6 (R , Vt e <R.
(iii) x^ lies on an integral curve M(x^)
which "begins" and "ends" on critical 
points, when the C character of the 
field assures that 0^Xx^) e M  Vte(R.
(iv) x^ lies on an open (semi-open) 
integral curve.
Of these cases only the last need be considered 
further. We have that for a Killing vector 
field the arc-length parametrisation of the 
(semi-) infinite integral curve ^(x^) is related 
to the t-parametrisation by
s = / b*(t)dt = s (^(x ))t , (A1.15)o i o o
where s^ is a constant on each integral curve 
S2(x^) as is demonstrated in appendix 10 of 
chapter 1. Hence, denoting by d(x,y) the 
metrical (least) distance between two points x 
and y of M, we have that for all values of t in 
its range along Î2(x^),
d(0t(Xo) ,Xo) <  s(î2(Xo) ,0t(Xo) ,Xo) = Sot , (A1.16)
so that points at any finite "t-distance" from 
x^ are finitely remote in real distance. But
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fi(x^) has no critical point for t > 0, say, 
and thus has no end-point 0^(x^) e M, so that, 
Sî(x^) cannot end within M and hence must 
terminate as "approaches infinity".
This last implies by (A1.16) that t so 
that ^(x^) is positively complete. A  similar 
argument will apply for t < 0 so that fi(x^) is 
complete as required.
part 3: The set of all "compact" momenta form a Lie
algebra.
Proof: see Abraham and Marsden^^^\
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Appendix 2: The Quantization of Observables Linear in Momentum.
We give in this appendix a systematic treatment of the quantiz­
ation of the observables linear in momentum in the course of which we 
shall demonstrate the theorems 7, 8, and 9 of chapter 2. We shall 
adopt as far as possible the symbolism of appendix 1 of chapter 1 so 
as to facilitate comparison, and begin our discussion with two technical 
lemmata.
Lemma 2.1; Let X be a C vector field on the Riemannian manifold 
(M,G); let 0^: f^ (M) * + (M) denote the pull-back of functions
under the flow 0^ of X, and denote by Dy.i|; the Lie derivative of i(j 
with respect to X. Then
[D%, 0*] = 0 , (A2.1)
and moreover if ^ e C^(X,M) then 0^^ e C^(X,M).
Proof: We have Vif^ e f ^  (M) : 0^ i|; £ C^(X,M) that the following
equalities hold
D-(0 = lim s~^ [0 o0 i|;-0 i|;] = lim 0 (0 ; (A2.2)^ ^ 8-^ 0 s e t  8->.o C 9
thus, provided that e C^(X,M), we have by continuity
of 0^ that t
Dy(0*^) = 0 (lim s“  ^[0 - i|^]) = 0 D ^ , (A2.3)X t t s t X
*and hence immediately [D^ ., 0^] = 0. Finally we observe
that if ip e C^(X,M) then Dy.iJj exists, and hence,by 
A * A 1continuity of exists, so that 0^^ e C^(X,M).
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Lemma 2,2: On the definition and properties of the function w(f,t).
CO  ^ ooLet X be a C complete vector field on M; let f be a C function on M, 
Aand let 0^ denote the pull-back of functions under the flow 0^ of X.
Then the quantity w(f,r) : M ■+ M defined by the integral
w(f,r)(x) = (0^f)(x)dt , Vx e M  (A2.4)
in which r is a real-valued parameter, is a C (X,M) function on M. 
Moreover w(f,r) has the following properties:
[1] m(f,r) is r-differentiable and
dw(f,r)/dr = 0^f ; (A2.5)
C2] D^m(f,r) = (0*-l)D^""^f , n e N ; . (A2.6)
[3] 0gW(f,r) = oj(f,r+s) - w(f,s) . (A2.7)
Proof; We proceed immediately to demonstrate the differentiability 
of w(f,r), and first show that w(f,r) e C^(X,M), Consider 
the Lie derivative Dy.o)(f,r) evaluated at some x; we have by 
definition that
D w(f,r) = lim u“‘ [0* (0*f)(x)ds - (0*f)(x)ds] (A2.8)ir+o u o s o s
= lim u” ^[/^ (0*f )(x)ds - (0*f)(x)ds] ,U-+0 o u+s o s
and hence by change of variable that
D m(f,r) = lim u-'[/"+^(0*f)(x)ds - (0*f)(x)ds] (A2.9)A u-^ o u s o s
= lim u“  ^C/^^^(0 f)(x)ds - (0 f)(x)ds] .ir+o r s o s
Hence we perceive that
D^w(f,r) = 0^f(x) - f(x) = (0^-1)f(x) . (A2.10)
We next demonstrate that w(f,r) g C (X,M) and that
a
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D^O)(f,r) = by application of lemma 2.1. We 4
have y
D^(o(£,r) = d““ ^C(«*-1)£] = , (A2.11)
CO 00since f e C (M) c c (X,M) , so that clearly, as was 
required w(f,r) € C (X,M).
To show that to(f,r) is r-differentiable and that 
dw(f,r)/dr = $^f , it suffices to observe the equalities:
(f,r) = lim u~^C/ (0 f)(x)ds - / ($ f)(x)ds] (A2.12)
dr u+o ° s ° ®
= lim u“  ^ f)(x)ds = $ f(x) .u+o ^ s r
Finally, consider $^o)(f,r); we have the following
sequence of equalities;
w(f,r) = 0 (0 f)(x)dt = (0 f)(x)dt = /^^®(0 f)(x)dtS O u  O S * C  S ls *
= /g*^(0^f)(x)dt ~ (0^f)(x)dt = w(f,r+s) - w(f,s)
(A2.13)
This result concludes the proof of the lemma.
We now describe the group of unitary transformations of f*(M) whose 
infinitesimal generator corresponds to the observable Q(P+f).
Theorem 2.3: A one-parameter group of unitary transformations on JC^  (M).
Let P be a complete momentum of M generating a C vector field X,
00and let f be a C function on M. Define the class of operators
U ; (M) (M) , t e (R, by the prescription -It p p “J:
= (0^p/p)2 exp ^  m(f,t)0^Tf) ; (A2.14) ' #
then the set {U It £ (R} comprises a one-parameter group of unitary S
.transformations. |
iAr
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Proof: We first show that, for each t e <R, is unitary; that is
€ f X M )  (U^*, U^*) = (*,*) , (A2.15)
by means of the equalities
(A2.16) S
where the former integrals exist since the last does. fj
Turning now to the group structure of { 11 e (R) we need }|
only show that U ^ o U  = , this latter being established st s t+s ^ I
as follows: ^
U,. o U = (0 p/p) ^ exp ^  u)(f, t)0 [ (0 p/p) ^ e x p i  (o(f ,s)0 ] (A2.17) |L S L Tx u S tl S
= (*^‘t+gp/p) ^ exp ^  w(f,t) exp ^  (m(f ,t+s) - m(f ,t) )0*^g '^]
;
in which sequence we have applied part [3] of lemma 2.1.
The existence of the self-adjoint operator Q(P+f) satisfying the 
equation
^ t  ^ k  ,
is now assured by Stone's theorem^^^^, so that it remains only to 
exhibit the form of Q(P+f). Thus restricting attention to the set 
of Cg(M) functions we deduce
Theorem 2.4: On the symmetric restriction of Q(P+f).
The operator Q(P+f) when restricted to the C^(M) functions has 
the differential expression
Q^(P+f) = -ih(X + I div X + if/h) , (A2.18)
is symmetric, and satisfies the formal quantization rule
Q^(P+f) = Q ^ ( P ) + Q ^ ( f )  . (A2.19)
Proof; We have that
'1133 i
Î
s%
V | t = o  - (A2-20)
and hence, restricting our attention to ^ e C^(M), 
we have by explicit calculation
d d *^ t^   ^ ^ -
&  \'<'|t=o “ dE^(— ) ^ = (X + & divx + .
(A2.21)
which is the desired result, the formal quantization 
axiom being clearly satisfied, and the symmetry of
Q^(P+f) following from the denseness of the domain
00 -14C (M).o
Moreover we may show, by applying an analysis similar to that of 
appendix 1 of chapter 1, that Q^(P+f) is essentially self-adjoint 
whenever P is complete. We require firstly some technical results.
Lemma 2.4: Let 0 be an (unbounded) self-adjoint operator on a
Hilbert space let D^, a subset of the domain of 0, be a dense
linear subspace of ïC, and suppose that = exp i^t, the unitary
one-parameter group associated with ^ , leaves invariant. Then
the restriction ^ of ^ to D is essentially self-adjoint.o o y j
Proof: see Abraham and Marsden^^^^.
Lemma 2.5: The symmetric extension of Q^(P+f) defined by
^ = -ih(D + I divX + ih"^f) , (A2.22)
on the domain
€JC^p(M) e c“(X,M), ef^(M)} , (A2.23)
is essentially self-adjoint.
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Proof: That 0 defines a symmetric restriction of Q(P+f).
The set of C^(X,M) of infinitely X-differentiable 
functions of compact support is a linear subspace 
dense in so that, by lemma 2.4, we need
only demonstrate that
U C (X,M) = C (X,M) , VteiR . (A2.24)
This last is immediate from the definition of U^; 
for we have
oo * i ^e C^(X,M) = (0^p/p) e , (A2.25)
*  1 CO 00 COand that (0^p/p)" e C (M) c C (X,M), w(f,t)eC (X,M)
it 00by part [2] of lemma 2.2, and £ C^(X,M) also by 
lemma 2.2 part Cl], so that finally £ C^(X,M).
Thus Vil) £ C^(X,M), £ C^(X,M) and (A2.24) follows
from the unitary character of U^.
Lemma 2,6: The closure (P+f) of the above defined operator Q^(P+f),
and the operator of lemma 2.5 satisfy the inclusion relation
Q^(P+f) 3 R . (A2.26)
Proof: Since P is a complete C momentum, Q^(P) is
essentially self-adjoint, by theorem 1 of chapter 1,
and hence by theorem 2 of chapter 1, C^(X,M) cDQ(P) =
i’ fDQ^ (P). Thus by the definition of the closure of 
an o p e r a t o r , there exists at least one sequence
CO OO{i/j^ £C^(M)} ijj € C^(X,M) such that the corresponding 
sequence {Q^(P)^^} (P)^. Moreover, since
OO 00\{j £ C^(X,M), then, Vf £ C (M), fi|j £ f^CM), and hence 
{f fijj. Finally collecting these terms we have 
shown that
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Vip £ C%(X,M) £ g “ (M)}'>i|^: { (Q (P)+f)*.} +  Q^^(P)* + f* ,O O O iC O
ttand noting that (Q^ (P)+f)iJj = we infer the desired result,
We may now state the third of our principal results
Theorem 2.7: On the essential self-adjointness of Q^(P+f),
If P is a complete momentum, and f a C function on M, then the
operator Q^(P+f) is essentially self-adjoint.
Proof: We have that, by lemma 2.5, 0 is essentially self-adjoint,
f i* f fand, by lemma 2.6, that ^ c (P+f); hence (P+f) is
essentially self-adjoint and thus symbolically
++ ++ ■ + +++ pQ (P+f) = (Q^ (P+f)) = (P+f) , (A2.27)
ft —  tbut now Q (P+f) = Q (P+f) is closed, as is Q (P+f), so
that	 °
tt   ttt t(P+f) = Q^(P+f), and (P+f) = Q^(P+f) , (A2.28)
and hence Q^(P+f) is essentially self-adjoint as required.
We now turn our attention to the converse proposition the proof being 
a natural generalisation of a similar proof for the case f = d ivX = 0 
given in Abraham and Marsden^^^^. We first state two results which 
we shall find necessary.
Lemma 2.8: Let f(x,t), g(x) = f f(x,t)dt be functions in f^ (M) ; then
/ I f (x,t)ll dt >  1! / f (x,t)dt I! , (A2.29)
* 1in which IlfII = (/f fp)% is the norm induced by the scalar product on
fp(M).
Proof: This follows from the def^ of the (Riemann) integral, and
the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.
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Lemma 2.9: The symmetric operator is essentially self-adjoint if
and only if the integral equations
V(p e (Tp, (0 +ihE)4) = 0 (A2.30)
imply that t = 0.
Proof: see Hellwig^^^^^.
We may now state the fourth of our results.
Theorem 2.10: On the dequantization of a quantum observable linear
in momentum.
Let be a self-adjoint operator on (M) possessing an essentially 
self-adjoint restriction defined by the differential expression
0^ = -ih(X + M i v  X + ih“'f) , (A2.31)
on the domain
DR = (M), 0 *£f:(N)} . ‘(A2.32)o p o o p
Then the associated vector field X generated by is complete except 
for a set of measure zero.
Proof: It suffices by lemma 2,9 to demonstrate that if the
vector field X is not complete* , then there exists a 
non-zero vector ^(x) e such that
V(j) e (ilj, (Og-ih)4) = 0 ; (A2.33)
for then (R^-ih)D^^ is not dense in f^ (M) , and hence 
is not essentially self-adjoint.
* By "complete" is here intended complete else on a set of measure zero.
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Let us therefore elect ex hypotheso that X is a C 
incomplete vector field, and assume that there exists 
a set E of finite (non-zero) measure such that, say^ , 
if 0^ is the local flow generated by X, then 0^(x) 
fails to be defined for sufficiently large positive 
values of t whenever x e E. Introduce further the 
subsets E^ of E defined as the.sets of points of E for 
which 0^(x), X e E fails to be defined for allt T
t >  T >  0, so that we have the equality
E = U E . (A2.34)
T=1
Next observe that at least one such E , E = A say,T T
must be of non-zero measure; for the union of sets of
measure zero is itself of measure zero. It is with
this such particularly chosen set A that we shall
subsequently be concerned. We complete the
preliminaries by extending the definition of the pull- 
*backs 0^ of 0^, onto functions,and onto the denisty p |
induced by the Riemannian structure on M, by means of
We are now able to introduce a function ^(x) 0
satisfying (A2.33) and to prescribe this function by 
the integral
_t V  i *I|)(x) = / _ ^ d t e  e Fj.X(A) , (A2.36)
. . .  * 'the auxiliary functions themselves defined as -At :
. (0 , whenever 0 is well-defined,
F^ =)  ^ (A2.35) -
(^0 , otherwise.
2 If this condition is not satisfied then consider that P becomes -P, 
and f, -f, in the sequel.
■kand hence x(A) = 0, t < -t.
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in which x(A) is -the characteristic function of A; 
and w(f,t) is the auxiliary function defined as in
(A2.4) of lemma 2,2 with F^f(x) replacing 0^f(x) |
%in the integrand. ^
We show sequentially that ^(x) defines a vector g
of <fp(M) such as is sufficient to satisfy (A2.33)
[1] i|j(x) prescribed by the integral (A2.36) 
defines a function on M. It suffices to 
show that the integrand is non-zero only 
for a finite range of variable of inte­
gration, a result which we demonstrate in 
several steps.
(i) If X lies on a complete maximal 
integral curve of x then neces­
sarily 0^(x) / A Vt e (R and 
hence F^x(A)(x) = 0, so that 
#(x) - 0 identically. 4
(ii) If X lies on an incomplete maxi­
mal integral curve such that
0^(x) c M Vt e (R then again
i'necessarily 0^(x) A Vt e (R
kand hence F^x(A)(x) = 0 ,  t > 0.
(iii) If X lies on an incomplete maxi­
mal integral curve then
X(A) = 0, t < -T. For let
t = -T+e, so that 0 (0 (x)) =T -T-€
0 (x), which for sufficient small—  €
e is defined, so that $_^_g(x) à A ®
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Hence collecting these results we see that the 
integration has a lower limit -t and a finite 
upper limit determined by the necessarily 
finite, upper limit of the t-range, or 
symbolically.
This completes this stage of the proof.
[2] ip(x) is an element of (M) ,
We have by lemma 2.8 that if II II denotes the 
norm ( , ) ^ on .0^  (M), then
Ilij^(x)li <  e ^ ll(F^p/p)^e^ F^X(A)ildt , (A2.38)
and immediately from the properties of the norm
4-00 k 1 *ip(x)li <  e II (F^p/p) ^ F^X(A)I1 dt . (A2.39)
Consider now the action of the operator
. * k k(F[p/p) we have either F^ = 0 or else F^ _ = 0^
* 1 * k 1 *when (F^p/p)^F^ = (0^p/p) 0^ is the unitary 
operator of (A2.15) of theorem 2.3 with f = 0, 
and hence is measure-preserving. Thus we 
perceive that
A *II (F^p/p)"F^X(A)ll <  IIX(A)II , (A2.40)
and hence finally that
i|^ (x)ll <  II X(A)II e ^dt = e^ ll X(A)II , (A2.41)
as required.
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[3] The function ijj(x) satisfies the technical property
iW/_ .
* A h   ^ ® * s(F p/p) e F if^ (x) = e ^(x) , (A2.42)
provided that s is sufficiently small.
This is the result of an explicit calculation under
A Athe assumption that F = 0 . We have thes s
following equalities 
= e-t(0%+^p/p):et ' 0*+^ ,
A Ain which we have assumed that both 0 o 0^ ands tA0g^^ exist. If either exists then both do, and 
0^ exists for sufficiently small e, so that it 
follows that
* 4 *(Fgp/p) e Fg0(x) = e i|;(x) , (A2.44)
as was required.
[4] V(j) e c“(M) (ip, (X+ M i v X +  if + 1)*) = 0, (A2.45)
* / vA *
o
X 'We have, setting = (F^p/p)^e F^, that
A U (p - (p(ip, (X + à div X + if)<p) = lim / ip -----    , (A2.46)
t"+o M
as follows from an analysis parallel to that of
theorem 2.4, and that, for sufficiently small t,
A A . jIp = o U_^ip , so that substituting we deduce
(ip, (X + 2 div X + if)(p) = lim t"* [/(U^(U_^ip)) U^<pp - /ip (pp] ,
t+’o M M
(A2.47) i
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but is measure-preserving for sufficiently 
small t, hence
(ip, (X + ^  div X + if)(j)) = lim t“*[/(U i}j ) (p - ip cpp] (A2.48)
t-+o M
= lim t“* f (e ^ - l)ip ^p = - / Ip (pp = -(ip,(p) . 
t-+o M M
Thus we have demonstrated the required result.
The only remaining kernel result of this section is the explicit 
determination of the self-adjoint operator Q(P+f) when P is a complete
momentum. This is furnished by our fifth theorem.
Theorem 2.11: On the quantum observable generated by the observable
P+f.
If P is a C complete momentum and f is a C function on M, then
Q(P+f) exists, and moreover Q(P+f) = Q(P) + Q(f).
Proof: The proof of this result is exactly parallel to that
of the form of Q(P) in appendix 2 of chapter 1.
Turning now our attention to the special properties which obtain when 
D”* f defines an element of C^(X,M) such that D (D“*f) = f, we have theA  . A  A
following:
Theorem 2.12: Some special forms when f = D^g.
When the function m(f,t) assumes the form
w(f,t) = (*^-l)g(f) , (A2.49)
that is when there exists a function g(f) e C^(X,M): D g = f, thenX
the following equations hold between the unitary, self-adjoint, and 
spectral functions generated by the symmetric forms Q^(P) and Q^(P+f)
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^Q(P+f) ^ ^+ig/h^Q(P) ^-ig/h ,
Q(P+f) = e"*"^^^^Q(P) ; (A2.51)
gQ(P+f) ^ ^+ig/hgQ(P) ^-ig/h  ^ (A2.52)
Proof: We first show that when g(f) e C^(X,M) exists, then
w(f;t) assumes the form (A2.49). We have that w(f,t) 
has the properties
w(f,o) = 0, dm(f,t)/dt = (0^-l)f , (A2.53)
by lemma 2,2, that (0^-l)g(f) = 0 when t = 0, and 
finally that
= lim s"*(0g+^g-0^g)=0^ lim s " * ( 0 * g - g ) = 0 * f  , 
S'+O S'+O
whence the result follows.
Substituting the expression (A2.49) into the definition 
(A2.15) of immediately deduce (A2.50), and
hence by differentiation at t = 0, or else by direct 
calculation (A2.51). The result (A2.52) then follows
by observing that is independent of the spectral
parameter A.
(A2.54) %
%
1
4
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Appendix 3: On the algebraic quantization of observables linear in
momentum.
[1] Theorem 11: On the Lie algebra of observables linear in momentum.
Proof: The defined bracket is clearly both bilinear and anti­
symmetric, so that the only non-trivial demonstration 
is that of the Jacobi identity, this last being readily 
obtained by explicit calculation.
[2] Theorem 12: On the Lie algebra of formal quantum observables 
linear in momentum.
Proof: It suffices to prove that Q^({p^+f^, ~
{Q^(P^+f^)j Q^(P2+f2)^ • We have that, by definition,
{Q^(P^+f^),Q^(P2+f2>> =-ih([X^,%2] + \ div[X^,X2] 2 “ ^ 2^1^ ^
= Q^({P^+f^, P2+^2^) required, all the other results 
being trivial.
[3] Theorem 13: The basic laws of quantization for observables linear 
in momentum.
Proof: These results follow analogously to those of [4] of
appendix 1.
[4] Theorem 14: Some particular Lie subalgebras of P+F,
Proof: All but part [14] follow from the observation that if 
A is a subalgebra of P  within P^, then A+F is a sub­
algebra of P+F within P^+P. The remaining part is 
trivial.
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§1; Introduction and Resume.
We develop in this, the third and final chapter, some aspects of ^
the problem of the quantization of the multilinear momentum observables, 
and begin our discussion with a definition:
[1] An observable A is a multilinear momentum observable 
(multilinear momentum) of order h  if and only if, in 
every chart (U,a) of the cotangent bundle T*M of a 
Riemannian manifold (M,G), A has, relative to the 
coordinate system { (x^,p^)|i e [l,m]}, the tensor form*
A = a  ^ *^(x^)p. ...p. , nePu{o) , (1)
1 ^n
in which a  ^ ^(x^) is a fully symmetric contra-
variant tensor^^^ of order n.
Besides being the natural generalisations of the (linear) 
momenta a^p^, these, the multilinear momentum observables, are of 
interest and significance for the following reasons; ![23 they include not only the free Hamiltonian but also j
most, or perhaps all, of the naturally occurring :
(scalar) observables of dynamics, and
[3] a large number of classical observables have, in 
terms of the multilinear momenta, a Taylor series 
decomposition
i . . . i
A = 2 a  ^ ^ p. ...p. , (2)
k=o ^1 ^k
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which, together with the assumption of linearity
Q (a p. ...p. + b  p. ...p. ) =o
1 ... 1, 1 . . . 1 Q I
Q^(a #
permits their quantization in terms of the quantum -li
b - - - " n  1observables Q (a p. ...p. ). |
° "-1 "^ n I
Having defined the multilinear momenta and briefly motivated their -g
'Istudy, we should ideally now seek to implement the programme of i
quantization as outlined in the second chapter; specifically we should |
[4] identify the symmetric differential operator Q^(A)
generated naturally by the observable A and defined
00upon the dense set C (M), and |i[5] ascertain whether a given observable A is quantiz- 4
1able by testing Q (A) for essential self-adjointness, Io I
and finally determine explicitly the quantum \
Tobservable Q(A) = Q (A) whenever this test is met. ,iIt is, however, immediately clear that such a programme could not, in jIthe case of the multilinear momenta, be carried out either to |
completion or with full rigour; for in the case of [4] no suitable and |
generally agreed physical or mathematical principle is known which will ^
determine Q^(A), and in the case of [5] the mathematical difficulties 
involved in the analytic manipulation, as is required, of n^^ order 
partial differential operators are all but insuperable. It is thus 
perhaps not surprising that there seems to have been no previous 
systematic and rigorous discussion of the quantization of the multi­
linear momenta, although much work has been carried out, more especially
into the problems surrounding the bilinear momenta and the
„ . (2-8)Hamiltonian
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We shall, therefore,-be more modest than previously in our goals, 
both in system and in rigour, and shall limit ourselves in the sequel 
to the following problems;
[6] the determination of the most general form of symmetric 
differential operator Q^(A), so as to delimit the degree 
of uncertainty in the form of Q^(A) which needs be 
resolved by some further mathematical or physical 
principle,
[7] the discussion, especially in the case of the bilinear 
momenta, of some possible means of prescribing a unique 
differential expression for Q^(A),
[8] the study of some of the conditions required for the 
quantizability of local classical observables derived 
from the multilinear observable A, local observables 
being chosen so as to allow the development of 
essential self-adjointness boundary conditions which do 
not, in general, exist for global observables, and 
finally,
[9] the exemplification of some of the features of our 
discussion by means of an explicitly worked special case.
It is to these problems and their inter-relations that we address 
ourselves in this chapter.
§2: On the General Form of the Symmetric Operators Q (A).
Our task in this section will be the determination of the most '1ygeneral admissable form of the differential expression of the |
symmetric operator Q^(A) of formal quantization, generated by the ^
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il'-'in(classical) multilinear momentum observable A = a d . ...p. .
‘^1 ^n
To this end let us introduce a set of three axioms which, while 
clearly necessary, are not sufficient for the unique determination of 
Qg(A), but which nevertheless yield much information as to its general 
form, and insight into the degree of "reasonable uncertainty" in the 
quantization of multilinear momentum observables.
These axioms, which will require no detailed justification here, 
are as follows;
[10] Qq (A) has a differential expression given in terms of 
the coordinates {x^|ie[l,m]} by the partial differ­
ential operator
Q (A) = S I,  ^ 3. ...3. , (4) '3
° k=o h  I
i i ^1 * ’ * k ' & 1in which the coefficients n (x ) are fully I
symmetric in all indices and are assumed to be real 4
valued, and in which in particular the leading term .i
is prescribed by
n ^ "(x") = a ^ "ex’") , (5)
as is in accordance with the formal prescription
Q (p.) = -ih(3. + I div (-^ --j)) . (6)
o 1 1 9x
CO . . 
 9)[11] Q^(A)^, Vip e Cg(M) transforms as an invariant , as
does the wave-function itself.
[12] Qq (A) is a symmetric operator defined on the domain
C_(M).o
The immediate consequence of these axioms is the following proposition, 
which is the starting point of our subsequent discussion.
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Theorem 1: On the differential expression of Q^(A).
Let A = a  ^ ^p. ...p. denote an observable multilinear in
^1
I -j^ • • »
momentum, in which a (x ) is a fully symmetric contra-
variant tensor of order n. Then the differential expression 
of any admissable symmetric operator, which is consistent with 
the axioms [103-[12]above, assumes the general form
n i . . . i
Q (A) = Z (-ih)*b k g   ^ (7)
° k=o ^1 \
where b (x ) is a fully symmetric contravariant tensor
of order k, and 6. denotes the action of the covariant^0 A(10)derivative with respect to x . Moreover the tensors
b (x ) satisfy the "initial condition"
1 -, # * « 1. 1 # « » 1. 
b 1 = a ^ , (8)
and the recurrence relation
3- _ * # # 3- n T3 J..1 1 3» * * * 3.^ ^
b ^ = S (-l)” ' ^ ( p b | t  . , «. £ [o,n], neff , (9)
in which (^) denotes the binomial coefficient defined as
,k:/[Ai(k-&):] , k >  & ,
y
(:) = j (10)
I 0 , k <  & ,
and in which the vertical bar denotes covariant differentiation.
Proof: see appendix 2, the index notation being as in appendix 1.
1
We may illustrate the content of the recurrence (9) by taking the
i "k^ 1example of a multilinear observable of order 4, a p^PjP^P^» when the {
following equations are obtained: ,
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b
tijk . +4b | | k %
b' = -b* + 2 b|j - 3 b|jb + 4 bj^b^ .
b = b - b|. H. b||. - bjjb^ + b||b^i .
We note that the tensors b^ "^  and b are undetermined, but that, when :l
given some prescription for these, all the remaining tensors are
.specified uniquely by the above system (11). 'j
A more general analysis shows that to prescribe a unique differ­
ential operator for Q (A) it is necessary to specify explicitly, in
° ^1* * ^1*’*^n iaddition to the quantity b ^ = a the tensors a
1 • • • —  91 * Mb b "  3k _ k e [1, Cn/2]] , (12) i
(11)in which [n/2] denotes the integer part of n/2 . We shall there­
fore, seek a "canonical" decomposition of Q^(A) into a sum of symmetric^
operators = (B „, ) each one of which is determined by the classical o n—zk
observable
B = b  ^ ^ p. ...p. , k € [1, [n/2]] , (13)n-zic *1  ^ ^n-2k
the operators being introduced as follows:
h - - * \[13] The auxiliary operator = (B), where B = b p. ...p. ,
° ^1
ve [o,n] is any multilinear momentum, is given explicitly 
by the differential expression 
V X-*#*!L
= (B) = (-ih)^ Z a:b,t ^ . 5. ...6. , (14)
k=o b i V l - - - b v  h  \
The symmetry of these operators is demonstrated in appendix 2.
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in which the coefficients are any real numbers 
obeying the recurrence relationship
= S  ^ (15)
k-* b
and subject to the initial condition
= 1 , (16)
the domain of definition being simply
D5 (A) = { e X** (M) 1 e C (M), = (A)i|^  e ( M )  } . (17)o • p o o p
The canonical decomposition of Q (A) can now be given.o
Theorem 2: On the canonical decomposition of Q^(A).
The general symmetric operator Q^(A) as given in (7) has the
canonical decomposition
[n/2]Q^(A) = S (-it>)2b =^(B^_2^) , (18)
k=o J
X  ^  • X  j
so that the coefficients b , & € [o,n], of the tensorial
decomposition (7) become ' ^
. . ■ 1
I a r < r " - ? b  _ 19) I
k=o ^&+l"'"^n-2k 3
Proof: see appendix 2.
Note especially that the canonical decomposition given by (18) and (19) 
exists for every choice of the coefficients satisfying the
3recurrence relation (15) and constraint (16). We leave open until j
§3 the question of which particular choice of a. leads to the greatest
'Isimplification of the theory, and content ourselves for the present 'j
with the concrete choice determined by the conditions .:J
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“n-2k ® » k e Cl, Cn/2]] . (20)
This results in the following explicit forms;
= (-ih)(a^6^+ ) (21)
s (a^^p.p.) = (-ih)^(a^^5.ô. + af4&.) , o 1 J 1 J Ij 1
= “ (-i%):(ab3ba.s.g^ + - y | i j k >  >
so that by (18) we deduce;
QoCa^i) = (-iliXa^ô. +|a|(^) , (22)
( ^ ( a ^ j p . p j )  =  ( - i k ) ' ( a b j g ^ 6 j  +  a ^ i s .  + c(a^b) , ,
q , ( a i j b p . p . p ^ )  =  ( - i t ) »  ( a b j b g . 6 . « k  + # 4 ^ ' i ^ j  '  1 4 1 ^ ^
- t f  ( - i h ) ( b b ( a i j b ) a ^  +  i f a b j ^ )  , 
i 1 k i ikin which the quantities c(a ** ) and b (a ) are undetermined tensors of 
the indicated type.
The canonical decomposition, as developed in theorem 2, and as 
embodied in the low-order examples (22), precisely circumscribes the 
degree of arbitrariness remaining in the differential expression of 
Q^(A). In particular we may observe
[14] that in the case of a momentum observable a4p^ the
form of Q^(a^p^) is completely determined by the
axioms [10]-[12], so that the starting point of 
Mackey’s scheme is consistent with the theory of this 
chapter, and
[15] that in the case of a bilinear momentum observable
a^^p.p. the form of Q (a^^p.p.) is determined elset J o 1 J
iifor an arbitrary function c(a ) which, as we shall .
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see^, does not effect the quahtizability, in accordance 
with the criterion of essential self-adjointness proposed 
in chapter 2, of the observables a^^p^p..
The problem of the formal quantization of the multilinear momentum 
observables is thus reduced to the determination of the tensor 
quantities  ^ [1, [n/2]], a task which admits of no obvious
or ready solution.
Before turning briefly to this task in §4, we first develop the 
problem of the essential self-adjointness of the general observables 
Q^(A), or more precisely, as this is mathematically simpler, of their 
local quantum representatives Q°(A), defined over a local set 1 of the 
manifold.
§3: On Local Quantum Observables corresponding to Multilinear Momentum
Observables.
We develop in this section some aspects of the theory of the
local quantization of the observables multilinear in momentum. Our
analysis is essentially parallel to that of the discussion in §6.1 of
chapter 1 on local momentum observables, but that, in the absence of
any known criterion for the existence of the global quantum observables 
fQ(A) = Q^(A), we take as our formal local observable the operator
Q°(A) = nQg(A)n , (23)
in which I' is any finite local set of regular boundary 91, and in which 
IT is the projector onto 1 given by
(i|j(x), X € r 
Vi{j e (M) inp(x) = 4• P L 0 . X   ^r . (24)
This is demonstrated in §3.
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This alternative definition of a local quantum observable has the merit
tthat it may define for some 1 a self-adjoint closure (nQ^(A)w) even 
when Q(A) does not itself exist. We further assume, as a device to 
simplify our calculations,
[16] that the local set 1 is coverable by a single coordinate 
chart, in terms of the coordinates {x^lie[l,m]} of which 
we shall express the results and theorems of the sequel.
The starting point of our analysis is the following theorem:
Theorem 3: On the auxiliary operators =p(B), and Qj, (A) .
Let =j,(B) denote for a general multilinear momentum 
observable the operator of differential expression
r ^ i....if (-ih) 2 a.b,. . 6. ...6. ^(x), x e 1
k=o
( , 0  , X   ^ r , (25)
and domain of definition
D=p(B) = {^€f^(M)|^e C™(r), =p(B)ij, eJC^(M)} ; (26)
and let Qp(A) be defined by the prescription 
CO [n/2] 2k
Qy(A) = 2 (-rR/'KErXB^^^k) ' (27)k=o
in which, as above, the quantities ^jj^2k(“^) the multi­
linear momentum observables
B (A) = b ...p. . (28)
1 n-2k
Then the adjoint of the formal local quantum observable 
Q°(A) satisfies the inclusion
(Qr<A))^ = q ” (A) , (29)
'"“S
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and hence the operator Qp(A) is essentially self-adjoint only 
if the operator Qp(A) is symmetric.
Proof: see appendix 3.
Hence we immediately perceive that the conditions which assure
the symmetry of the operators Qp(A) are necessary conditions for the
o -essential self-adjointness of Qp(A). It is possible to explicitly S
determine these symmetry generated constraints which resolve them­
selves into integral conditions upon the boundary 9 T of 1 in 
accordance with the following theorm.
Theorem 4 : Boundary conditions on 91 equivalent to the symmetry of
Qp(A).
The operator =p(A) is symmetric if and only if the integral 
equations
n-1 n-l-k i ...i *
2 S 3 , / a,. ^ . ij>|. . (j)|. . n. da = 0,(30)
k=o p=o 9r ^p+k+2**’^n ^l*’*^p ^p+l'*‘^ p+k ^p+k+1
in which ftp denotes the covariant components of the unit normal 
to the surface 9T at any point, are satisfied for all 
ip,(f> £ C (f), the coefficients 3^^ being given by the formula
^ • (31)P*" t=p+k+l P
Moreover the operator Qp(A) is symmetric if and only if the 
integral equations
n=l n-l-k .1 * I
2 2 / y 1,  ^ ip,. . . ft. da , (32) J
k=o p=o 9T ^l**'^p ^p+l‘*'^p+k ^p+k+1
are satisfied identically for all e C (1), the quantities
r ^ ... r  ^ ^
^npk being fully symmetric tensors prescribed by the j
relation ' I
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- ' T '  f  •
Proof; see appendix 3.
We may exemplify the, somewhat inaccessible, integral conditions 
(32) above by quoting their explicit form when n = 1 and 2, these cases
corresponding to the (linear) momenta and the bilinear momenta. We
have
/ a^n. ij) (f) do = 0 , (34)ar ^
and
f a^^n. ^,.)do = 0 . (35)ar  ^ 13 ij
Two observations regarding the above surface integrals are in order: 
Firstly
(12)[17] that (34) is reducible to the simple condition,
a^np(x) = 0, almost everywhere in 31 , (36)
which, for a regular boundary 31 and a C vector
field X = a^3p/3x^, assures the invariance of 1 
under the flow $ of X, this last being precisely 
the (necessary and sufficient) condition for the 
existence of a local momentum observable Qp(A) 
derived in §6.1 of the first chapter;
and secondly
CO I :[18] that the symmetry of Qp(a p.p.) is independent of ^ J
the particular choice of the (undetermined) function 
c(a^^) o f  (22), and therefore the question of whether 
the formal observable Qp(A) is essentially self- 
adjoint can be answered in the negative without prior
157 -1Iknowledge of the quantity c(a
To further simplify the relationships (31)-(33) it is necessary J
to introduce a definite known form for the observables e (a ) or ?% I
equivalently to specify a particular set of coefficients a , k e Co,n]; |^  lj
specifically we shall, in the sequel, elect the following:
[19] In the sequel the operators = (B) are to be taken as • 1|
defined by the differential expressions a
^(-ih)2^6. ...Ô. b ^ 2^3 , ,.,6. , even case, j
\ ^1 ^v+1 ^2v 1
=1 i i(-ih)2v+lg , l[6. ,b  ^ ’ 2v+l] g ...6.
^ ^1 ^v+1 v+2 2v+l
odd case, (39)
in which [ , ]^ denotes the anticommutator bracket of 
operators, the symmetry of E^(B) being strongly 
suggested by their visual form.
This choice of E^(A) results in the following values for the coefficients
n , _n 
“k Gpk-
Theorem 5: On the explicit expressions of the coefficients and 3^^.
The quantities determined by the operators E^(B) of [19] 
in accordance with the prescription [13]
V i . . .i
E (B) = (-ih) 2 a > , l  ^ . Ô. ...6. , (38)
k=o L  "k
are given by
v=2m^l ^ (B+l) _ I ( . £ c [o.v] ; (40)
and the corresponding quantities 3^^ of (31) have the explicit 
form
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/  , p < m ,  m < k  ,
,v=2m J
pk
(^-(-1)^("'^^^) , k < m ,  m < p  ,
(41)
7  (42)
all the undefined coefficients being identically zero.
Proof: see appendix 3.
A list of the lowest order coefficients and 3 ,^ is given in table 1k pk
overleaf.
The above rather technical results enable a reduction of the 
symmetry induced boundary conditions on Qp(A) to a form whose only 
unknowns are the primary undetermined quantities kero,[n/2]],
These conditions are by theorem 3 necessary, and in the special case of 
A = a^p^ sufficient, for the essential self-adjointness of Qp(A). To 
bring the analyses of this section into perspective, and to enable the 
deduction of two striking theorems, we shall make the following, highly 
plausible if rather sweeping, conjecture:
[20] The symmetry of Qp(A) is both necessary and sufficient* 
for the essential self-adjointness of Q°(A).
The force of this conjecture is sufficient to enable deductions to be 
made concerning the existence of local quantum observables given the 
formally accessible symmetry boundary conditions on Qp(A); indeed
We admit as a priori admissable quantities B^_2^(A) determining Qp (A)
.y, say, thos' 
differentiable.
only ose whose associated tensors b  ^ n 2k infinitely
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Table 1: A List of the Lowest Order Coefficients af" and 3^-,-------- k pk
n
^k k=0 k=i |k=2 |k=3 k=4 jk=5 1 k=6 1 k=7 |k=8 |k=9
n=l 12 1 , 0 0 0 , 0 , 0 < 0 0 . 0
n=2 0 1 . 1 0 0 . 0 , 0 , 0 0 . 0
n=3 0 12
‘ 3 
, 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
n=4 0 0 ' 1 2 1 ■ 0 ' 0 ' 0 0 ‘ 0
n=5 0 0 , 1 2 2
5
2 ■ 1 ' 0 ' 0 0 ' 0
n=6 0 0 • 0 1 3 • 3 ' 1 ' 0 0 ' 0
n=7 0 0 . 0 12
5
2
9 
' 2
7 
' 2 , 1 0 , 0
n=8 0 0 0 0 1 4 6 4 1 0
n=9 0 0 0 0 12 3 7 8
9
2 1
n=10 0 0 ’ 0 0 0 ' 1 
-j— .—
' 5 ' 10 
A_______
10 ' 5
(n) theThe quantities 3^^ are represented in the form of matrices 
coefficients 3^^ being the entry in the p+1^^ row and k+1®^ column of
the matrix B (n)
( 1) _ 1 ' 0 0 ’ 1 ’ 0
-
0 0 -1 0 0
0 ' 0 ' 0
(3) _ 10 2 ‘ 1 ' 0
12 . -1 . 0 . 0
1 0 0 0
0 ‘ 0 , 0 • 0
(A) 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 ~1 0 0
-1 1 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
(5) 0 . 0 1■ 2
3
2 ' 1 , 0
0 0 ' 1. 2 -1 0 0
I ‘ - 1 1 0 0 02 ' 2
3
2 -1 0 0 0 0
1 ' 0 ' 0 0 • 0 • 0
. _ i- ' - - . « J -
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0
'1160
armed with this conjecture we may immediately deduce the following key 
proposition.
Theorem 6: Sufficient conditions for the quantizability of the
local observables Qp(A).
The boundary conditions
° > (43)
or, as is equivalent the constraints
a d  ? n. or) = 0, 0<p<[n/.2-i] , (44)
' L " - ^ p  ^p+1
b d  r ^ °  n,- Of) =0, 0<p<[n/2-|]-o, K o < C n / 2 - i )  , (45)
P+1
are sufficient that the observables Qp(A) be essentially self- 
adjoint.
Proof: Subject to the above conjecture: see appendix 3.
Note that the boundary conditions of theorem 6 are not, in general, 
necessary; as can be seen by noting that the quantum observable 
[Qp(a^pp)]^ is essentially self-adjoint, that is, does satisfy the
i^boundary conditions (32), provided only that a fip(9r) = 0, whereas 
this latter condition does not assure that a^^^ = a^a^a^ satisfies 
the boundary conditions (44). Nevertheless we have, in the particular 
case of a one-dimensional manifold the following stronger result:
Theorem 7: Necessary and sufficient conditions for the quantizability
on a one-dimensional manifold of the local observable Q°(A).
The boundary conditions (44) and (45) of the above theorem 6, . -4
which become for a one-dimensional manifold (M,G) = (<R, /g) 
with r = (a,b), simply
;■
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b|. Y (a) = b|. ^ (b) = 0 , (46)I 1 _ * * # 1. X . 4 « » * XI p  I p
0 <  p <  [n/2--|]-a, 0 <  a <  [n/2-|] ,
are both necessary and sufficient that (A) be essentially
self-adjoint.
Proof: sufficiency is subject to the above conjecture: see appendix 3.
The significance of the above two theorems consists in their 
reduction of the analytic, and therefore inaccessible, question of the 
essential self-adjointness of a formal local observable Q°(A) to the 
question of whether a group of algebraic conditions are satisfied by 
the component tensors k € Co,[n/2]], on the boundary of the
corresponding local set 1. Thus, given as locally quantizable a 
particular class of multilinear observables A, we may delimit, at least 
to some extent, the admissable forms of the quantities or
alternatively, given the quantities and a local set T, we may
determine a subclass of the locally quantizable observables A.
§4: On the Determination of the Tensor Quantities B^_2|^(A), ke[o,[n/2]]
Having determined the general admissable form of the quantum 
observables Q^(A) corresponding to a multilinear momentum observable A, 
and having ascertained the conditions determining the existence of local 
quantum observables Qp(A), we now enquire whether any systematic 
procedure can be adopted such as will uniquely determine the quantities 
®n-2k(^)* or, equivalently, such as will prescribe the unique form of 
the formal observable Q^(A). We find it convenient to divide our
discussion into two parts; the first, more detailed, concerned with the
* i ispecial case of the bilinear observable a PpPj, and the second, rather
brief and speculative, concerned with the general case of the multi-
if...inlinear observable a p. ...p..
^1 ^n
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il§4.1: On the determination of the formal quantum operator Q (a p.p.)1 J
Turning now to the unique specification of the formal quantum ï
observable Q^(a^^PpPj) having the general form
Q (a^jp.p.) = (-ifi)^ (a^^ô.Ô . + a}^5. + c(a^^)) , o J 1 J Ij 1 (47)
we here outline and briefly contrast three distinct procedures which
iidetermine the unknown and real valued function c(a ).
We begin our discussion of the first of these procedures by 
stating the following axiom of quantization:
[21] The operation of formal quantization is such that the 
observables which are constants of classical free motion 
have as quantum analogues constants of free quantum 
motion, or symbolically
Q^({a^^PpP^, g^jppPj}) = (+ih)"i[Q^(a^jppPj), (g^’^ PpPj ) ] , (48)
in which { , ) denotes the Poisson bracket, [ , ] the 
commutator bracket, and g^3 the contravariant metric 
tensor of the configuration space.
This axiom has, as have similar and more general such axioms, been 
studied by Bloore et alia^^^ 16)^ who have, in a series of papers, 
obtained the following results:
[22] The assumption of linearity (3), together with conservation 
under quantization of the constants of free motion, yields 
for the conserved bilinear momenta the expression
cCa’-L = > (49)
as may alternatively be demonstrated from axiom [21] 
assuming in place of linearity that the free quantum 
Hamiltonian ^^(g^^Pppj) is simply, as in Mackey's scheme,
(50)
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the Laplacian, this latter result being demonstrated in 
appendix 4.
[23] If the expression (49) is then held to obtain for all
second order multilinear momenta, then we may deduce by
direct calculation that it is incompatible with the
(17)Dirac correspondence
Q^({a^^Ppp^, b^p^}) = (+ih)-i[Qg(a^jppPj), Q^(b^p^)],
the correspondence being admissable if and only if the 
momentum b^p^ is Killing.
An alternative procedure for the specification of the scalar
function c(a^^), at least for a subclass, of the bilinear momenta is
the "squaring axiom":
[24] The formal quantization of a bilinear momentum which is 
the square of a momentum is in accordance with the rule^^^^
Qo^ft^b^PiPj) = Q^^^^Pi) • (51)
In view of the very natural character of this axiom it is perhaps
surprising that it has as consequence that
[25] the squaring axiom is inconsistent with the linearity 
property for the observables Q^(a^^ppPj),
a result demonstrated by counterexample in appendix 4.
As a final method of quantization we propose the following:
[26] The formal quantum operators Q^(a^^ppPj) are such that
11 ac(a ) has the linear form
c(a 3) = aa^jj + ^^iij * (52)
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in which a and 3 ate real constants, and moreover satisfy
the requirement that each positive definite classical 
i 1observable a p.p. results upon quantization in a positive «1 J ' i
definite differential operator. f
ÏThis results, after substituting from examples (appendix 4), in the %
ideally simple form
c(a^3) = 0 . (53)
Turning now to compare the above modes of quantization, we
immmediately perceive that, whereas each procedure is based upon a 1
natural correspondence, each is nevertheless inconsistent with all the 
others. There would seem, at present, to be no overwhelming reason i
to prefer any one of the above procedures to any other. However, so 
as to be definite in the sequel, we shall assume that the choice [26] 
is the correct one, since this results in the ideally simple canonical 
decomposition
QgCa^^PiPj) = -o(a^^PiPj) » (54)
and, as has been demonstrated by Kimura^^^), in the attractive 
equivalent expression
Qo(^^^PiPj) = 8 *Qo(Pi)g*a^jg4QQ(pj)g * . (55)
in which as usual g denotes the determinant of the metric tensor j •
§4.2: Some remarks upon the general problem of determining the
quantities  ^ [o,[n/2]].
Let us address the problem of determining in the general case the 
quantities shall outline two possible methods of
solution, discuss their limitations and advantages, and finally 'T
tentatively find in favour of the second means of quantization.
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Consider firstly the following general axiom:
[27] The formal quantum operators Q^(A) corresponding to the 
multilinear momenta A are such that
Qq ((g^^P^Pj,A>) = (+ih)~*[Q^(g^jp^Pj), Qq (A)] . (56)
Whilst this is a natural and physically appealing quantization rule, 
it is nevertheless, as was demonstrated by Bloore, Assimakopoulos, and 
G h o b r i a l , in general inconsistent, the only cases when the above 
system (56) uniquely determines the operators Q^(A) (of at most second 
order) corresponding to reducible configuration manifolds, either of 
one-dimension, or of vanishing Ricci tensor, or of constant curvature.
We may conclude, therefore, that this schema cannot have any general 
applicability in the problem of the quantization of multilinear momentum 
observables.
We may alternatively be less ambitious in our aims and demand 
instead that the system (56) above be valid only for those multilinear 
momenta which are constants of the free motion. The disadvantage of 
this reduced scheme lies in the extreme computational difficulty 
involved in the explicit calculation even of the lowest order observables 
Qo(A).
Restricting for the moment our attention to one-dimensional mani­
folds, we propose as our second axiom of quantization the following:
[28] The formal quantization of the multilinear momenta is such 
that the class of quantizable momenta is, in a sense to be 
made explicit below, "maximally large", the quantities 
Bn_2k(A) being assumed to have the general form
B„_,^(A) = , k e to,[n/2]] , (57)
' V 2 k + 1 ’"  n
in which the quantities are real constants.
. J
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Recalling the necessary and sufficient condition's for the quantiza­
bility of a general local observable Q°(A) of theorem 7, and substi­
tuting the expressions (57) thereinto, we deduce, for the local 
quantizability of the observable A on the interval f = (a,b), the 
conditions
a j} ^ . (c) = 0, c £ {a,b}_, p £ [o,[n/2-|]] . (58)
2k lin-Zk-p+l'-'^n
These may be illustrated for the special case of n = 5, say, by the 
explicit system
alllll(c) ^  0 , =2*jll^^(c) = 0 ' =4*^llll(c) = 0 > (59)
lllll/_\ _ _5_111111a?: (c) = 0 , ^2^1111 (c) = 0 ,
= 0 .
in which c £ {a,b) and where we have noted, in accordance with (8), 
that £^ = 1. It is now-immediate from the general pattern illustrated 
in (59) above, and the general independence of the various derivative 
conditions above, that, independent of the choice of f , the number of 
equations of constraint will be minimum provided only that
62^ = 0 , k £ Co,[n/2-|]] . , (60)
This set of equations uniquely determines the observables of odd order,
and determines the even ordered observables to within a,scalar function
£^a,^ ^ . Preservation of positivity under quantization ([25]) isn 11 « • • • X 1 n
then sufficient® to set e^ = 0, so that, in the case of a one­
dimensional manifold, [28] leads to the quantization rule
Qo(A) = 5^(A) . (61)
®We omit the demonstration which is achieved by means of examples on 
the manifold (M,G) = ((R,l).
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It is now natural to suppose, at least for the purpose of the 
sequel, that the above equation (61) holds quite generally for all 
manifolds, and all multilinear momentum observables. Indeed we 
conjecture, though cannot prove, that this generalisation is a conse­
quence of axiom [28] above.
It will be well to note in closing that the above discussion of 
possible means- of quantization does not claim to be exhaustive; for
example we have not, due to technical problems in effecting a general
(21-22)comparison, included mention of Weyl’s rule or its generalis­
ations, though this is in fact (for see footnote 6) inconsistent with the 
methods of quantization [24] and [26] above.
§5: An Illustration of the Proposed Quantization Scheme.
We develop in this section, by way of an illustration of the 
above proposed quantization scheme, the explicit form of certain 
quantum observables defined on the configuration manifold (R of 
coordinatization {x|x e (R} and with the usual metric. More precisely
we shall, for a representative selection of C real-valued functions f
> . . . fof the (complete) momentum xp, seek to determine the coefficients
of the expansion
in accordance with the requirements.
[29] that the Taylor series decomposition of f(xp) enables the 
reduction of the quantization problem to that of the 
observables Q^(x^p^) by means of the axiom
00 (k)
Q (f(xp)) = 2  ri--- Q (x^p^) , (63)
° k=o
and
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[30] that the quantization of the component observables 
k kQ^(x p ) is prescribed by the equations
. (64)
k kLet us, therefore, seek a decomposition of the operators Q^(x p )
in terms of the powers of the fundamental quantum momentum Q^(xp), so
as to obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 8 : On the expansion of the operators Q^(x^p^), k e N.
Ic Ic « «The operators Q^(x p ) have a decomposition of the form
Q (x^pk) = S ( - i î i ) k  i  gk q i(x p )  , (65)
° j=o 3 0
the coefficients Bj of which are prescribed by the system 
2£
= 2 (^) (J l- i)^  \  ^ £ Nuio], j  e [o ,2& ] , (66)J J+1 J
in which S 4 denote Stirling numbers of the first kind^^^^, 
and in particular satisfy the conditions
= ^2j  ^ = 0, & c j c [o ,& ] . (67)
Proof: see appendix 5.
Hence we may by explicit calculation from (66) deduce the explicit 
decompositions® ;
Q^(x"p") = Q^(xp) + iff , (68)
Q^(x^p’ ) = Q^(xp) + -i-tf Q^(xp) ,
We remark in passing that the equation for Qq (x^p^) shows, as is
readily verified from the work of Castellani^^^), that our proposed 
quantization scheme differs from and is inconsistent with Weyl’s rule, 
the "symmetrization" rule, and the Born-Jordan rule.
I
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= Q^(xp) +-|h^Q^^(xp) +' -^Ti* ,
Qq (x^P^) = Q^(xp) +-|li^Q^(xp) + -~h* Q^(xp) ,
Qo(x*P*) = + T^ffqf/xp) + 13T^^Qo(*P) *
X = z . (70)
Then the value of A will, in general, differ from the classically 
expected value of u^, so that a measure of the departure from the 
classical result, or from a quantization scheme based upon the "power- 
law", Q^(x^p^) = Q^(xp), can be obtained by plotting, in suitably 
normalised coordinates in figure 6 overleaf, the quantity (y-A^^^)/h 
against y/h.
To conclude this section we state, in the form of a theorem, some 
further results which may be obtained by application of theorem 8 and 
the axiom [29] above.
Theorem 9: On the natural decompositions of some transcendental
functions of the momentum xp.
The formal quantum operators; (sin xp), Q^(cosxp), and their 
hyperbolic equivalents; Q^(sinhxp), Q^(coshxp) have, in terms
Consider now the effect of the following sequence of actions upon |
Ithe system; i
[31] Prepare the system in an eigenstate of the momentum Q^(xp), 
so that, say,
Q^(xp)i|)^ = yi|/^ , y 6 (R^u{o) . (69)
k k[32] Measure the observable Q^(x p ) to obtain the (definite) 
value
k 
S
j=o
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Figure 6 ; To illustrate the distinction between the operators Q^(xp) 
and Q^(x^p^) as is in accordance with the proposed scheme 
of quantization.
For explanation of the diagrams refer to the associated text and note 
that Ap =
Ap/h diagram (a)
k=5
,k=4
=3
,k=D.&
Diagram (a) shows the resultant arcs when Ap/h is plotted against p/h 
for the case of the even order observables Q^(x^^p^^), k e [1,6],
diagram (b)
k=
k=5
k=4
k=3
lc=2D.S-
k=l
Diagram (b) shows the corresponding arcs when Ap/h is plotted against 
p/h for the case of the odd order observables Q (x^^ ^p^^ ^), k e [ l , 6].
1
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of Q (xp) the natural decompositions:o
Q^(sinhxp) = sinh(2/h sin"^ (h/2)Q^(xp)) ,
Q^(coshxp) = (1 + h^/4)  ^cosh(2/h sin“  ^(h/2)Q^(xp))
Proof: see appendix 5.
§6 : Conclusion and Prospect.
Subject to the conjecture [20].
Q^(sinxp) = sin(2/h sinh“  ^(h/2)Q^(xp)) , (71)
Q^(cosxp) = (1 + /4)  ^cos(2/h sinhf* (h/2)Q^(xp)) , ^
The analyses of the foregoing sections have, in some measure, 
illuminated the problem of the quantization of the multilinear momentum 
observables, and have in particular led to a plausible and systematic i
scheme of (formal) quantization capable of wide application. Progress 
has been made regarding the essential self-adjointness of local quantum 
observables Q°(A), and conditions have been identified^ sufficient for 
their quantization. Finally the preferred scheme of quantization.has 
been, by way of illustration, applied to the manifold (A,l) and the 
observables f(xp), functions of the complete momentum xp, and has led 
to rather pleasing explicit expressions for the quantum analogues of 
sin xp and cos x p .
It is nevertheless immediately clear that the work of this chapter 
is far from exhaustive of the possibilities inherent in this field, and 
that a great breadth and depth of material remains unexplored in our 
brief survey. Among the many possible extensions we list only a few, 
whose development is suggested by analogy with the known results and 
procedures of the proceeding chapters. These are as follows:
i
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[33] the determination of the most general symmetric quantum 
operators Q^(A) corresponding to the class of non-scalar 
observables
^1*’* ^ nA = a p. ...p. , n,m e #u(o}, n f m  , (72)
^1
so as in particular to enable the formal quantization.of
such naturally occurring observables as the linear and
(25)angular momenta, and the Lenz vector ;
[34] an investigation into the global geometric properties of 
the bilinear tensors whose coordinate representation is 
the collection a^ -^  (x^) associated with the bilinear
momentum A = a pupj, so as to discover whether any:
geometric property of a^ -^  can be correlated with the 
essential self-adjointness of any or all of the formal 
quantization operators Q (A), and finallyo
[35] the development, initially for the bilinear momenta, of 
a theory of measurement analogous to that set out in
chapter 1, so as in particular to establish whether there
%obtains, between the essential self-adjointness of a 
formal quantum observable Q^(A), and some suitable 
concept of classical or quantum global measurability, a 
relationship which will permit the construction of a 
physically based axiom of quantizability.
It is our belief that the work of this chapter, more especially 
when augmented with the above proposed study, will provide a basic 
framework within which a detailed theory of the quantization of the 
multilinear momenta may ultimately be developed.
-
,5
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Appendix 1: Some Notational Conventions Implicit in Chapter 3.
This appendix comprises a group of naturally occurring notational 
conventions which are implicit in the manipulations of the following 
appendices and the text of chapter 3. Of these conventions perhaps
only those of notes [6] and [7] will be novel to the reader.
[1] The usual summation and variable free-index conventions 
hold.
[23 The symbols "I" or "ô” , each in context, denote the
(a2)operation of covariant differentiation thus;
h.} k , k , & € # , =  6 . ...6 . (b 1 (Al.l)
[3] The symbols and ”3" denote the operation of partial 
differentiation thus:
h } k , k , & € # , =  3. ...9. (b 1 . (A1.2)
n
[4] The summation symbol S has its usual meaning when & < n ,
k=^
but when ^ > n the symbol represents a "null” sum thus :
n 1 - ... 1 n ÿ
2 b  ^ = 0, & > n . (A1.3)
[5] The binomial coefficients (^) have the augmented definition:
. ( ki/&:(k-&)i , k > & , k,A > 0 ,
(:) = 1 (A1.4)
i 0 , k < & , k,& < 0 ,
and are undefined when k < 0 or & < 0 . .3
if...in[6] The symbol a p. ...p. is to be interpreted, when
1 ^n
n = 0 , as the (momentum independent) scalar function
, kxa  ^ " p. ...p. = a(x ).1 o
I
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[7] The following conventions apply as to the multiple index 
groupings.
(i) Increasing index symbols.
The increasing index symbol k,&e#u(o},
has the following interpretation;
ifk> J l  + 2 then ;
if k = ^  + 1 then = i^ ;
if k = & then is void.
This is as illustrated by the explicit expressions 
below;
n ^ 2  n ^  2 i. ...i
Z b , !  ? = b 1 " + b , }  " + Z b , l  ?
k = o '^l'"'^k ‘^ 1 k = 2 ‘^ l ‘**^k
(A1.5)
and
n * "  o * *  * * " *n 2, x » « « x  n***^ x x x  ^ * x
2 b d  “ . = S b d  " . + b d  “ + b 1 “
(A1.6)
k = & < n  ^k+l*‘*^n k = ^  ^k+l**'^n ^n
(ii) Decreasing index symbols.
The decreasing index symbol i^^..i^, k,&e#v{o},
has the following interpretation;
if k > & then i^y..i% = i^ (i^_^...ij^) ;
if k = & then i^...i^ = i^ ;
if k < & then i^...i^ is void.
This is as illustrated in the following example;
n 2 r ^ . . . r r - .. . r r _. . . r n
Z b.i " = b 1 " + b,3 " + 2 b,! ? .
k = o '^k'-'^l '^1 k=2 '^k'-'^l
(A1.7)
We note in conclusion that it will be obvious by context whether a 
given index group is increasing or decreasing.
This completes the first appendix.
. J
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j -1 • • • j3. ...3. = 6 . ...6 . + 2 0). , 9 . ...3. , (A2.3)
^1 ^1 ^k &=o ^l***^k ^1
by the recurrence relation
k . 2 oo3l"'3’^ . \  i < n - l  . (A2.4)
A=k+1
and the initial condition
Proof: We demonstrate this result by direct substitution of (A2.3)
and (A2.4) into the form (A2.2) to obtain the equalities;
Appendix 2: On the General Form of the Symmetric Operators' Q^(A).
We develop in this appendix the form and canonical decomposition 
of the differential operator Q^(A) thereby demonstrating the theorems 
of §2 of chapter 3.
Lemma 2.1: On the tensorial representation of an invariant partial
differential operator.
Any invariant partial differential expression of the form 
n X • X.
2 n ^ 9. ...3. , (A2.1)
k=o ^1 ^k
^l***^k'^ (a3)in which the coefficients n (x ) may be chosen fully symmetric ,
may be reduced to a corresponding form involving only covariant
differentiation, namely
H  X _ # # # X,
2 b  ^ Ô. ...Ô. , (A2.2)
k=o ^1 ^k
1 * * * k &in which the quantities b (x ) are fully symmetric; the functions
^  1 • •  •b being prescribed in terms of the decomposition
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n X _ , * * n ' X * , , Xi 1
r b  ^ 6 . .,.6, = S b  ^ *(B. ...S. - s 0)/ . 8 . ...8 . ) <|
k=i h  k=o H  ^k ji=o \ - - - \  Ji :
(A2.6)
XI X_ # # # X. Ti""l n X - • • « X, J T • • • J 0
= 2  b  ^ k  3.  . . . 3 .  -  2  2  b  ^ k  & 3 . .  . g .
k=o ^1 ‘^k A=o k=A+l ^l*“ ^k ^1
XI X __ e * # X^ XI X X . # # * X n X - , e * X g
= Z b ^ * 8 . ...8 , - 2 (b  ^ - n  )8 . ...8 ,
k=o ^1 ^k ^=o ^1
XI X - » • • X,
2 n 3. ...3. ;
k=o ^1 ^k ; • .;
and hence to deduce the required result. It will be sufficiently
^ 1 * * * ^ k . .«clear that b can be chosen fully symmetric. #
Theorem 2.2: On the tensorial representation of the symmetric operator
Qo(A).
The linear differential operator Q^(A) defined by the coordinate- 
based partial differential expression
n r _ . . . X,
Q (A) = (-ih) 2 n  ^ 3. ...3. , (A2.7)
° k=o ^1 ^k
on the domain
DQ^(A) = { e (M) I ijj € c“(M) , (A)i|; e (M) > , (A2.8)
and satisfying the axioms Cl]-[3] of chapter 3, has an equivalent 
tensor representation
n i .. . i
Q (A) = (-ih)^ 2 b  ^ *^6 . ...Ô. , (A2.9)
° k=o ^1 ^k
1 * * * k ^in which the quantities b (x ) are fully symmetric contravariant
tensors of order k.
Proof: We observe, by lemma 2.1, that. Q^(A) has an expression of the
] * * ’ kform (A2.9) where the quantities b (x ) are fully
I
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symmetric quantities but not, as yet, tensors. To demonstrate 
that they are indeed tensors of the indicated type, we trans­
form the expression (A2.9) into its representation in terms of 
the coordinates {x^jic[l,m]} and obtain
^ n —^l***^k — —Q (A) = 2 (-ih) b a. ...a. , (A2 .10)
°  k=o ^1 he
and hence, since Q^(A)i|j Vi]j e DQ^(A) is a tensor invariant,
n i . . .r  ^1 ^ k  j . . . j
2 (b 1 ^ - b  ^ ^)(S. . . .6. = 0 . (A2.11)
Observe now that by axiom [1] of chapter 3 that
X ^ » 1 X # X
b ^ = a ^ , (A2.12)
if...
where a is the fully symmetric contravariant tensor of
order n induced by the multilinear momentum observable
A = a  ^ ^ p . ...p. , (A2.13)
^1 ^n
so that the above sum becomes
-^l***^n-l 3x 3x X(b ---- ;— .-..-:----) 9 . ...9. + lower order terms = 0.
Jn-1
Hence, since this statement is true for all wave functions 
ij e C^(M), we have that the leading coefficient
g ^ l * * * V l  9 x J ^ ^ ^ ^ 9 x J ^  _ J l ‘*’^ n-1 ^ Q , (A2.14) "
and hence, by successive reduction of the order of the sum
X 2  ^
(A2.11) that every b , k e [o,n] is a tensor of the
specified type.
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Lemma 2.3: For all states e C^(M), we have the identities,
/ b  ^ k 4 . w,* = / (-l)k(b ^ % * ) , .  . <P . (A2.15)
M *^1*‘ k M '^1'"' k
Proof: Consider the identity
X w # * * X1 X M *##x*
/ b  . **),.
M ' I "  k M  ' I "  k-1 ' k
X f • • X
- /  (b ^ k**) <}) , (A2.16)
M ‘ k ' 1'* k-1
and apply, observing that <f) and ip are of compact support, the 
divergence theorem^^^^ to deduce
/ ** =(_!) 4 .
M ' 1''' k M ' k ' 1 "  k-1
(A2.17)
Thus, by successive application of the above procedure, and by 
noting that <j>, . . ,k e Co,n],is of compact support, obtain
'^l-**hc
that
X • • » X, 1 X - • • * X,
/ b  (f>| . . 4j*=(~1) / (b . 4^ )|. • .
M ‘ 1 “  k M ' k k-1'"' 1
(A2.18)
the desired result then following from the symmetry of
X « X-
b ^
Lemma 2.4: For all \p € C (M), we have the identities
X- • • • X. h - X- * • . Xi
(b *),. . = Z (%) b,| k , . (A2.19)1*** k A-=o ' &+1'"' k ' 1*‘ £
Proof: This is a fairly straightforward combinatorial problem depending
X1. . • X|^
upon the fully symmetric character of the tensors b
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Theorem 2.5: On the constraints imposed by symmetry upon the tensors
b
^1 • • •Axiom [3] of chapter 3 requires that the coefficients b (x )
of the differential expression
n X , , . X-
Q (A) = (-ih)" 2 b  ^ 6 . ...6 . , (A2.20)
° k=o ^1 ^k
satisfy the recurrence relation
X ^ * * * X n n. , 1 1 X-#«.X.
b 1 = 2 (-1)" C h  b,T K  ^ A e [o,n € W] . (A2.21)
k=&
% «
«
Proof: We have by hypothesis that the symmetry condition
e C^(M) < i|>1Qq (A) i (f)> = <Q^(A)ip|(f)> , (A2.22)
is identically satisfied, or as is equivalent that
n r ^ . . . 1. n x. . . • x^  -
/((-ih)" 2 b  ^ ...a. = z b a. ...a. *
M k=o ^1 ^k M  k=o ^1 ^k |
(A2.23)
Consider therefore the integral
n i- . . . i, n i,...x Ï
/**(-ih)" 2 b . = /^*(-ih)" 2 bM k=o ^k*'*^l M k=o x^...x^
(A2.24)
which upon applying lemma 2.3 yields
n X ...X
/ (-ih) 2 (b % * ) | .  . (f> , (A2.25)
M k=o '^l'“ ^k
and upon applying lemma 2 .4 becomes
n h X-«*#x, 1
/ (-in) 2 2 b|. . I|»f. • *(-1) (A2.26)
M  k=o «-=0 '^A+l'-'^k
n n i . . . i.
= / ((-ih)" 2 2 (-1)" K b ! . a. ...a. *)** .
M &=o k=^ '^A+l***\
Comparison of (A2.26) and (A2.23) yields the desired result.
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Theorem 2.6; On the degree of Indeterminancy in the general expression 
for Q^(A).
The recurrence relation
= 2 Ô  b|3''''k . . % ; [o,n . M  , (A2.27)
1  * * * Üdefines a unique set of tensors b • , ^ e [o,n], if and only if
•f
the tensors ■'
b 1 k 6 [o,[n/2]] , (A2.28)
are specified, these last being undetermined by the recurrence.
Proof: Rewriting (A2.27) as
Z (-l)"+k ^
k=&+l '^&+l''" k
(A2.29)
X ^ . .. X
we perceive that the coefficients b are undetermined
X-... X. , p
by the coefficients b , k > & if and only if (-1) = 1
or equivalently Z = n - 2k, k e [o,[n/2]], the recurrence then n
reducing, as may be confirmed explicitly, to an identity. If 
these coefficients are given then the remaining coefficients 
are uniquely specified.
Theorem 2.7: On the symmetry of the auxiliary operators 5^(A).
The operator =^(A) defined on the set C^(M) by the prescription
n i. . . . i
= (A) = (-ih)" Z a" a,: " , 6 . ...G. , (A2.30)
° k=o '^k+1* *'^n ^1 \
in which the real-valued numerical coefficients satisfy the
recurrence relation
a" = 2 (-l)"+k A )  n , (A2.31)
k=& k
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together with the auxiliary condition cc" = 1, is a symmetric operator. ï
Proof: We have by Theorem 2.5 that any symmetric operator needs only
obey the recurrence (A2.27) whence by direct substitution of 
(A2.31) we deduce the required result. Explicitly, setting
X • • • X- X * X
b = a" a,r . , (A2.32)
we have the equalities
Z = 2 (-l)"+k(k)(^n^il'''in ^
k=& ' 2+1''' k k=^ ' k+l‘"  n ' &+1 '"' k
(A2.33)
U ,11 X-*«*X X * # # X A
k=& ^ l^ü+l'-'^n
Theorem 2.8: On the canonical decomposition of Q^(A).
The most general symmetric operator Q^(A) has the canonical 
decomposition
[n/2]
Q^(A) = 2 (-i^) -=o(V2k> > (A2-34)k=o
in which the observable B is the multilinear formn-2k
B g. = b  ^ p. ...p. , k c [ o , [ n / 2 ] ]  . (A2.35)"-2k ^ n - 2 k
Moreover this decomposition may be related to the general tensorial 
representation of Q^(A) of (A2.20) in accordance with the equation
[HZ^]
b'l'"''" . 2 a " - 2 k b | 3 “ ""-2k . (A2.36)
k=o ^&+l'"'^n-2k
Proof: Consider firstly the expression (A2.34), which when combined
with the definition of = (B ) yields the double sumo n~2k
[n/2] g. n—2k r-, • • «i oi_Q (A) = 2 (-ih)2k(_ib)% 2k ^ b 1  ? 6 . ...6 . ,
° k=o ^=o "^&+l'''^n-2k ^1
(A2.37)
-■t%s
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which upon rearranging becomes
[— ]
(-it)" Z ( Z b 1 )g, .,.g. , (A2.38)
&=o k=o ^&+l"'"^n-2k ^1
and from which the result (A2.36) follows.
It remains only to show that the quantities of (A2.36) obey the 
symmetry-induced recurrence relation (A2.27), the explicit 
calculation being as given below:
I
[3ZJ-]
2 (-l)"+k(k)b 1 k g (-l)"+k(k) ^ n-2j 1 n-2j ,
k=)l ' &+l''"^k k=^ j=o ' k +1"  n-2j ' 2+1 ' ^
[— ]
= 2 ( 2  (-l)"^k n-2j^ 1 n-2j
j=o k=^ ^&+l'"'^n-2j -
i i i i !
= 2 b = b k - " V  U2.39)
j=o ‘^ J^+1 -■ *^n-2j
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Appendix 3: On Local Quantum Multilinear Momentum Observables.
We develop in this appendix all the proofs required in the third 
section of chapter 3.
Lemma 3.1: For all states e C (i) and ^ e 0^(1) we have that
/ b 1 y 1 k*,*) , (A3.1)
r r '^i‘* k
Proof: parallel to lemma 2.3 of the preceding appendix.
Lemma 3.2: The operator =p(A) satisfies the inequality
CD n  '•=p(A) c (=p(A)) . (A3.2)
Proof: It suffices to demonstrate that
V<f)eD5°(A),V;(,€D5p(A) <ip,=°(A)(|,> = < = p(A)4),;j,>. (A3.3)
Explicitly we have that V(j) e D=p(A) , Vij) € DQp(A),
<i|)'| = p(A)(|)> = / i{;*7tQ (A)ir<|)p = / ip*Q (A)n^ , (A3.4)
M  ° r °
and hence, noting that ircj) e 0^(1) and writing (p for -rrcj), we ]
deduce '
n i ...i J
<  i|j 1 = P (A)(|) >  ~ / ip* 2 (“ih) ct"a,. " . 6 .  ...6. c|). (A3.5) I
r k=o '\+l* '"^n ^1 ^k I
Further substituting from lemma 3.1 we obtain j
i ...i
<4lEO(A)*> = 2 / (-ih)"cf (a,ï " . **),. . *(-1)^k=o r k l^l***^k
(A3.6)
= 2 / (-ih)" 2 , 4/% . *(-1)^ (%)
k=o r £=0 ‘ k + l "  n '^£+l*-*^k '^1***^£
= 2 / [ ( - i h ) " ( 2  ( - D ^ + k o n f k ^ ^ i l ' - i n
£=0 r k=& k % 1
as required.
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Theorem 3.3: The operator Qp(A) is contained in the adjoint of Q°(A),
or symbolically
Qp(A) = [Qp(A)]' . (A3.7)
Proof: We have from the definition of Q°(A) that
J. [n/2j
[Qr(A)3^ = 2 , (A3.8)
k=o
and hence, from lemma 3.2 and the definition of Qp(A), that
Ÿ [n/2] 2k “ °°
[Q°(A)]‘ 3 2 ,(-i1i) = r < V 2 k ^  = Qr(A) • (A3.9)k=o
00 ^l"'"^kLemma 3.4: For all ^ e C (f), and for all fully symmetric b ,
the following equalities hold in f :
il ... i, ^ Q i- , . . i,
(b ^)|. : = S ( )b|! . . (A3.10)l^l"'" £ j=o  ^ l^j+l'''i£
Proof: by combinatorial methods analogous to these of lemma 2.4.
Lemma 3.5: For all <p,ip e C (P) the integral equations 
/ b . ** = R(l,3r) + (-1)^/ (b I Ar * 1** k r '^i*--^£ ‘^ £+i***^k
(A3.11)
in which R(£,3i) is the surface integral
^~1 . i i..i
R£,3P) = / 2 (-l)J(b t|)*)|. , 4,. . n. do,
3P j=o 'ip.'.ij Iij+l'-'^k-l \
(A3.12)
are satisfied for all ^ : 1 <  £ <  k.
'1
s
^1 * * * ^ k .Proof: Note that b is fully symmetric, and proceed by
induction on £. The identity
J
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X • • • X, • X • t * X.,
/ b  ^ 4.* = / (b % ,  . 111*),. (A3.13) Ir ■ '’■I" k r '’■i‘"^k-i '^k Ï
^ 1 • * * i
yields, upon application of the divergence theorem^^^\ the |
result :”|JaX * # # X. X-«**X.|
/ b (j) I . . Ip* - f h (j) I . . n. do ]
r ' h " ‘"k ar 'H'-’V i  "k i
(A3.14) I
^ 1 * * * ' !# + (-1) ; (b **),. Il>|i Ir i^k '^i”  k-1 1
Iwhich is identically the expression (A3.11) with £ =1.  aI
If, moreover, the identities (A3.11) are assumed to hold for ,3
£ <  p~l, with p ^  k, then we have that J
/ b^i‘” \ .  . 4,* = R(%-i,ar) + (b^i'''^St*) * I
r i^i'-'^k r ^I'-'ip-i '^pi
(A3.15) fl
i ...i 'I
= R(ü-i.ar) + (-!)*■ ^ / [(b ^ %*),. . i
r 111'"' p-i ' p "  k-1 ' k j
0 X - . . . 1, ,|
i i
= R(&-1,3P) + (-1)*  ^ / (b  ^ ^^*)|. . 4>| . . n. da |
ar ' 1"'" p-i ' p * • k-1 k 4
= R(&.ar) + (-1)' / (b % * ) , .  ■ 41,, , ,r '^I'-'ip '^p+i” ‘\
which last is of the desired form (A3.11), so that the result 
has been demonstrated.
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Theorem 3.6: On the symmetry-induced boundary-conditions of =p(A). i
. . . . 1The operator =p(A) is symmetric if and only if for all states
» ,  1 6 C (I) we have i
n-1 n-l-k i . ..i ^ |
2 2 3  / a . .  •4'|' • n. do = 0 , i
k=o p=o gr ^p+k+2'**^n ^l**‘^p ^p+l'"'^p+k ^p+k+1 !
. (A3.16) Ü
in which the quantities 3". are determined by the relation i,pk J
= 2 _ (A3.17) -j
pk <L.p+k+l P I
œ . . . .Proof: Substituting for =p(A) from its definition, we deduce that, -M
CO 00e C (f), <ip| = p(A)(f)> = -Â
n i ...i
(-if.) / ** 2 a"a,f " , 4|, , , (A3.18) ^
r k=o k n '’•l‘" \  1
which result yields in its turn, upon application of lemma 3.5 f
1 1. . . X ^  « ..x^
with b = a,. . and £ =k ,  the equivalent expression Ï
'^k-H-’-^n I
(A3.19)
+ (-l)k / (a,}'"''" . **),. . *] .r '^k+l'"" n ' ^ 1 * " \
Apply.lemma 3.4 to the terms of (A3.19) and infer that
<i|'l = r(A)4)> = (-ih)" (A3.20)
In.'-cî i l c l  • ^
k !o  A ^ ■ ' ^ A “ k p = o ^ p ^ ‘’ i i k . i - - - V i p . i - - - A ' h - - - A ' h * r - - v i S
Hence by interchange of the order of summation deduce that the 1
second (volume) integral becomes j
. ' j
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-ih)" 2 [2 a"(-l)k(k)] ; a . V ”  " . - 4> (A3.21) I
p=o k=p P r Iip + l'-'^n ' 1“  p 1
i ...i I
= / [ (-ih)" 2 a"a ^ .]<{)= <Hp(A)i|)5<j)> , I
r p=o P 'ii'-'ip 4
so that we perceive that the symmetry condition is the vanishing 1
of the surface integral of equation (A3.20). Explicitly this is
3" k l j  ' •  i-...i ^ A I
2 2 2 / (-l)Ja"(J)a, f . ,. . ■ 4>i. • n, do = 0l
k = o j = o p = o 3 r  P l^k+l'-'^nl^p+l'''^] l^l"'^p i^j + l''"^k-l k
Introduce the index variable £ = k-l-j so that the above expression
becomes
n k-1 k-£-l 2 2 2 
k=o £=o p=o
/ ( - l ) k - ' ^ - h ^ ( k - ^ - b a A " " "  41^ i ..-i n d p . |
ar P ' k + l "  n p + l”  k-i-l ' I ”  p ' k-i k-1 k i
%
Interchange the order of summation (twice) to obtain |
n-1 n-l-£ n I
2 2 2 :j|
£=o p=o k=£+p+l
/ [(-l)k-*-l i i i A  i *|j i Z  toar k P 'ik+l'''^n p+l'-'^k-l-l '^l‘” ’-p '’k-i‘• k-1 ’■k
X ^ •X^
and, noting that since a is fully symmetric one may arbitrarily ;
rearrange the covariant differentiations, deduce
n-1 n-l-& n
2 2 2
£=o p=o k=&+p+l
/ C(-l)k-^-' a " ( k - ^ - b ] a ! f . *,. , da ^
9T ^ ^ '^£+p+2'* n '^1“  p lip+l"'' £+p ^£+p+l
as the symmetry integral. Finally substituting from the definition 
of 3p£ we obtain as required the final representation j
n-1 n-l-& i- . . . i
2 2 3". / a., " . * «}>i* . n. do = 0 .
£=0 p=o P 8T '^£+p+2‘**^n '^l'**^p ' ""p+1 ‘ * ^ £+p ^£+p + l
(A3.22)
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Theorem 3.7: On the symmetry induced boundary conditions of Qp(A).
CO _  ^ 00The operator Qp(A) is symmetric if and only if, for all e C (T),
we have
n-1 n-l-k i^...i 
2 2 / y 1 1^ . . <j>|. . n. do = 0,(A3.23)k=o p=o ar "Pk l^i-'-ip lip+i---ip+k ip+k+i
in which
^n-l-k-p^
V - - V k * l ^  I - n-2i ^ y ^ n - 2 i _
"Pk i=o pk l V k + 2 - - - V 2 i
Proof: We have that by definition
oo [n/2] 00
Qp(A) = 2 (-it)^K Ey(B^_2k) , (A3.25)
k=o
and hence, parallel to the analysis of the previous theorem
3.6, we deduce that Qp(A) is symmetric if and only if
[n/2] n-2k-l n-2k-l-£2 2 2
k=o ^=o p=o
3"^^^ / b,} ip* . n. d o = 0 .
^ 3T li£+p+2'''^n-2k '^l‘**^p '^p+l'*‘^p+£ ^p+£+l
(A3.26)
This may be rewritten by two interchanges of the order of 
summation as
n~l~p~£ 
n-1 n-l-£ 22 2 / 2
£=0 p=o 3f k=o
,n-2k .il''"in-2k  ^ "3 0 b j . . ^ j . . n. do = 0 ,
P l^£+p+2-**^n-2k l^l'-'ip lip+l'''ip+£ ip+£+l
(A3.27)
which upon substitution for the innermost sum yields the 
required result.
Theorem 3.8: On the canonical decomposition of the prescribed operators
=o<A)-
The operators H^(A) defined in terms of the differential expressions
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(-ih)" ...a. a 1 ...a. , &e[l,«],
^1 ^£ ^£+1 ^2£
io<A) =
. ,.g. ^{a  ^ }6. ...5. , JlsCo.»]
^1 ^£ ^£+1 i£+2 ^2£+l
(A3.28)
when expressed in the canonical form
n i . . . i
E (A) = (-ih)" 2 a"a,. " . a. ...a. , (A3.29)
° k=o 'hc+1* * *^n ^1 ^k
yield the following values for the coefficients a^:
C  = ( A )  > = C h  - ^(k-%) ■ (A3-30)
Proof: For the case of n even we have that by definition, and for all
00ip £ C^(M),
r)~oO * * ’ ^ 9£=_(A)* = (-ih)" ^ (a  ^ . ),. , , (A3.31)
l''"i£ li£+l'"' 2£
which expression may be reduced, by noting the full symmetry 
1^...iga 
of a , to
£ 1 i95 £ 1 * *  95E (A)4 = (-ih)^ 2 ( ) a, 1 i 1 ,
° k=o l^k+l'"' £ '^l"*hc'^£+l“  2£
(A3.32)
or equivalently, by noting our convention regarding "out of 
range" binomial coefficients, to
9 £  £  ^1 * * * ^ 9 £E (A)* = (-ih)^^ 2 (._o)a,; , . , (A3.33)
k=o ’^ k+1*' 2£ ' 1 '"' k
2£ £from which last the result a. ~ C g) is immediate.k k-)b
For the case of n odd we have, for all \p e C^(M), that
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. (A),- i )|i i iO Iii'''i&+1 '1&+2'"' 2&+1 J
(A3.34) j
, l'"'^2£+l X .
li^...i^ Ii&+l'''i2£+l ' J
which is readily shown to have the expansion ’
E ^ ( A ) * . ( - i h ) 2**:|[2 z 4i„ , ^
k=o I &+k+2 ''' 2&+1 ' 1"  k' k +1** £+k-M ’
• Ii ik=o '^^+k+l”  2£+l '^l'**^k' k+l*“  &+k ^
(A3.35) ;
This last, after a brief calculation, yields -
.„(A)* = i C2 < k - L l ) A A - - - A . / l h - - - h  I
(A3.36) 3
so that immediately - . 3
“ 2(k-&-l) + s(k-&) “ - (A3.37) I
as required.
note: The coefficients are most readily generated by a |
construction analogous to Pascal’s triangle and based 
upon the recurrence
and the initial conditions
a‘i - 1 , = I . (A3.39)
.4
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Lemma 3.9: The coefficients of (A3.30) can be written as the
following contour integrals:
~ 2 ^  ^ x^^(l+x)^\ , (A3.40)
x=o
„2tol ^ ^  ^ %m(l+x)m(|+x)x-(k+l)dx . |
x=o
Proof: For the case of even n we have that
2m Q
x*(l+x)* = 2 (a*^)x , (A3.41)
£=m
is a generating function for the coefficients (^_^), and hence 
it is immediate from the residue theorem^^^^ that
2m = ( m  ) 1 f K'“(l+x)"'K-'l*k) (A3.42)k k-m 2 in x=o
For the case of n odd we have that
2m+l n
x’^ (H-x)“ (^+x) = 2 “ 2 3x , (A3.43)
£=m
is a generating function for the coefficients  ^ from which
the result follows directly from the residue theorem.
Theorem 3.10: On the symmetry of the prescribed operators =^(A)
The operators =^(A) of (A3.28) are symmetric.
Proof: We shall demonstrate equivalently that the coefficients
above obey the symmetry induced recurrence (A2.31).
For n even we have that, by lemma 3.9,
s (-l)k(b(.“  ) = 2 (-l)k(k) 1 ^ x®(l+x)'"x~^^'"k)k=«- k-m «■ 2,1
-  ^ x” (l+x)”' 2 C-l)k(k)x-(l+k)  ^ (A3.44)
x=o k=)l
where the addition terms in the sum, k e  C2m+1,“], do not
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contribute to the residue. • Further we have the identity
which is the desired result.
For n odd we have similarly that, by lemma 3.9,
2ni f \x=o k=£
with the equation
,n S n / ^\£-l-k,£-l-k= Z o%(-l) "( ; ") , (A3.49)pk 4=p+k+l *■ P
I
00 f
(-l)^(l+x)-(l+^) = 2 (-l)k{k)x“ 0+k)^ |xi > 1 , (A3.45) f
k=" I
and hence we may deduce that g
2m  ^
2 (k“j  = A  # x"'(l*x)'"(-l)\l*K)-(l*^ >dx Ï. 0 ^ K~m ZTTl '“Ak= “^ k=o (A3.46) 5
h  f %"(-!)* 2 (-l)k(.k )(_l)*-mx-(l+k)gx=( m   ^ |, n ^-m ^-mx=o k=*-m
1
2 ^  a2m+l-l)k(k) = ^2  ^ (-l)k(k)  ^ f x"'(l+x)“ (J+x)x (l+k)j%
k=fl k *■ k=«. x=o
-  ^ x“ (l+x)” (!+x) 2 (-l)k(k)x-(l+k) _ (A3.47)
the additional terms augmenting the summation not affecting the­
re sidue. 7%
Thus by the identity (A3.45) we may infer that
^ t A f ^ h - l ) k ( k )  1  ^ x“ (l+x)"-(k.x)(-l)hl*x)-(l""hx
k=£ ^ x=o
= ■5^  # x” (J+x)(-l)*' 2 (-l)k( k )(_i)*-m^-(l+k)^^T^T Jl. if) -s ’>x=o k=&-m
as required.
Theorem 3.11: On the explicit forms of the coefficients generated 4
by the above a|^ .
The coefficients 3"^ determined by the quantities in accordance
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are given explicitly by the prescriptions
, p <  m, m <  k ,
,n=2m
pk (A3.50)
n=2m+l 
pk
O  - > k < m ,  m < p  .
(A3.51)
all the other coefficients being zero.
Proof: We employ contour integration and the residue theorem and
shall require the identity
%P(l+x)-(P+l) . 2 (-l)P("+P)x-(l+P). |x|>l . (A3.52)
0-0
which we state without proof.
For the case of n even we have by definition and by appli­
cation of lemma 3.9 that
6^“ = ^  (-i)«-l-kg-l-k^ 1 ^ x"'(l+x)“x-<’-^")dx.
£=p+k+l x=o
(A3.53)
Thus, letting o = ,£-(p+k+l) and £ = o+p+k+1, and extending the 
upper limit of summation to infinity, we deduce
„2m  _ 1 , x” (l+x)“ (-l)Px'^’-^P^k) ;  (_l)°(°+P)x-(l+°)dx .Pk 2,1
(A3.54)
Hence, noting the identity (A3.52), we obtain the contour 
integral representation
4and
(-i)h(“ I^) - . p < m .  m < k ,  5
■i;
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gp: - 4 A   ^-k'lgf-Jpn > (A3-55)x=o X (1+x)
from which the result (A3.50) follows by means of careful 
application of the residue theorem.
Similarly for n odd we obtain parallel to (A3.53) that
00b2»+1 1 # x“(l+xAj.x)(-l)Px-^l^k+p) 2 (_l)°("+P)x-(l+c)dx , f
^ X = 0  0 = 0  ■ P
(A3.56)
and substituting from (A3.52) that
'^dx, (A3.57)
the final part of the proof following from the residue theorem.
2m+l ^ (-1)" , x™(l+x)™(&+x) 
Pk “ 2,i xk+l(i+x)P+l
Theorem 3.12: Sufficient conditions for the quantizability of the
local observables Q°(A).
The boundary conditions
- ' T ’
(A3.57)
are equivalent to the boundary conditions
n. b , f ? ^^(3r)=0, 0 <  p <  [n/2“ | ]-o , 0 <  o <  [n/2-|l . (A3.58) •
^p+i '^i-'-ip
Proof: For the case of n even, let n = 2m, p+k+l = 2m-^, ^ e [o,m-l],
and assuming without loss of generality that p < k let
p = m-l“£ , k = la . (A3.59)
Then from A3.50 we have that
j
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which upon substitution into (A3.57) yields that
(-1)^™ ^n. bI} . (BP) = 0, £ e [o,m-l] , (A3.61)
^2m-A '^2m-&+l'''^2m
or upon rearrangement
n. b ,} ?^(Br) = 0, p € To,[n/2]-l] . (A3.62)
"p+1 ' h - ’-'-p
Moreover it follows immediately from (A3.50) with p < k that 
^p+k+1 ~ P+k+1 <  m and hence, applying (A3.6 1 ) , the sum
(A3.57) becomes
|-n-l-p-k-|L 2 
2)
i=l ^p+k+1 '^ p+k+2**'^n-2i
Z n. e " , b , }  " (BP) = 0 . (A3.63)
Finally, setting i i-1, obtain the reduced sum 
|-2 (m-1) -l"p-k^
2 n. 62(«-l)-2i i r - - h ( m - l ) - 2 i  ^3^1 = 0  ,
i=o ^p+k+1 ^ ^p+k+2 ’ * *.^2(m-l)-2i
(A3.64)
from which the result follows by induction.
The proof is similar for n odd.
Theorem 3.13: Necessary and sufficient conditions for the essential
self-adjointness of Qp(A) on a one-dimensional manifold.
The boundary conditions
0 <  p <  [n/2- 4]-c , 0 <  a <  [n/2- 5] ,
are both necessary and sufficient that Q°(A) is essentially self- 
adjoint in the finite subset (a,b) of a one-dimensional manifold (M,G)
i.j...i„ i - . . . i ~  J
b | .  ? (a) = b | .  ? ( b)  = 0 , (A3.65) i
'’■I”  p , p i
z z (y"^(b)A^^ (b)w^-y , (a)A^ i|) (a)5^ = 0 . (A3.69)
k=o p=o
We require that the boundary conditions (A3.69) should 
determine a self-adjoint extension of Qp(A), so that the 
quantities A^ i|;(b) must obey the same boundary conditions as 
A^ (j)(b) namely (A3.67), Thus by substitution we deduce that
y  " ^ - y  (a)6k6^) = 0 . (A3.70)
k=o p=o
If, therefore, there exist any non-trivial solutions f 0, 
then an infinite family of solutions is given by the coefficients
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Proof: Sufficiency is immediate from theorem 3.12. To prove
necessity we proceed as follows:
The symmetry boundary conditions of the operator Qp(A) are 
given for the case of a one-dimensional manifold by the 
specialization of (A3.23),
n-1 n-l-k D * k |k2 2 k I* A = 0 , C (1) (A3.66)
k=o p=o
in which the operator A is that of covariant differentiation.
Suppose now that the wave~functions i{)(x) £ C [a,b] obey the
boundary conditions
. n— 1 , .
A 4>(b) = Z (jOpA (j)(a) , k e [o,n-l], w . e C  , (A3.67)
£=o *
then by substituting into (A3.66) we deduce that the symmetry
condition is obeyed if and only if |
1n-1 n-l-k n-1 . ^ . »
2 Z S (y , (b)A^4) (b)w^-y , (a)A^ i{) (a)6. ) A'<f> (a) = 0 , :k=o p=o £=o "Pk & npk £ ^
(A3.68) j
£ . 1hence, since the quantities A cpCa) are arbitrary, we obtain .j
the adjoint boundary conditions, j
n-1 n-l-k
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so that there can exist a unique self-adjoint 
extension of Qp(A) only if = 0, which implies directly 
that
= 0 ' (A3.71)
A parallel analysis shows also that = 0, and hence
from theorem 3.12 we infer the desired result.
2 0 0
Appendix 4: On the Determination of the Tensor Quantities
k e [o,[n/2]].
We develop in this section all the proofs required for the fourth 
section of chapter 3.
Theorem 4.1: On the determination for the bilinear constants of motion
of the quantity c(a^^).
The requirement that the quantization rule
[Q(g^^PiPj), Q(a^^P^Pj)] == 0 , (A4.1)
be satisfied for constants, a^^p.p., of the free classical motion1 ]
results in the explicit expression for Q(a^^p^Pj),
Q(a^^p.p.) - (-i'h)^ (a^^ô . 6 . + ajlô . + |al^  N  ) . (A4.2)11 1 ]-1J
Proof; We prove this result in full only for a Euclidean space, the
general proof being sketched. We have that the general form
of any bilinear quantum observable is simply
Q(a^^p^Pj) = (“ ih)^ (a^^5^6^ + a|j6^ + c(a^'^ )) ; (A4.3)
whence by substitution in (A4.1) we obtain the quantization 
prescription
oo i 4 IrZVI)- e C^(M); g a (^4.4)
 ^ ij k& ij k&, .
which determines the function c(a^^).
We have in addition and by hypothesis the requirement that 
a^^p^pj is a constant of the free classical motion, that is 
that
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or equivalently that
(c - = 0 (A4.9)1 » J » P
and hence the result (A4.2) follows.
In the general case the residue analogous to (A4.7) can be 
obtained by employing Ricci's identities
ma . . “"a. . ^ a . . . R ., ., ,
1'"' mljk ^ - ' ’^ mlkj y=l ^I'-'^p-l ip+l'-'^m
(A4.10)
in which R^.. is the R i e m a n n - C h r i s t o f f e l o r  curvature ijk
tensor, and may be reduced by subsequent calculation to the 
form
(c - ia-jj)|p = 0 . (A4.11)
when the result follows precisely as above.
{g p.Pj, a . P^Pj) = - 2 a|^g ,
which yields upon symmetrization the equivalent constraint
= 0 . (A4.6)
In the special case of a Euclidean space covariant differentiation 
is identical to partial differentiation, and hence substituting 
(A4.6) into (A4.4), and cancelling the vanishing terms we obtain |
the residue
(-ih)3[(g^ja^^. . + 2c'^)^ + . + 2c ’^) = 0 .
(A4.7)
It is now immediate that
+ 2c'^ = 0 , (A4.8)9-^ ij a
4
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Theorem 4.2: Quantization of bilinear momentum observables based upon
correspondence between positive classical and quantum forms. ■
If the bilinear momenta have the general form
Q (a^^p.p.) = (-ih)^ Ô .Ô . + ai’^ô . + aaf^ . + 3a^ M ) , (A4.12)o 1 J 1 J Ij 1 lij 111
in which the quantities a and 3 are (universally fixed but unknown) 
real constants, and if further the quantization is such that positive 
bilinear momenta correspond to positive quantum operators; then a = 3 = 0 ,
Proof: This follows by combining the deduced inequalities obtained
from the following four special cases.
example 1; On the manifold (-1,1) with the usual (unit) metric 
the observable A = x^  p^  .
Substituting from the general expression (A4.12) above we 
obtain as the (necessarily positive) quantum analogue of 
A the expression
Q^(A) = (-ih):(x*D: +2xD + 2(a+3)) , (A4.13)
from which upon noting that the operator (-ih)^ (a^^5^5j + 
a|jô^) is positive whenever a^^p^pj is positive, we may 
deduce that a + 3 >  0 .
example 2: On the manifold (o ,tt) with the usual metric the 
observable A =(sinx)p^ .
Analogously to the method of example 1 above we deduce 
a + 3 < 0 .
example 3: On the Euclidean space (-1,1) x (-1,1) with the 
usual metric, the observable A = (p^+xp^)^ .
As above we obtain that 3 ^ 0 .
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example 4; On the manifold (o,ir) x (R with the usual metric the
1 2observable A = (p^+(sin x) p^) .
Deduce 3 < 0 .
4204 ?
Appendix 5: An Illustration of the-Proposed Quantization Scheme.
We develop in this appendix the detailed theory referred to in 
§5 of the third chapter, and begin by evaluating the coefficients in 
the natural decompositions of Q^(x^p^), for which purpose we require 
a series of technical lemmata.
n _ ,
Lemma 5.1: (xD)^ = Z (~|)^ (^)(xD+|) , n >  0 , (A5.1)
k=o
D denoting the operation of differentiation, upon <R with the usual 
metric, with respect to the global Cartesian coordinate x.
Proof: By induction. The result being trivial when n = 0, we need
only consider the general inductive argument which is #
immediate from the following identities:
(xD)^ = (xD)(xD)^  ^ = (xD+0 S (-4)^  ^ ^(^^)(xD+|)^ (A5.2)
k=o
k=o
= 2 (-i)" ^ C C _ b  + b]( x D + u ' ' =  2 (-1)" ‘^ (")(xD+0 ^ .
k=o k=o
n+1 n 0
Lemma 5.2; x D = Z S (xD) , (A5.3)&=1 *
&where S^ is a Stirling number of the first kind.
Proof: see Jordan^^^^
n
Lemma 5.3: If Q (x^p^) = Z (-ih)^ ^B?Q^(xp), then
° j=o °
.. J
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-, 2 ] rf• 4 k  (65.5)k=o,]-n-l &=!,]
in which the lower limits of summation are taken to be the larger of 
the pair of options.
Proof: Consider firstly the case of the even case. We have
that by definition
= E^(%2"p2") = (A5.6)
k=o
which yields that
Q ^ ( x V " )  = S (fc^  > (A5.7)k=o
and hence finally, by substitution from lemma 5.2, that
Q ^ ( x % 2 n ^  . 2 " T '  (^) ^ 4  S^^^(xD)* . (A3.8)
k=o %=1
Hence, noting that Q^(xp) = (~ih)(xD+|) and the result of 
lemma 5.1, we obtain the triple sum
Q ^ ( x V " )  = 2 " T '  l
k=o ^=1 j=o
(A5.9)
which, upon comparison with the standard form and rearrangement 
of the order of summation, yields the required result for 
Consider finally the case of the odd case. We have
that by definition
Q^(x2n+lp2n+l) _ (-ifi) ^  x ,d }d ^ (A5.10)
which yields after simplification that
nH" 1
Qo(x2»+lp2*+l) 2 C("k^)-!(k)] ,k=o
(A5.11)
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2n+l 2n+l
2n+l _2n
j+1
2n 1
j 2TTi
4
s
E  J o  3 # # 4 k < - ^ 4 " 4 4 x p ) . I
(AS.12)
Finally, rearranging the order of summation and comparing the 
resultant expression with the standard expression in 3^^ ^,.we %
obtain the required expression (A5.5) above. 4
n e #u(o}, j € N\j{o}; (A5.13)
(x+n)I/ (x-n)I (x+s) (^^j^dx , (A5.14)
where the contour is any which contains the singularity at x = - 5. 
Proof: Examination of the series expressions (A5.4), (A5.5) for 3^
yields that they each contain the common inner summation
%+k+l Z it Z 
2 (-4) (i)Sn+k ' (A5.15) #&=l,j J
The residue and binomial theorems now yield that
V k  = 4  ^  j A y i  ^  (65.16)
and that
00
x^/(l-x)j^^ = S (.)x , (A5.17)
j
from which the inner summation (A5.15) may be written as
"2^  f 2x1/[ (x-n-k) I (-1)^ (l+2x)^^^]dx . (A5.18)
We now address the problem of finding contour integral 
expressions for the coefficients 3j, and begin by discussing 
the even case. Substitution of (A5.18) for the inner summation 
of 3j^ in (A5.4) above yields that
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Now if k < j~n~l then is a polynomial of degree less J
then n +j -n-l = j-l, and hence makes no contribution to the 
contour integral, so that the inner sum may range in all cases |
from 0 to n thus yielding, upon noting the identity
O  = }  C k > 0  > (65.20)k=o
itself demonstrated by contour integral methods, 
that
" 2^1 f - (65.21)
Finally, for the odd case, substitution into the expression 
(A5.5) yields the expression
(l+2x)J k=o,]-n-l
(A5.22)
which, upon noting the identity
( O - ^ C )  = S 0 ) - J O  . (A5.23)
k=o
ultimately yields the result
4 " '  = 4  ^ S t  ^  = 4 4  . (65.24)
as was required.
Lemma 5.5: 3^^ = Z S^_(^)(n-g)^ 4  (A5.25)
Proof: Noting the contour integral expression for (A5.16) and
substituting this into the right-hand expression (A5.26), we
j k=j j I
1;
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obtain
4  ^ t S t  j .  . (65.26)
which, upon our noting that the upper limit of summation may 
be extended to infinity without altering the residue, and 
upon our substitution from the identity
CO
x^/(l-x)^*^ = 2 (!')x , (A5.27)(t=j J
yields the equivalent form
b -  f S , -   (n-i)~j dx (A5.28)2xi (x-2n)! X '
xl dx
2xi (x-2n): •
Finally setting y = x-n we obtain
1 £ (y+n)l dy _ _2n (A5.29)2ni ' (y-n)I (y+|)j+l 3
as was required.
Theorem 5.6; On the decomposition of the operators Q (x^p^), ne/V.o
The operators Q^(x^p^), n e 77, satisfy an expansion of the form
n „ • •Q (x^p^) = 2 (-ih)^ ■^3^Q'^(xp) , (A5.30)
j=o 3 °
in which the coefficients g? are presented by the system
2.Z
= g ? ^ 4  “ ^ s 4  ( b  (*■-5).''^ 4  ^eN<j{o}, j e [0 ,2*.] , (AS.31)J 1+1 U=j ^ 1
and in particular satisfy the conditions 
no 92,-1
Bgj+i = 92] = O' j €ro,2&] . (A5.32)
Proof; Of these results all, else (A5.32), are proved in the
preceding lemmata, (A5.32) following immediately from the
-'a
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symmetry of Q^(x^p^) but may be checked by explicit calculation
based upon the contour integral (A5.29).
Theorem 5.7: On the expansion of Q^(sinxp)
The observable (sin xp) has the formal expansion
Q^(sinxp) = sin(2/h sinh“ (h/2)Q^(xp)) . (A5.33)
Proof: We have by hypothesis that
CO CO
Q^(sin xp) = Q^( 2 (-l) ^ x ^ ^ ^ ^ p ^ ^ ( 2 n + l )  ! ) = 2 (-l)^Q(x^^^^p^^^^)/(2n+]z
n=o n=o
(A5.34) I. n rs/ 2n+l 2n+lx . , 1in which the expressions for Q(x p ) are as above. ^
Hence, substituting from lemma 5.3 and lemma 5.4, we may deduce |
that j
2k+l 'i
(A5.35)
Let us now turn our attention to the evaluation of the above 
double sum, and first note that the quantities = 0 , k > n,
so that the k-index may be extended to infinity without altering 
the value of the sum. This observation results in the following 
(formal) identities:
n r -  4 Qo(xp) , :  (x+n): “ ( - l ) ^ f ( x p )Q^(sinxp) - (x-n): (2n+l):
r g (x+n) I __________(x+l) (A5.36)
n=o (x+4):+Q:(xp)/h:2iri ____ (x-n) I (2n+l) I , _'o
Now set y = x+g to obtain
Q^(sinxp) ’
(A5.37)
and consider the remaining summation, which after some
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rearrangement may be expressed in terras of the hypergeometric 
(all)function
n=o
as
n=o (y-ÏÏ4(2n+l): ■ I ’ • (65.39)
- (2iQ (xp)/h)-'sinh(-2ih-'Q^(xp)sinh-'(h/2))
sin(QQ(xp)(h/2)-'sinh-'(h/2)) , (A5.42)
as was required.
Theorem 5.8: On the expansion of Q^(cosxp).
The observable Q (cos xp) has the formal expansiono
Q^(cos xp) = (1+h^/4)  ^cos(2/h sinh ‘ (h/2)Q^(xp)) . (A5.43)
Proof: Proceeding exactly as for Q^(sinxp) deduce that
V c o s x p )  '
" (A5.44)
and obtain the identity
Reference to standard t a b l e s y i e l d s  the identity
F(|+b, 5-b, — , sin^x) = sin(2bx)/ (2bsinx) , (A5.40)
from which we obtain the final contour integral expression
Q_(xp)Q^(sinxp) =  ^ sinh(2p sinh ^h/2)/(y^+Q^(xp)/h^)dy .
(A5.41)
Thus employing the residue theorem we obtain
Q (sin xp) = h  ^Q (xp)[(2iQ (xp)/h)“ ^ sinh (2ih“ ‘ Q (xp)sinh"^ (fi/2)) |O O O O ;|
- 1 I
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n=o
These, together with the further identity
F(s+b, 2“b, 5, sin^x) = cos(2bx)/cosx , (A5.46)
yield the final contour integral expression
Q (cosx#) = (l+hf/4)"'& f sinh L (h/2)%  ^ (A5.47)
° (/ +Q^(xp)/-h^ )
from which the result follows by the residue theorem.
note: The remaining results (70) of theorem 9 of chapter 3 follow
from the expressions for Q^(sinxp) and Q^(cosxp) by re­
expressing cosh X as cos ix etc.
This completes the fifth appendix.
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